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ACTION DIRECTOR'S INTIIOI i:IC'TION
. ..11(1:'t: ,.

The capacity to rely on one's own, efforts 4nd abilities is, in the
final analysis, the key to influencing onVAiv. n destiny.

One premise nfeall ACTION progrfung;is that given the
opportunity, people will work for them4pw.es and Each other
to -develop their abilities and use them, ill Teak the bonds of
poverty, ignorance and dependency. ,./.

Oftentimes the greatest impedimettOself-relianfe is that
very lack of opportunity. ACTION;,, rid the Peace 'Corps,
through their programs, seek to 43riii;ide the poor and
disenfranchised in this country and4iyefseas that opportunity,
by giving them the tools with which 'n iieltieve self-sufficiency.

The mechanism for this is the v:10iieer. Volunteers serve
in thousands ofcommunities, in he:':United States and in
developing countries, teaching p life' skills that help them
shape and define their lives-i--t 'Its'. that remain after" the.

volunteei-s have left. :

' Volunteers work side-by-sidith local citizens on local
projects in an effort to deVelob'elf-help solutions to local
problems. In the eight years 010' ACTION was founded,
experience shows that th4- niost 'effective -solutions to social
andeconomic problems iafteV4ine from the communities
t hem*lves. : 0".';

,± ',-

. While larger social 00e:ink:Often meet many legitimate
needs, they must be compleiriented by responsibility and self-
reliance at the local levei,'Nooniknows more abOut the needs
of a neighborhood or a CoPunimity than the people who live
there. For this reasonf advocates local capacity
building through self-01Plirajects During the past four years
AcTIOrtf has sueceed0 "`strengthening its help program by
focusing volunteer efifit: -tn those human, need areas essential
to physical, social': itri 'economic well-being. These human
need areas include: ea 0-arid nutrition, coinmunity.services,

% knowledge and sIsil neigy and conservhtion, food and
vter, ho sing, ec is development and income and legal
rights.

",,,..,
s. conOgur t.t4

ACTIOI's dom licp,4perations, which include:
= , ,4

of human need areas underlies all of

t
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The Older Americans Volunteer .Programs (Retired Senior
Volu,nteer Program, (RSVP) Foster Grandparent Program
(FGP), and the Senior companion Program (SCR). These
programs mobilize thv skills of people over 60 years of age to
address the needs of communities,_the frail elderly, and
ctlildren. 1 /

Volunteers in Service to Amertca (VISTA) addresses a
broad spectrum of problems related to poverty. VISTA
volunteerg live and wOrk in local communities, where they
assist our nation's poor in achieving a better level of self-
reliance;

The Service-Learning ProgramsNational Center for
Servie Learning, University Year for ACTION (UYA).
Service Liarning gives students the opportunity to blend
classroom education with hands-on experience in the
community, and fosters an appreciation for the importance of
community-wide problem- solving efforts,

Internationally, the peaEe Corps, which now functions as
an autonomous agency within ACTION, manages a wide
range of self-help projects in developing countries throughout
the world. Peace Corps projects are particularly directed at
meeting the needs of the poorest of the poor, by developing
new 'projects in the vital 'areas of food production, water
supply, health, nutrition, and alternative energy. and .byt .
fostering the use of locally adaptable; light capital, technolo-
gies that take advantage of renewable resources.

It is important to remember, however, that selfrrehance is
m ore than a strategy to eliminate poverty. It is the tore of a_
society in which justice, equity and integrity are indispensable, ..
anclit allow4 poor people that measure of dignity that comes

' from their own achievements.
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HIGHLIGHTS: FY !1980

This year, ACTION's ptograms focused on a number of major
emphasis areas that are essential to building capacity for self-
reliince at the community level.

Energy

ACTION took significant steps towards enhancing its efforts
to assist low-income Americans and people throughout the
Third World to cope with tte burden of soaring energy costs
and limited energy resources:

Some 10 percent of VISTA volunteers were involved with
energy-relted projects, such as home winterization and
energy conservation. This represents a -250 percent increase
over the number of VISTAs working oR energy projects
during FY 1979. '

Approximately 1;350 RSVP volunteers were ,assigned to
energy projects in, their communities. These volunteers were

involved with energy, Fonservation measures, home energy
audits, and energy infOrmationTreferral programs'.

Fitchburg (Mass.) Action to Conserve Energy (FACE),
planned in FY 1979, was initiated and fully developed this
year. FACE, a community-wide program, was designed to
reduce the town's energy consumption by 25 percent \through
simple, low-cost steps that volunteers can perform fir them-et
selves or their neighbors with a minimum of training. For
example, volunteers were trained to lower hOt water 'heater
temperatures, caulk. and weatherstrip windows and doors,
clean ''coils on the backs of refrigerators, insulate, hot water
heaters, and attach flow restrictors to showers and faucets.
Local energy experts conducted the training of the volunteers,
and monitored their work on actual assignments The success
and appeal of the FACE project, which was coordinated
thrOugh ACTION's Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation,
is reflected in the fact that 3,038 Fitchburg residents were able
to realize a one million dollar saving in energy costs during the
winter of 1979.,



t..

The Community Energy Project (CEP), initiated, in
February 1980, expanded the FACE conctpt- to 20 other

"communities throughout the country. Some of the communi-
ties began energy conservation Anpaigns early during the
fiscal year, while others will begin their in the forthcoming.winter inonths:

In developing countries of the Third World, Peace Corps
volunteers worked intensively on appropriate technology
projects that use onergy efficient 'devices such as pedal-
powered grinders and solar dryers. Devices such as mud stoves
were introduced in a numher of countries to help conserve
dwindling supplies of firewood, and biogas digester projects,
were initiated to provide additional fuel sources.

Independent Living

This year, ACTION, continued its efforts to promote the
potential for independent living, through efforts to prevent
inappropriate institutionalitation and to facilitate the return

of individuals from institutions back to the community:
0. Senior Companions continued to provkle the ongoing
support needed to enable many elderly people to live
independently.

Foster Grandparents worked with youthfu l offenders, as
well as emotionally and_physically handicapped youth to build
their capacity for independent living.

ACTION demonstration projects were conducted to assess
the efficacy' of using volunteers as resources to reduce the
human and economic costs of institutional care for handi-
capped and_elderly people.

Youth Employment

FY 1980 marked the implementation of ACTION's Youth
Employment SupOort (YES) program), planned in FY 1970
and jointly c ducted with the U.S. Department, of Labor.
YES proved hi hly successful infielping disadvdntaged youth
locate and maintain employment. YES projects were initiated
at 12 Bites in Florida, Arkansas, Massachusetts, New Mexico.
and North Carolina. .

Special FY 1980 project areas incl e:
'Refugee resettlement efforts conducted i Hawaii, Florida,
lifdrnia; Texas and Virginia.

_Extensive planning for the U.N. proclaimed International
ar for Disable Persons, which will commence in 1981.

tnonstration projects were conducted in the areas of
energy, fixed income consumer counseling, technical assist-
ance for small, non-profit organizations, and family violence.

t-.,
Is

ACTION FY 1980 BudgetAppropriated Dollars
Total: . $145,542,000
VISTA: , ', $ 29,991,000
Service Learning: $ 2,859,000
Special Volunteer Programs: . A $ 3,364,000
Older American Volunteer Programs: $ 83,317,000
Program- Support: $ 26,011,000,

V

Vnr

VISTA volunteer provides companionship and energy counseling to the
elderly, Santa Fe, NM

,
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ISTA is uni4tie volunteer
program that helps locyin

come Americans build their capacity for self- improvement
and self-reliance. VISTA projects address a spectrum'
of problems .affecting low-ineorne 'people in Arica. At the
same time, they all support gome, aspect of thee program's
major objectives, which include: helping the poor to develop
effective leadership and problem-solving abilities; encouraging
cooperative action and self-help projects; creating linkages
between various economic strata, so that poverty-related
problems facing all Americans can be corrected; providinsi
volunteer opportunities for both nationally and locally-
recruited volunteers and facilitatirig the delivery of existing

4overnment and private services designed to assist low - income
people.

VISTA volunteers are aisigned to local:public or private
nonprofit lonsoring orginizations. The spo'nsors direct the
activities df the volunteers, and involve people from the

4'
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community in planning and implementing the projects.
Volunteers servefullttime for one year, during which time they
are supported at a 'subsistence level within* the communities
they serve. They also receive a $75 monthly end-of-service

Since the beginning of the program in 1964, more than
70,000 men and women have served' as volunteers on nearly
4,500 projects. These volunteers have helped millions of low-
income Americans to deal with poverty-related problems
defined at the local level, thereby strengthening our nation's
efforts to eliminate poverty and enhance the quality of life for
a vast segment of the population.

VISTA BUDGET

Using 1972 dollars as a base; the buying power of appropriat-
ed dollars has gone from a high of $23.6 million in FY 1973 to
a low, Of $16.2 million in FY 1977. The FY 1980 level is only
nine percent above the level of FY 1977, and is 25 percent
below the level of FY 1,973.

FISCAL
YEAR

APPROPRIATED
DOLLARS

CONSTANT
DOLLARS

1 1972 $22,900,000 $22,900,000
1973 25,000;000 23,600,000
1974' 22;000,000 18,90Q,000
1975 23,200;000 19,000,600
1976 22,300;000 "16,700,000
1977 23,000,Q00 16;20,000

'1978 30,100,000 19,800,000
1979 30,400,006 4 18,400,000
1980 32,000,000 A 17,700,000,

Support and Training

Support, aining and technical assistance for VISTA projects
are jrovid by ACTION in conjunction with project
sponsors. puring FY 1980, approximately 80 percent of the°
funds appropriated went directly, towards the personal
support oLvolunteers, including allowances, hearth insurance,'
and transportation to and from their places of assignmen't.
About ten.percent of the funds paid for volunteer supdvision
and on-the-job transportation. The remaining ten percent wasf

Solar panel construction on adobe home. Santa Fe. NM

ti
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Installin Iola, energy panels. Santa Fe. NM
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,Fprrn cooperative gasohol project. Epes. AL
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used for all other costs, including training and technical
assistance. .

In FY 1980, ACTION conducted the first field investiga
tion of VISTA pre-service and, in-servicetraining in nearly ten
years. Using the evaluation results, as well as the curriculum
developed in FY -1979, VISTA established national standards
for volunteer-pre-service And in- service training, sponsor-
supervisor training and volunteer cafeer development.

,

VISTA in Action
.

During F.11 1980, VISTA direCtly served or ensured b enefits to
more than 1.2 million of the nation's poor. A total of 4,005
volunteers served through 810 projects. This year, 334 new
projects were opened 'and 183 projects were phased out. Of
those phased out, 135 (or 74 percent) were institutidnalize
with project activities being continued by the local comtpim
ty.

.This year, VISTA volunteers 'throughout the coun
participated in' a broad range of projects such as. helping !
income people r'evitalize decaying urban neighborho
focusing attention. on medically underseiced areas; pro% i
low-cost energy alternatiNes to the poor, securing legal r
for handicapped citizens; expanding the membersh
struggling consumer groups and farmers' cooperative
enabling older people to obtain greater emotional, p
apd financial security. '

a
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The following project§ illustrate how VISTA volunteers
hap promote self-reliance and cooperative efforts: *,

Community Services (31% of VISTA volunteers)
VISTA volunteers working with the Chinese Development

Codncil In New York City have been involved with efforti.to
improve the quality of lifefor the thousands of poor families
in the Chinese community. Volunteers have helped assemble a.
ConsumerAllianCe, which enables its low-income members to
purchase food and clOthing at discount prices.-During the first'
six months of the Alliance, 1800 'residents of Chinatown
joined the organization, and some 130 businesses agreed to
participate by offering discounts of,up to 25 percent on some
items. In addition to the discount program, the Alliance has
also begun a food cooperative The VISTAs assigned to this
project are involved in housing, job training and education.

Knowledge/Skilli (17%)
In East Baton, Rouge Parish, Louisiana, more than 2,000

people are totally illiterate; they cnnnot use the telephone.
book, read Or, write simple messages, or read grocery or
Medicine labels. To help remedy this situation, three VISTA
volunteers have been placed in Operation Upgrade. The
volunteers work with residents of the Louisiana Correctional
Institute for Women, where they serve as coOrdinators
between prison, officials and Operation Upgrade. They also
tutor residents whO read below the fifth grade level, coordinate

a Senior Citizen Program, and tutor-non-readers at the site. In
addition, the VISTAs have written,' edited and published
math and reading books for at least' 14,000 functionally
illiteratF adults. These. books have been requested by
i)rograms in other states, and will continue to be used in Baton
Rouge after the VISTA volunteers leave.

Energy/Conservation110%)
VISTA volunteers assigned to the Southwest Alabama

Farmer's Association have provided assistance in a number of
farming-related areas, including the high cost of energy. The
energy goals of SWAFCA are twofold: to become energy self-
sufficient and to reduce the farmers' dependence on petroleum
products. With the help of the VISTAs, SWAFCA has
constructed an alcohol fuel refinery that produces 500 gallons
of ethanol per week. The co-op is currently in the process of
n)odifying all vehicles so-,that't hey can run on alcohol fuel:
Plani are also underway to use grain and the. manure from co-
op ,owned hogs to produce ethane %as. The methane will
tkit .be used to operate elec is generators...
Economic DeVelopmeni/Income (7%)

VISTA vplunteers continue to maintain and expand th5
Easteftir Suffolk Rural Development Credit Union in River-
head, New Yak. TR credit union was originally started by
VISTAs in 1974,:and has since grown from 13 to 1,000
members. The volunteers have been instrumental in recruiting

- VISTA VOLUNTEERS VS APPROPRIATED DOLLARS
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67;aching English to Spanish speaking senior citizens .at a senior center. La Jorp.
CO

.. , is, .

members, 'encouraging 'deposits from public agencies and
ti es i n e sse s ; and educating low-income residents about the''.
services available through the organization. In adflitiop, the ,

VISTA volunteers provide members with training in, budget_
andfinancial management. This credit union, whichwas able
to turn 5360,000 back into the Community; has thetistinction
of being one of 33 low-income unions to receive PS200,000.
loan from the Commtity Services Administratio tech-

Npica! assistance from theational Credit Union A ministra-
tion. . ,

.-..../-7-' '''.
- -

Health/Nutrition (7%)
VISTA volunteers assigned to the'Centro del la Raza East

Long Beach Neighbejlood Ceder have been instrumental in
promoting comprehensive health services to the East Long
Beach community, an area declared by 'WHS. to. be under-.
served. In the initial phase' of a health strategy, plan for (he
area, four programs related to child and family protective
health care ha%e been implemented. VISTAs involved with the
prenatal program Have succmQilly negotiated with the' .

hospital for. low-cost prenatal care and delivery for low-
income and minority residents. The hospital provides the
medical services, including,delivery al.,' reduced ray, while
supportive services (such as transportaliOn, child care_
translation, financial screening and referrals) are provided by
the sponsoring agency. Spin -offs from the prenatal program
include: prenatal -educational classes; a'ehildren's- screening
program, famil), planning services and a nutrition supplement
program for womeri.and their children. ,

VISTA Stittistiis
Ia

I. Number of V,ISTA volunteer servi /e years: 3,982A

2. Minorities (%)B
-sink: 21%
.Hilpanie: 5% ,
American Indian/Alaskan Native:

° Asian/ Pdcific Islander: 25L,
TOTAL: 30% .

3. Recruitment (%)
NRV: 3,3%
LRV: 67% (includes LILRV)

*** (LILRV:, .30%) N
.

4

4. Number of standard VISTA 'projects: 7900
Ni

*4a. Nurkber of Regional Grants ftinded: 11
;

-2%

k
-..

,

.
5; Ku ber of national grants projects funded: 9

0 of VISTA volunteers by Basic Human Need6.
Community Services

- Knowledge /Skills,
Economic Dev/lncome `-
Health/ Nutrition
Legal Rights

.Energy/ConservatiOn
1-lousing

. :

I

.

31%
- -

. 7

9

10

10

I6
,

7. Budget 1)
:

l

Volunteer SuppOrt.
7 ,Training , , ..,

Project Supp'ort
Grants. .7^ .1 v_fx..

Eval ation - -
TOTAL.

. i
./17 ...

g. SckRatio4 : ,-
, Female ;f'69%

Male: 3wo , .
.

c
4 . . Voluteer geB lreakdown:':

. 18-27=46% 1 et

28-35=19% .-
36-59=24% ,, -
'60'+ =I I%

1

s

$19,93i3;000
2,19/3,Q00
3,174,000

. 4,507,000
1741000

$29`,991,000 .

I

.* Nationally Recruited Volunteer
LoCally Recruited Volunteer,
Low-income Locally Recruited Volunteer

e

Notes: A: Soui-ce: FY 1980 Close-Out' Report
Source:,FY 1979 Activities Survey

C: Source: FY 1982 ZBB Submission
D: Source: FY 1980 fihai SOF
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-4.1' Legal Rights (16%)
This year; one VISTA volunteer as assigned to the Legal

Center for .Handicapped Citizens in' Denver,' Colorado.
Handicapped) citizens are often not in a position to defend

, themselves legally or assert their rights and privileges. The
Center helps the handicapped to help themselves, either by
individual legal assistance or legal challenges resulting in revi-
sion of state regulations. The VISTA assigned to the Center
has provided legal assistance to individuals, legal advocacy in
terms of important cases, community educition, and advoca-
cy in rural schools regarding programs and facilities for the
Handicapped. The VISTA volunteer has also assisted in the
development of a legal rights newsletter that serves the handi-
capped community.

Housing (16%)
I Two VISTA volunteers were assigned to, a project called
S.W.A.P. (Stop Wasting Obandoned Property) in Prok i-
dencek Rhode Island. Providence has a large Hispanic and

' Black community, as well as a growing number of Asians. Of
the 163,000 residents in Providence, 17 ,percent fall within the
poverty guidelines05.W.A.P. assists moderaie and low-
income residents 't(!i`,. become homeowners- throuW"urban
homesteading." The VISTA volunteers helthe organization
by. conducting initial assessments 'of property , counseling
.poential homeowners regarding the purchas nd ownership
6T reclaim uctures; and by assisting inte sted residents in

/
.1negotiations, obtaining bank financing and securing legal

assistance. So far, the VISTAs have helped 200 low-income
families find the technical, financial and legal, i.sources
need* to refurbish their property. They also worked with
S.W.A.P. to .dekelop a tool bank so that costly rennova
equipment could be collectively purchased and share With
the help of the VISTAs, S.W A.P. was ablF to convince the
City Council to pass legislation that eliminates delinquent city
and state taxes in all abandoned houses purchased through the
orgarriion. -
National Grants

The national grants program, was established in 1977 to
improve VISTA's ability to have an impact on specific

problems of poverty through organizations that have expertise
in selected areas. The national grantees Use specialized
training, and technical assistance methods, and have the
capacity to 'assign volunteers to otherwise hard-to-reach.
grassroots sponsors. -

In FY 1980, nine percent of the funds available for
VISTA grants was applied to the national eants progtam.
One-third of all the national grants were awarded to minority
organizations, and nearly half went to supporting rural
projects., During FY 1980, the 10 national grantees involved
150 component projects and approximately 400 v olunteer*
For example:

Locally recruited VISA teaches me- dical techniques at clinic. Epes. AL
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The Coalition of Indian Contro led School Boards was
incorporated in 1971 as a non-profit, educational organiza-
tibn, It now has a membership-of more than 160 schools. The
Cqa1ition is dedicated 'to the 'belief that American Indians
must retain, as-well as foster, the heritage that is-vital to their
survival as a people. The Coalition-seeks to bring about
edUcatiOnal refbrm in American Indian education by helping
Indian- People /o gain and maintain an active voice in the
educational processes that affect their ihildren. Control by
Indian groups is emphasiied in those ed5cational institutions
specifically designed to serve Indian students. For example, in
Montana, the Coalition and a group of VISTA volunteers
surveyed the educational needs of the Rocky Boy Reservation.
This led to the development of an alternative school and a
community-approved curriculum: VISTAs working with the
Coalition also produced ,an orientation packet and training
session for the Tribal Education Committee, -and assisted
students in producing a school handbook.

The Federation of Southern Cooperatives is a npn-pro fit,
. tax-exempt regional association of more than 130' coopera-

Ayes, turd credit unions serving smalloscale farmers and other
lowinciNsural people in 11 southern states. The Federation
is a sefvice, a resource and an advocacy organization for the
30,000 individual memter families affiliated with its coopera-
tives and credit, unions. .The goal is to foster self'-help
community-based,economic development through education,
qrganization and cooperation,among people. The Federation''
is based on shared needs for service, technical assistance and
resources in several different areas, including. agriculture
(collective marketing and purchdsing); rural credit unions;
handicraft production; housing; health care clinics; and
manufacturing. For the past -two-and-a-half years, VISTA
volunteers have been involved in all of these areas serving as
oitinizers, trainers, fundraisers, proposal writers and advo-
sates. During FY 1980k VISTA assigned 95 volunteers, 89 of
whom were-locally recruited, to Federation projects in 10
states.

Fifteenth Year A iveAary

FY 19g0 marked t 15th anniversary of VISTA. An
anniversary celebrition was launched by President Carter on
December 19, 1979, when he met with 24 current VISTA
volunteers-at the White House. From January 1980 through

. Junr1980, VISTA recognition events were held in cities across
the' country, honoring the commitment both, former and Aalhekization advice. Wilco. TX,
current volunteers have made towards "Making a Good Place
Better."

The anniversary celebration concluded in Washington
with a national conference entitled "Self- Help: Strategies for
the 1980s." This conference focused on people at the poverty I
level ;helping each other ,thrbugh citizen participation and
voluntary adtion. More than 1200 people, including current
and former VISTA volunteers, low- income people,,communi-
ty organizeis, government officials, local and national'
legislators, scholars and journalists, gathered for three days

' and participated in over 60 issue and strategy workshops.
These workshops ranged from energy and housing issues to
grassroots fund-raising and the pr ms 'of the disabled. .

By all accounts, the VISTA 15th An iyersary Celebration
1was highly successful. Based on data acq d in late FY 1980,
the six month celebration led to a substantial increase in
VISTA's recognition by the general public.

Emplpyment opportunities for the handicapped. Berks county. PA
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ervice- learning is' based on

it . the idea that giving time and s. ,
;,energy to one's community is 4 value that can and should be
0 integeated into all levels of education. And, as practitioners of
,,r 'service- learning have pointed out, our schools and students i

can serve as effective resources for meeting many community
needs. Within ACTION, the Peace Corps and VISTA
experiences have taught us that citizen participation in
community decisi n-making and problem-solving processes
develops both' th indiiidual and community. Service-learning
t Nus brings to onsciousness 'the complementary nature of
education and community. Through service-learning expe-
riences, students becokme more aware of their responsibilities'
to their communities and, therefore, become more active in
community life as adults. ,

The National Center for Service-Learning offers students
throughout the country opportunities to participate- in
volunteer programs that address local community-problems.
According to two NSL studies, nearly 750,000;students are
involved in setrvice:-learning programs. The projects range
from erlergy conservation and consumer education, to
tutoineinner city youth and working in community gardens.

./ The' goals-of NCSL are. to promote, the concept of
service- learning As an effective community deNelopment and
educational strategy, to increase the number and quality of
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Disabled students fly kite with help of high school intern. Fremont. CA

Speech and hearing student evaluates vocational services client !*University of
Nebraska
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service-learning programs by responding.to the technical
assistance need of program managers\ and to encourage
resource sharing among service-learning coordinators, thereby
building a network of, program managers. The Center at-
tempts to achieve these pits through the following activities.

Training. Each year, NCSL sponsors a series of seminars for
high school and college service-learning coordinators. Nation-
ally known service-learning practitioners teach skills such as
volunteer recruitment, fund-raising techniques, project devel-
opment, curriculum design, locating community sponsors,
identifying community needs and deriving learning objectives
from project goals.

Publications. NCSL publishes and distributes, free-of-Charge,
a number of "how to" manuals for students. The Center also
regularly publishes Splergist, a journal of service-learning
theory and practice. Splergist is published three times a year,
and is distributed to approximately 35,000 individuals and

organizations. It provides a variety of technical aids to
secondary and post-secondary service-learning programs'
Each issue describes innovative or svell-executed service-
learning programs that may serve as models fur those who are
beginning or improving programs. In addition, Stnergist gives
examples of how projects have met the needs of the least
privileged members of the_community, and describes specific
tools that are useful itt designing, managing and eialuating
service-learning projects.

Consultants. NCSL provides consultants to service-learning
progiaMs for short-term assignments, to help them solve
specific problems associated with running programs. Priotity
is given to local-programs with limited resources.

University Year for ACTION (UYA) progrgm. -Nt'SL has
managed UYA since 1979. in this program, universities and
consortiums or organizations are given ACTIONsgrants that
allow college students to serve their communities full-time for

St ents" practice on dumnv at High School for Health Professionals. Houston, TX
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nine or twelve months, while receiving a living allowance and
academic credit. (See next section for more details.) .

ftesearch. NCSL conducts studies to determine the effective,
ness of various service-learning models. In the beginning iff.-
P1 1980, NCSL continued to study the effect of intensive
service-learning experiences on .13-to-I8-year old juvenile
offenders. The study focused on cognitive, affective, and skill
development of the youth. The model designed for the study-
was tested at the Partners School in Denver and the
Alternalive School Network in Chicago. At both sites,
students spent two days a week performing volunteer services
in community agencies., Students also underwent classroom-
based instruction units -to improve their reading and math
skills,,as well as classroom-based preparation for providing
service outsidthe schools. Preliminary findings based 0,41 the
Partners School evaluation reveal that:

the self-esteefn of students in the program was increased.
the academic skills of the students increasecl 11/2 to 2 grade

levels during the course of the-year.
the students' attitudes toward personal responsibility (the

degree to which students view themselves as responsible for
what happens to them) improved during the course of the
year.

the students' feelings of social responsibility were enhanced.
the program appears to help decrease delinquency rates.
the majority of students performed valuable services for

community agencies, as indicated by assessments of agency
supervisors.

These results demonstrate that service-learning approaches
can have considerable positive impact on a juvenile offender
population. (The evaluation data from the Alternative School
Network were not analyzed when this report was compiled.
Also, due to lack of funds, this NCSL study,-which was
designed to ix a three year effort, was discontinued in the
!alter part of FY 1980.)

UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR ACTION (UYA)

The UYA program provides grants to'Colleges and universi-
ties, so that students"' can serve fuitime in anti-poverty
projects while ma$ing normal academic progress toward a
degree. in FY 1980, 900 UYA volunteers were funded through
23. grants. Since the inception of the_ prpgram in 1971,
approximately 12,000 students at 120 educational institutions
have participated in the program. The focus of most UYA
projects has been the delivery of social services'through a,wide
range of public and private non-profit-agencies and organiza-
tarns. Ffor examp?e:

Nine UYA. volunteers sponsored by Beacon, e in
Washington; D.C., worked with various grassroo itizen
groups..

Two of the volunteers worked withgroups that deal with
housing problems, such as condpminium conversion, code
violations, gentrification, illegal rent increases and other
means of tenant displacemenLAhat lead to community
disintegratio4.,bne of the volunteers produced an instruction-
al brochure on how to deal legally with landlord-related
problems. r-

Tyo volunteers worked with a grassroots energy organiza-
tion in one of Washington's most depressed neighborhoods,
kitaftstia. They focused on energy audits, the development
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U.YA volunteers find housing for refugees, University ofCalifornia Los Angeks,
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4YA volunteer at day care center. West Virginia State Collegt, Charlestown. WV
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and extension of appropriate technology, and community
educatipn. The volunteers were able to involve the community
in the construction of 'a solar-heated building wall, an event
that captured national_ attention. They also worked with, a
public housing tenants association in the construction of a
solar-heated meeting and recreation room:

One volunteer worked with a major Latirio organization in-
the Adan'ts-Morgan section' of Washington. The volunteer
developed and produced a commuuity-resource-manual-that-k-

- written in Spanish, and is specially designed for tue often
unusual needs of 'the local-Hispanic population.

One volunteer worked in an elementary school on a project
Idesigyed to involve parents in the school and in their
childrens' education. In addition, the parent organization
provides instruction for members in areas such as faKnily
nutrition and child-raising.

Three volunteers worked on developing the Beacon College
Community Resource 'Center. The Center, which is now
operational, is involved in community "education.

UYA Education Study

This year, ACTION began an evaluation study to assessThe
'effects of policy changes on the UYA progfaintwAn-earlier
study of UYA, conduct d by the Educational Testing Service,
ecommended chap s n 'several policies and practices in

Arder to improve the u ity of the program. During FY 1978
and >+Y 1979, 11 deco nstration projects were funded under
the revised guidelines. This year's study was designed to
compare standard UYA grants, with the demonstration grants,
and to answer such questionsas:

Have the educational institutions increased their involve-
ment in-and accessibility to the target community?

Is the target community more likely to be low-income? ..
What are the effects of the service-learning experiences on

the UYA students?

The results of the study will be availablein January 1981.. - .

V

FY 1980 Volunteer Profiles (Total Volunteers= 900)
University Year for ACTION (UYA)

Sex Rata (%)
Male=37% .

Female=63%

'Higti school only °

Attended tech school
One year college
Two year college
Three `year college
College graduates

I

Age % .

18-19 = 3%
20-21 = 20
22-24 = 34
25-34 =' 29 ,

35-44= 7
.45-540 4
55+ 3

Education %
.= 425-
= .1

= 21
= 24

5

r
.
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104 Volunteers counsel refugee families, University of California at Los
Los Angeles. CA ' /

ti

UYA volanconstricctsplayground equipment, New College of Califbrnia,
SausolitolirA
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,G i
rowing old is an inevitable as-
pect of life. But reasons of

political and practical necessity, certain yearsusually 60 or
65are designated as -the' point at which one "officially"
reaches old age. 'The corollary to this kind of arbitrary
mapping of human chronology is the idea that old age means
retirement fronk work, from productivity -an m active
involvement in fhe life of the community. Uhfortu tely, these
pievalent expectations define the social envirrmm in'which
m ny older people must struggle to niaintain their health,
in ome, independence and seise of social utility.

Health, income and mobility tend to be proportionately
more problematic as a person gets older. Yet it is a waste a
human resources to establish policies and roster attitudes
which encourage the belief that most older people can neither
take care of themselves nor be of service to their neighbors.
That they have survived into old age attests to personal.
histories of individuality, independence. and the capacity to
make choices. The presumption that they will want US forego
this strong self-identification as responsible human beings
'helps to 'create a climate in which dependerfcy be ?omes the
only route to survival. Sr 4

/ Still, there have always been older people who, because of
extraordinary talent, power, financial independenie or force

..---......

of personality, are not thought of as being old. However, when
we think of grat statesmen, financiers and artists who are in
their seventies, eighties and nineties, we are often surprised by `,
their agebeefluse" we have learned to accept the stereotypes
of failing health, ,strength and activity associated witIpthe
aging 'process. Sulh stereotypes rob many ordinary Sider
people of their right to a sense of satisfactiqn in what they
have achieved and, given the opportunities, what they can still

'achieve.
Proyidjng opportunities for, older citizens to ,continue to

contribute to our society iswhat -ACTION's programs for
Older Americans are all about. They reflect the belief that
learning, doing and giving are critical elements in most
people's lives, and that the need, to engage in these life
activities does not diminish with age. For many people, "old
age" is actually the first time in their lives when they can try
nevi roles and become involVed in eventsroutside their families
and work. Older Americans do, in fact, 'very often bring to
community service a fresh perspective and boundless creative
energy. ACTION's Older Americans' programs give many
"statistically old" people the chance to remain at the center of
daily life in their communities, and to 4get well-deserved.
recognition for their efforts and eagerness to continue living
rich and productive lives,

FY 1980 OAVP Statistics

Volunteer
60-69-
70-79
80-84
84+

'1-

Number of funded
volunteers:

Number of projects:

Profiles: Age

Volunteer Profiles:
Minority

Black (not Hispanic
origin)
Hispanic
American
Indian/ Alaskan

, Native
Asian/ Pacific
Islander

RSVP FGP -SCP

274,700 17,61b 3,820

707 208

40%
45%
I I%
4%

11.9% 28.1% 32.5%
3.4% 9.4% 5.7%

0.4% 1.4% 0.7%

1.3% 1.1% ,e-2.1%

17.0% 40.0% 41.0%

4?.3%
48.7% -

6:4%
1.6%

54%
41%
4%
I%

Volunteer Profiles: Sex
Female
Male

Handicapped

Distribution of
Volunteers by BaSic
Human Needs

Health/ Nutrition
Fo9d & Water
Knowledge & Skills
Economic
Dev. / Income
Housing
Energy/
COnservation
Community Services
Legal Rights

1

FISVP

79%
,21%

12.5%

, 39.0%
0.1

, 18.5

7,8
.3

FGP

85%
15%

8A%

Budget (amounts
appropriated) $26,217,000 $0,900:000 $10,200,000

.7
33.0 8.4

.6

44.0 100%

47.6

SCP

. 82%
8%

12.2%

Foster Grandparent'works with preschooler. Detroit, MI
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he Foster Grandparent Pro
gram was created in 1965_to

link older Americans ith children in need. Through FGP,
. low-income people who are--9 years of age or bider tan

volunteer their time.to help children with physical, mental,
emotional or social disabilities. Foster Grandparents are
placed with nonprofit spons'oring agencies, such as schools,
hospitals, day-care centers and institutions for the mentally or
physically ha'ndicapped. The volunteers serve 20 hours a week
and receive an annual stipend of $2,088. ACTION provides
them with a daily meal, transportation assistance, accident
insurance and an annual physical examination. In 1980, some
17,370 FGP volunteers assisted more than 43,000 children.

Dgring FY 1980, a ,primary focus of FGP was
independent' living. Particular empfiases were on placements

Asti
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that helped' prevent or delay a Child's institutionalization, or
placementi with institutionalized children whO have been
professionally diagnosed as having the greatest potential for
independent living. Volunteers concentrate on teaching these
children how to cope with the outside world, how to relate to
others.and how to live without the formal supports routinely
provided by institutions.

A second FY 1980 priority area was service learning.
Approximately 58 percent of the Fostej Grandparent
placelnents involved children.who have special learning needs.
The following examples illustrate how volunteers in the FGP
attend to those needs and help prepare children for
independent living situations.

Sixty vatilnieers-serve with the FGP of Providence, Rhode,
, Island. Tile jsctniary goal of this project is to provide love, care

and attention.to a variety of neglected children. In day-care
centers, the Foster Grafieparents prepare abused children for
entry into the pliblogrhools., through reading help, play
therapy and confidence- ding in interpersonal relation-
ships. At Head Start, the Valtinteers provide role models to
children from low-income, Migkirent families, Volunteers
also work in special tutorial programs in elementary and
junior high schools, where they help slow learners with basic
reading, writing apd mathematic skill In ,special education
programs, the volunteers work wii, s onally disturbed,
physically handicapped and -in-,. retarded individuals
who' need help with the daily hv skills necessary for
independent living. 1-

At the FGP in Mt, Vernon, Ohio, 76 volunteers address the
Special needs of children in residential institutivs for the
mentally- disabled; in day-care centers, Head Srt, public
schools and schools for the mentally larded. A special goal
of this program is to' apply1"-tli . talent of the Foster

.
n

FGP volunteer works at Headstari program, eharlistown. WV
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,Grantparents in assisting youthful offenders and court-
reftrred children to overcome drug and attitude problems.
The court- referred youth accompany and assist the F63ter
Grandparents with severely and profoundly relarded children,
The volunteers use this experience of serving others, as a
vehicle for educating the youthful offenders about drug and
alcohol abuse. They also counsel the youth about the jobs
available in the institution and what Inds of education are
required for the jobs. Although jhe youthful offender
component of this project is only one year oldit, has been
readily accepted by the public school system. Alta schools
now include it in their curricula fol those youth who need it

In Butlers ille, Indiana, 56 Foster Grandparents volunteer at
the Muscatgttick State School, where they serve children who
are mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed or physically
handicapped. The Foster Grandparents receive 40 hours of
orientation and in-service training that enables them to
provide losing, therapeutic efforts that help the children reach
their highest level of functioning' Some of the children with
whom the volunteers,14k are nonserbal and require special
individualized progrart plans. These plans are developed by
the staff, professionals and Foster Grandparents. One
program plan resulted in a .,young girl's gaining though

Grandparent at Infant home. Cincinnati. OH

!. 8

independence to be placed in a, foster home within the
community.

The FGP,project in Troy, Nev. York, addresses the needs of
mentally, physically and emotionally disabled children. Sixty -
.four Foster Grandparents work in the schools for the
emotionally disturbed, in Head Start where there is a, special
emphasis on the handicapped and, in early interiehtion
programs at a center for the mentally disabled, The volunteers.
work closely with educational specialists tt) identify children
who need additional help. Thi4 project and the unique impact
of the Foster Grandparents were, the focus of a public school
.system study, which looked at strategies of early TAtenention
and professional, volunteer team efforts. Another noteworthy
aspect of this project is the use of cassette tapes for training,
which enable A .impaired and functionally illiterate
Foster Grandparents to participate in the program.

In Several instances, it has been possible to help elderly adult
residents, who aye; themselves moderately retarded, to reach
the point where they can functio. n.gs Foster Grandparents to
resident children, These Fpster Grandparents are able to take
on a completely no> outlook on life, in which :he) are now
needed and ca`pible of giving to others. For example.

"
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FGP at State paining School,
Grand Junction. CO
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Fifty-five \Foster Grandparents in Babylon, New Yoq,
work with 'emotionally disturbed adolescents in psychiatric
centers, school disttictf andiday-care centers. A unique aspect
of this program, is that ten of the Foster Grandparents are
from institutions and are presently living in adult homes. The
Foster Grandparents teach the children survival skills on a
one-tb-one basis.' At the public school level, they provide
tutoring and' special personal attention to childlen with
emotional problems. In the psychiatric centers, the volunteers
conduct play therapy and teach communication skills. Aside
fro e enormous benefits these children get from the

ogram, the ten Foster Grandparents who were formerly
institutionalized (at a public cost of approgimately $25,000
each per ygar) are now leading productive lives and
contributing to the well-being of others.

Special 'Programming

FGP is involved with four areas a special programming on a
continuing basis. 'These are: child abuse/neglect, youthful
offenders, independent living and a relatively new area called
"direction service." While independent living is a general goal
,of most FOP projects, it is a primary goal in demonstration
projects, devoted to deinstitutionalization.

Child Abuse/Neglect
When FoSter Grandparents are placed in homes where child
abuse is a problem, they set models for the parents and assist
them in dealing with the everyday problems of raising
children. These homes, which are often run by a singteRgent,
can -be emotional ana psychological "pressure cooftrs,"
however, many Foster Grandparents have reported such
assignments to be the most rewarding.

In Hampton, Virginia,. ten Foster Grandparents visit the
homes of abusive and potentially abusive families as lay
therapists. The primary goal of the project is to minimize or
alleviate Child abuse by restoring positive relationshipein the
household. This it done by role modeling, in which the Foster
Grandparents demonstrate' to the abusive parent(s),alterna-
fives to violence in handling their children. The volunteers,
who work closely with social 'workers and Child ,Erotective
Services, also bridge the parent-child gap by conducting arts
and crafts activities.

Youthful Offinderi
Foster Grandparents who. work ,with _youthful offenders are
usually placed: in correctional fabilities, where 'they can
develop personal relationships with their clients. Such trusting
relationships enable the youth., to become more aware of
human values and human concerns for one another. For many
youth who have not had meaningful parental relationships,
taitopportunity becomes a turning point that leads to a
productive lire and.participation in the community.

At the 'FGP of Brown County Commission in Aberdeen,
'South Dakota, Foster Grandparents participate in the Youth
Diversion Program, This program attempts to unify all
juvenile justice programs locally in an effort to syStematically
meet the ,special needs of- Aberdeen's troubled youth. The
goals of the project are: to engender a high degree of trust and
respect between the youth and, their Foster Grandparents; to
improve Self - esteem and self-respect; to develop theindecision-
making,and problem-solving skills and to, develop a healthy
outlook on life. The Foster Grandparents work on a one-to=
one basis with the yobthful offenders in activities such-as arts
and crafts, woodivorking and cooking classes. For .the youth'

. .
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served by this program,' daily 'interaction with their Foster
Grandparents brings more than desperately needed counseling
and group therapyit brings for some, the first semblance of
fainily life.

Directicm Services
In this programming area,Fostsx Grandparents are placed in
the home of a child who haseliceptional or special needeThe
Volunteer relates to both the child and the child's family in a
caring way. The volunteer thus helps the child directly, and
assists the family by informing them abOut available benefits
and services.

In Jackson County, Missouri, ten FGR.olunteers serve
orthopedically handicapped and learning-disabled children
and their families. The' goals of this project are to help families
with handicapped children or children yittrsuspected
handicaps identify deveropmental problems. Once the prob-
lems are identified, the task of The Foster Grandparent is to
link the Tamil' and child to needed services and ensure the
continued delivery and follow-up of services. The Foster
Grandparents provide referral information to the family and
person-to-person help to, the handicapped youth in reading,
vocabulary, spelling and math. They also insure that the
child's needs.are met and tracked. During summer breaks, the
Foster Grandparents follow-up on the children, take them to
the public library and help them maintain their vocabulary
and academic skills.

Fifteen Years of FGP
On September 4, 1980, the Foster Grandparent Program cele-
brated its 15th anniversary. Ninety-eight of the original Fos-
ter Grandparents enrolled in 1965 are still serving children
With special needs. Of these Foster Grandparents, 71 jour-
neyed to Washington, D.C., to participate in a reception at the
White House witlf First Lady Rosalynn Carter, and- a
luncheon on Capitol Hill attended by numerous members of
Congress. They also viewed the premiere of the- FGP
documentary, "A Touc of Love," and atanded an awards
ceremony at the Kennedy Center, where ea l% Foster Grand-
parent received a plaque commemorating 15 years of
continuous volunteer service.

Rf

FGP at Headstart Center.
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SVP, which was authorized .in
. 1969, offers people who are at

least 60 years of age the chance to use their talents, skills and
experience while performing community services. RSVP
volunteers serve part time in, their own communities on
projects supervised by nonprofit sponsors, including com-
munity action agencies, tocal goyernment and senior service
organizations. ACTION provides RSVP volunteers 'with
transportation costs and accident insurance.

RSVP in Action(

RSVP volunteers serve in projects covering a wide range of
community needs, such as energy conservation, housing,
health, nutrition, youth services and education. For example;

In Adams and Lincoln Counties, Wasnington, 164 RSVP
volunteers are assigned to senior centers, nursing homes,
public schools, a food/clothing bank and a mental health
treatment center. The volunteers provide a variety of services,
including: one-to-one tutoring and remedial reading assist-
ance in public schools; advising older people about Medicare
benefits and insurance; serving as group therapy assistants in
an independent living program for mental health patients;

I

collecting clothing for low - income people and participating in
a community education program. Twenty volunte(rs in this
projeCt also work in a food recovery program. ThOisitlocal
farms following the harvest to collect fruit and vegetable
donations for low-income people in need of emergency food
assistance.

The . ASVP of Madison County, New York, has 500
Volunteers working at 61 volunteer stations, including schools,
nursing homes, mental health facilities and several housing
projects. Some volunteers are trained to conduct energy audits
for community residents. Others provide tutorial assistance to,
students in public schools, or reading and basic living skills to
mentally handitapped, individuals. This project has also
succeeded in establisthing a food co-op operated by 50 RSVP
volunteers, who are involved in .the buying 'and packaging of
food items delivered to 200 homebound elderly and low-
inCome people..

In Tallapoosa County, Alabama, 357 volunteers are
assigned to 35 public and private non-profit organizations,
including an alcohol' abuse program, hospitals,;,,nursing
homes, a clothing bank and a medical transpoirtation
program. Their activities include: drug abuse counseling,
helping people secure transportation, to medical facilities and
collecting clothing that can be distributed to lOw-income
residents. During the heat wave of this year, the volunteers
mobilized.to collect and distribute electric fans to homebound
elderly people. Twenty -five of the volunteers on this project
also established a recycling project, in which aluminum,
bottlei and paper products were recycled and resold at a small
profit. Funds realized from this operation are used to support
community services such as the rescue squad and the city
beautification programs. This project received the 1980
G ernor's Envirpnmental Award.

.

Volunteers prepare produce for marketing at food co-op. Cazenovta. NY

Volunteer screens senior citizens for high blood pressure. New York City. NY
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At the RSVP project in Torrington, Connecticut, 40
voluNeers work at stations ranging from -nursing homes and
autritlIon sites to the courts and local agencies on aging. Their
work includes transportation assistance to medical facilities,
serving as patient 'advocates for nursing home residents,
assisting the probation office with interviews of people who
have been placed on probation and meal delivery to
homebound clients. This project has alsOestablished a "Senior
Network Program," in which trained RSVP volunteers are
responsible for disseminating information about services and
benefits hvailable to older people in the area_ In emergency
situations, these volunteers can refer the elderly to the proper
agency for needed assistance..

During FY 1980, energy conservation and alternative sources
was a major focus of RSVP's programming. Additional
program funds were provided to ACTION regional offices thi.i
year to support energy training conferences. These conferen-
ces' were. designed to assist RSVP project directors in
developing volunteer services in energy conservation: Three
ACTION regions were able to secure funding from the
Department of Energy for an inter-regional training confer-
ence- on energy, ,which involved approximately 220 project
directors and RSVP volunteers. These efforts were intended to
enable RSVP volunteers to become more involved in local
efforts to conserve energy.

RSVP volunteers are helping communities to deal with
energy problems in a variety of ways. Some are involved with
.educating people abodt energy issues and simple home
weatherization. Others conduct energy audits for neigh
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hood residents. Still others are involved with bringing the Helping with home repairs, Glenwood Springs, CD

Counseling on senior citizens' legal rights. Tampa. FL
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Condycting home energyti*I'clits, Detroit. MI
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benefits of Iternative energy sources directly to th 'ir
yommunities: .

in Riley Co nty, Kansas, 15 of the area's 226 R VP
volunteers wor d with a local university to construct a olar
gr n house. e volunteers were involved in the plannin and
desig e solar energy facility, and are now responsib e for .

its operation. rood produced in the greenhouse is give to
low-income peNple, the elderly nd locak nutrition sites.

The Newton, assachusetts RSVP project was awarded a
demonstrati corn onent to establish a "Seniof Energy
Learning b" (SELL). This project is operated by trained
RSVP vol nteers who will provide information and technical
assistance to at least 400 low- and middle- income older
people, to help them cope with high energy costs., The
volunteers will develop -two courses on energy saving tips
including: insulation, oil bultr6 efficiency, and window .and
door caulking. Volunteers will also conduct energy audits and
a "hands on" ,workshop with practical exercises such as
caulking and sealing windows.

Another programming effort during FY 1980 was the
development of volunteer support services designed to assist
economically disadvantaged and hard-core unemployable
youth. 'Fwenty-tIvo existing RSVP projects are involved in
this effort, and are working with the regional staff of Joint
Action, in Community Service, a private, non-profit organiza-
tion. Their objective is to develop support services for former
Job Corps enrollees (age' 16-21) who are encountering
employment, financial and family problems. Each participat-
ing project will recruit RSVFeVolunteers to provide assistance
in such areas as job referral and development, education and
vocational training, transportation, housing, counseling and
friendship.,,

Fixed Income COnsumer Counseling (FICC)
The millions of Americans on fixed incomes are particularly
vulnerable to inflation and rising energy costs. RSVP/ FICC
projects add resothis need by offering people on fixed incomes
infor,mation about consumer issues such as health care,
energy, food shopping and foodpreparation.

During FY 1980, ten existing RSVP projects were given
supplemental grants to develop FICC components. In these
projects, volunteers with skills, experience and interest in
consumer education are trained to become effective counselors
in such areas as legal rightsr,food, stamps, comparison
shopping and consumer fraud. For example:

The RSVP project in San Jose, California, has a FICC
component with 899ISVP/ FICC volunteer counselors, These
volunteers have beditrained to provide people with assistance
on how to get the best value fOr their money-and, how to
obtain more cash and entitlements. Services provided by these
RSVP/ FICC counselors include: compiling a directory of
discount merchants in the community; operating, a Mini-
Mart, where food is sold at a discount or given out free of
charge; tax assistance; bu get and financial counseling;
community outreach an nning a senior health fair.

Joint RSVP/Senior Companion Program Initiative
This year, ACTION developed joint programming initiative
in long-term care, in which RSVP and the Senior Companion
Program (SCP) will participate. Nine RSVP and nine SCP
projects were selected. SCP training will enable- the RSVP

,.volunteers to provide long-term care services to frail elderly
clients who otherwise may be institutionalized.
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he Senior Companion Program
provides volunteer opportunities

.
. "

for low income Americans 60 years of age and older.
Authorized in 1973, SCP enables older people to play a
critical role in m derating some of the disadvantages of
growipg old alon afraid aild frail. The program coordinates
and laces volu rs- through direct - service health care
providers, S'ocial service agencies, and federal and state long-
term care networks. SCP volunteers assist older people who
are chronicalbchomebound and .at the risk of being
institutionalized. They , also assist clients in, patient care
discharge programs of acute care :hospitals, mental health
institutions and other long-term care faCilities, by easing their
transition and adjustment to living in the community. In all

. . .

,

Reading to a c

1

.,

Walking with a patient, Miami, FL

Volunteer with homeboundclie;Numbus, OH
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settings, Senior Companions serve,as=advocates, linking
clients -to appropriate services and ensuring that they receive
the benefits to which, they are entitled.

Senior Companions serve 20 hours per week.and receiv a
Weekly stii3end to help offset the'costs of volunteering..They
also receive afans`portation assistance, meals on days When
they volunteer, annual physical examinations, and accident,
and personal liability insurance, - tt

During FY 1980, eight new ptojetots were developed in
states and jurisdictions that did not have ACTION Senior
Companion programs. These projects were planned and
impleinented. with relevant federal, state and private organiza-
tions to ensure that 'Senior Companions were appropriately
integrated into the formal and informal systems that respond
to the long term care needs of adults, and to ensure that they
do .not dbplicate or compete_ with existing prOgrams or
services. Some volunteers serve with mental health community
support centerswitose client4nclude people discharged after
long-term or transitional institutionalization. Other Senior
Companions have been integrated into hospice teams. -

Senior Companions in Action bWr
SCP volunteers throughout the country halve helped streng-
then the capacity of Vulnerable older people, enabling them to
live independently in their homes and as oid inappropriate
institutionalization.

In New York City, 82 Senior Companions provide a core of
basic support services, ouch as facilitating their clients'
enrollment in Social Security and Food Stamp programs, and
arranging for the assignment of Title XX homemakers to their

"clierits' homes. As advocates for their clients, Senior
Companions located'the following available services during a
one year period: homemaker assistance for 41 clients; Meals
on Wheels for 37 clients; income maintenance for 28 clients;
medical aid for 55 clients and legal aid for 14 clients.

In Concord, New Hampshire,60 volunteers serve more than
250 older people with physical, mental and/or emotional
needs. Many of the clients are retired factory workers who-
remained when industry left the area. Some of the clients, after
service from Senior Companions, are independent and well
enough to become Senior CoMpanionsithemselves.

In- Hot SpringS, Arkansas, 60 volunteers serve 500 elderly
people per ran This program has an exceptional hospital
release project, in which Senior Companions meet thkpatient
prior to discharge, and then provide follow-up care in the
patient's home. Other volunteers visit the homes of isolated
individuals, or homes where an elderly person needs constant
care and the presence of a Senior Companion is a mu -
welcomed relief to overburdened family members.

In Ogden, Utah, 63 Senior Companions serve older peop
who are attempting t'o live as independently as posille in the

. community. These Senior Companions are helping the-Utah
-Nursing Home Ombudsman's Office to ease the transition of
inappropriately institutionalized persons back to the com-
munity. Senior Companions link their clients with needed
'community services, and serve the clients in the community
until they can attain and maintain independent living.

In- ,Lowell, Massachusetts, 55 Senior Companions Serve at
least 250 elderly' people. The' Volunteers in this project are
involved in a comprehensive energy conservation program
and a. consumer services 'program

-In the rural areas of western Kentucky 92 SCP volunteers
provide a 'variety- of personalized' services. The volunteers

.serve:clients who are socially and physically isolated from the
1

5-

.

An excursion with a client, Miiiffrapolis, MN
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Volunteer assns homebound senior, Miami, FL

te,

mainstream of the community by.securing transportation for
medical appointments, helpirig with light' housekeeping,
preparing meals and linking their clients to available services.,

'" In 'Hidalgo Countyjexas,.69 SCP volunteers assist adults
who have ..physica4 mental and/or emotional disabilities.
Senior Companions serve primarily in priva lines, where
they..write letters for their .Clients, keep th ita touch with
their families, arrange for social services and- .st in perisohal
care. Twenty-four of the male volunteers on the project speak
Spanish. This enables them to effectively advocate for clients
who speak only Spanish or have difficulty with English.

,
Demonstration Projects . ,

. A number of SCP demonstrations were designed to strengthen .-
eeeelo the involverhent of -Senior Companions in assisting their

4 clients to achieve and maintain the highest level of independ-.
- ent. living, and to furthef integrate SCP volunteers into care

plans. Other demoriStration projects were designed to further /
A prove, how Senior Companions can contribute to the process

of. deinstitutionalization by : placing volunteers in patient
discharge programs at acute care hogitals, cgmniunity mental

- health ilcilities and with hospice care teaml.

. Joint RSYP /SCP Initiative
e - 1

During FY 1980, ACTION gtablited nirie RSVP comp-,
ilents. in service areas where SCP and RSVP overlap. the

4 purpose of this Measure is to test the feasibility of using the , .t combined resources of SC-P and RSVP in expanding
'5'

?.'*; ) volunteer services ill long-term care of the frail elderly.6 p 0

41.14.O 1Pirn birthday card, Mays. KS
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THE OFFICE OF
- VOLUNTARY CITIZEN

PARTICIPATION



GTION created the Office of
Voluntar Citiien Participa-

tion in 1978 to carry out its mandate o orkini with the
private sector and linking international and mestic public
and private volunteer efforts. OVCP's goal is to promote
voluntary citizen action that meets local needs in the United
States and abroad. During FY 1980, the Office managed eight
ongoing programs and four special projects:

Programs
State Offices of Voliintary Citizen Participation

ft.* Former Vcilunteer Services

tl

.4

.1

IVO

F:leace Corps Partnership Program
evelopment Education-Issues

Information Collection and ExchangePrivate Sector
Dissemination
Mini - Grants
Support Service Assistance Program

Special Projects
Youth Employment' Support
Community Energy Project
Refugee Resettlement Project
International Year of Disabled Persons

State Office of Voluntary Citizen Par-ritipation
(S/OVCP) Program

The state offices of Voluntary Citizen Participaiiontre located
in 25 states, the majority in governor's offices. The offices
assist state and local agencies, elected Officials, private non-
profit organizations and groups, and the business sector in the
development, coordination, training and administration of
effective, volunteer and citizen participation programs. This
year, ACTION established two new state offices, bringing the
total for ,the fiscal year to 25. Of these, ten were funded by
ACTION grants and the remainder were funded locally.

In addition to providing funds to establish. the state
offices,. the S/OVCP Program offers support to all its.offices
through three. annual staff training -events, and' regular
mailings regarding national and international trends in
volunteering. The State Pream, also identifies potential
funding Aources for various

Pram
activities. ExanVes of

FY 1980 S/OVCP projects include: .
Massachusetts The State Office provided technical assist-

ance to involve' citizen vaunters in the community: -wide
Fitchburg Action to Conserve Entiy (FACE.) Pitgram,and,
to replicate that effort in 35 other Massachusetts communities.

Arkansas, The Governor'sJOffice: of Voluntary Citizen
Participation conducted a training conference on progr
planning for 200 participants'.xho were mainly from sma
rural consumer groups. Corporate funding covereti conference
costs for participants who would have not been able to attend
otherwise. Dig office also established Volunteer, Coordinators
in four sectors of the state to better serve rural areas.

Massachusetts, North Carolina, Florida, Arkansas, and
New Mexicd These five state office. participated in a national

Using low-cost materials to weatherize home. Fitchburg, MA

29 . 3
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demonst2tion, program funded by the U.S. Department of
Labor TO involve volunteers in assisting minority youth
between ages 16 and 21 to secure and maintain employment.

Colorado The Governor's Office of Voluntary Citizen
Participation launched-a community-wide energy conserva-
tion effort in Ft. Collins, Which ',involved volunteers and
residents in.undertaking low-cost, no-cost energy .conservation
techniques in their homes.

Florida and -Idaho The Governor's Offices of Voluntary
Citizen Participation developed volunteer skill banks. The
local voluntary action xenters in Florida will participate and

.identify volunteers. In Idaho, the private voluntary organiza-
tions,-especially programs serving the elderly, will be a major
resource. Corporate involvement has been key to planning
and supporting of the projects. _

Florida, Texas, California, Hawaii and Virginia The
Si OVCPs. in these five states participated in a national
demonstration project to involve more volunteers in refugee
resettlement activities at the local community level, and to link
federal and state resources with the resettlement activities. In
Texas and California, efforts have been especially successful in
bringing public and private resources together -to achieve
resettlement objectives in housing, education, and employ-
ment.

The Former Volunteer Services (FVS)
r.

FVS: assists Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers' who are
completing service to identify career and educational
opportunities. Through technical assistance by telephone and_
mail, VS supports 29 former volunteer groups, 10 of hich

'Iwertittestqhfished in FY 1980. The former volunteer gr ups
serve as resources for community volunteer projects for
local Peace Corps/VISTA recruiting efforts, as well as for
recruitment by other volunteer programs and activities. In
addition, they function as communication and coordination
units for contacting volunteers,ho are completing service,
and who may be located in or returning to the community.

FVS also assists former volunteers with career and
: educational development, thmugh one-on-one career counsel-
. ing, telephone and -mail contacts, ana by the weekly
publication, HOTLINE, which lists employment and educa-
tional-opportImities. Each issue of HOTLINE is sent to more
than 17,000 former- vohmteers foc one year following
completion of service.tk addition, FVS publishes career
development manuals, ring FY 1980, - 'the :program
developed a. dew manual about careers in the health and the
allied hearth professions.

Another publication for former volunteers, RECON-
NECTION, has a circulation of 40,000.,_RECONARCTIO/V-

1/keeps former volunteers informed of the state-of-the-art, and
notifies them ,OPprojects that may need theirassiitace. For
example, a request went out in an FY 1980' issue of
RECONNECTION for formtr Peace Corps volunteers to help
in Afghanistan refugee relief. Special issucs of RECONNEC-
TION in-1 Y 1980 highlighted energy, refugees, the VISTA
15't11 anniversary, linkages with private grpups and organiza-
tions, national service, and the elderly.

During g If .1980, FVS . developed liaison with the
Environmental Protection Agency and continued to work
with the U.S. Fotest Servjce, to develop information sources
on .employn3eitt possibilities for former PeaceSorps and
VISTA yoluMeer§. The FVS .staff also spenftin publicizing
the 'program, consulting with other agencies and private
groups interested in setting up talent banks, binding links

30

with ACTION field staff and recruiters, meeting with
educators, contacting educational institutions and assisting in
minlirity recruitment efforts. ,

The Peace Corps Partnership (PCP) Prograt

The Peace Corps fartnershiV(PCP) links U S contributors
with self-help projects, in Peace Corps-liost tountries. In Fr
1980, the program raised $55,516 from 156 U.S. groups and
individuals, and supported 49 projects in 19 countries around
thi world. Projects ranged from special education and
cdmmunity health projects to agriculture to efforts,supporting
women in the development process. These projects are jointly
developed by community leaders and Peace Corps volunteers,
and are' exclusive of the volunteees regular assignment. For
example:

A public health volunteer at the FORMtJLAC hospital in
Beakvu, eastern Zaire, together with the community of
Kantana, proposed building a community social center The
centetwould give adults, especially women, the opportunity to

J

?.
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Peace Corps volunteer and workmen working on roof trusses at Bunumba
Teachers College, Sierra Leone.
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help their fatnities by learning about literacy, home econom-
ics, hygiene, nutrition, conking, agriculture and small animal
raishig. The volunteer's proposal; which quickly attracted six
sponsors, was supported by several secondary U.S. schools
and private individuals that sel-ved as partners in the project:
Bucknell University was one of the contributors to this
project. This was unique in that the university Is one of a
growing number of institutions for higher learning that are
becoming involved in Partnerships.

Most of the PCP projects were one-time activities to which a
needed resource was contributed and the goals of the project
were met. There are, however, projects that have continued for
several Sears, as the community abroad has assessed the need
for more resources to expand a successful activity.

In.aniefitrt4each out to new sponsors and to continueapromng underslihding. between Americans and people in
the Third World, PCP developed a new flyer and revised its
program film to emphasize self-help and appropriate technol-
ogy. Also, a file on thlevelopment education aspects of PCP

6it
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Children attending a Partnership-built school. Colombia.

OVCP/ STATISTICS -FY 198b
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EMPHASIS

Rural ,

Mini-Grants

1

Support
Service Asst

?
2

Special
Projects

-Consumers 4

"'Independent Living 8

Refugees 29 RRP
Energy 36 CEP

Service Learning 8

Elderly 7. 2

Youth 10. YES

Disability 9 IYQP

Mobilization of
Volunteers 1 3

Family 10 la

Neighborhood
Revitalization 5

NOTE: many projects have multiple
quently may be listed several times.

interests, and conse-

State OM& of Voluntary Citizen Participation

Offices on local funding

Offices on continuing ACTION fuhding

New offices funded in FY 80

Total

Number of Grantees
Average Number of

Volunteers/ Project
Total Number of

Volunteer Hours

Mini - grants SSA

105 13

419,000

YES

5

400

CEP

20

RRP

4

NOTE: number of volunteers & houys will vary among these
prolects, depending on size of project and activity

Peace Corps Partnership
Number of Projects funded 47
Number of-American sponsors .118
Number of countries.,

participating
Amount of $ raised 'by
-Partnership $55,516

Former Volunteer Services ,
Avg. ,number of w4-in clients

counseled
Number of clients placed '

15
Number of issues of

RBCONECTION
7 published

Number of
2 RECONNyCTION

. 24 ubscribers
N ber of HOTLINE issues-

_published
Nthriber of HOTLINE

subscribers
Number of career manuals .

published
New manual as of FY 1980

3000
(no real figure; 58% of all
employer's who advertised
in HOTLINE hired former
volunteers)

41

6'

40,000

60

17,000

It)
Careers in Health
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projects has been created fOr use by PCP and other ACTION
e- programs.- This file serves as It resource for comments by

IttRieW and community members and Putneri
arclitfg-their projects-.

.1

Y

Domesticdevektpment Servic (DDS) Program

In 1962, Congress amended the Peace'Corps Act, mandating
the Peace Corps to encourage the grirth of, indigenous
volunteer, programs.. The .Doinestic Development' Service
(DDS) progrant was created in response to this mandate. Its
purpose is to provide technical assigance to foreign' gaern-

ments in establishing or enhancing domestic vb1unteer
programs and to support indigenous volunteer_ efforts
throughout the Third porld.

An active component of DDS is the Visitor's Program,.
which assists representatives from Thitd World countries who
come to the U.S. to learn about volunteer service programs.
During FY 1980, visits were arranged for representatives of
Indonesia, .Braiik Japan, and Sri Lanka. Also, materials and
other information requested were provided to'groups in Fiji,

' Indonesia, Brazil, Micronesia, and Korea.
During FY 11980,,' the draft of A Self-Instruction

Harrelbo-bk for Volunteers was developed for OVCP by the
z

yr

'71
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Peace Corps volunteer teaches masonry at Rural TrainingCenter, Sunyani, Ghana:
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Center for Educational Development in Health at Boston
University. This manual, appropriate for comtnunity volun-
teers indeveloping countries, stresses the use of local resources
and compatible technologies. It presents a process for the
volunteers to plan, carry out, and assess their assigned
activities. The manual+has been field-tested in Jamaica and Sri
Lanka, and next year will be field-tested in several other
countries prior to publication in 'three languagesEnglish;
French and Spanish.

Development Education (Devv/Ed) Issues

Through development education, people in the United States
gain a new perspective on the grassroots development issues
that affect oilier countries and exchange inforniation. During
FY 1980, OVCP's development education staff began working
on plans Tor a program that will: identify written and
audiovisual materials based on Peace Corps' and other

'experiences in Third World development education for public
use; mobilize and increase awareness of schools, former Peace
Corps volunteers, and other private sector voluntary groups
about development and development issues; and, if gaps ate
identified, develop materials and information for the private
sector based on the experience, of Peace Corps and VISTA
volunteers.

Information Collection and Exchange (ICE)

ICE was established by Peace Corps as a means &gathering
and disseminating practical technical khowledge acquired by
Peace Corps volunteers. This information is collected from

-;,volunteers and published in' how to manuals. These manuals
or handbooks areProduceli by Peace Co_ rps for programs,
private voluntary organiz io Working overseas and other
international. groups nee formation on appropriate
technology to assist Third orld development. OVCP
distributes these Orztlial-technology publications to domestic
development programs priVate voluntary organizatiohs
working overseas,. American universities with curricula in
appropriate technolOgy and domestic programs stressing
inexpensive, practical technology.

Mini-Grant Program

A number of citizen-based volunteer effort are initiated and
zit- supported by OVCP's Mini-Grant Program. Mini:Grants,

which average $5,000, are awarded to non-profit organiza-
- tions, public or private, to stimulate, strengthen and support

Volunteer activities. This program is one of the' most cost-
effective programs in the agency- about $ap to $0.60 per
volunteer hour generated. During FY 1980, ACTION
awarded 105 Mini-Grants in-43 states, D.C., and Puerto Rico_

.--These included:
; Pennsylvania Alliance for Jobs and Energy (Pittsburgh)
,67 volunteers provide information and assistance to utility
customers with bill payment or service problems,

Indianapolis Urban League -,-50 community volunteers
- organize-low-income minorities to fight neighbottood "red-

lining."
Tacoini, Washington Community House-5 volunteers -

gave Ike hours of time to Mobilize other Volunteers to assist .4
,..yie,togmese refugees in using social services, in Tacoma.

Phoehix, Arizona Self-Help, Inc.-160 energy conservation
trainees teach solar cooking workshops- in 10 Phoenix

:neighborhoods.

Z

1
Support Service Assistance. (SSA) Program

Support Service ,,Assistance (SSA) is a grant program that
provides demonstration fifnds to volunteer prejects for
training, technical assistance and materials development. SSA
funds are available to public agencies, new grassthots citizens
groups, or to larger, more estabkhed local or national
organizations that are attemptiiirtMet specific priorities in
defining or re-directing volunteer efforts. The 13 programs
funded by SSA.during FY 1980 include : .

Center for Women and Work (area of impact: Colorado,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Arizona, South alifornia, Texas, Utah,
Wyoming and New Mexico). The pro n ta i led a Leader-
ship Skills Seminar that offered a special cur ilium to 20
grassroots volunteers that will aid them in overcoming
barriers to job advancement. These volunteers will, in turn,
train other volunteers in their communities in career develop-
ment.

North American Council on Adoptable Children (areas of
impact: Arizona.; Florida, Kentucky, Colorado, Minnesota).
The grant trained and advised a minimum of 50 volunteer
leaders to 'identify and eliminate ,barriers to placing special

°needs children in permanent homes.
University of Texas at Austin. The funds provided a

symposium on Utilization of Volunteers to Assist Disabled
Citizens.in support of planning activities by 45 national and
local voluntary organizations for the International Year of
Disabled Persons. Participants were executive level staff and
volunteers from traditional and grassroots voluntary organi-
zations that provide servicesao, advocate for, or involve the
disabled.

Youth Employment Support (YES)

Last year, ACTION implemented the Youth Employment
Support project, which is,a joint demonstration with the U.S.
Department of- Labor. The goal of the project is to
demonstrate how volunteer support can help disadvantaged

' youth between the ages of 16 and 21 to locate and secure
employment. During FY 1980, 491 youths were placed in jobs
as a result of YES projectspin Florida, Arkansas, Massachu-
setts, New Mexico, and North Carolina. Jobs ranged from a

33



position in the ,Microfilm Di'ision in a county government
office to a nursing aide placement in a city hospital.

The basic idea behind YES is to "match" a volunteer and
a community youth who has been referred by a CETA
program. The volunteer, who is at least 19 years of age and
employed, sbryes as a contact and source of encouragement.
Various "matching" models are being used, some involving
one-to-one matching, others involving groups. Final results of
the impact and effectiveness of the YES project are anticipated
by the end of FY .1981.

The Community Energy Project (CEP).

CEP was established in February 1980 through an interagency
transfer of $300,000 from the U.S. Department of Energy to
ACTION's Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation. CEP
resulted from a fall 1979 ACTION pilot project, in which
citizen volunteers in Fitchbuig,°Massachusetts, mobilizea',.the
community to use low-cost, no-cost energy conservation
measures. The, Fitchburg pilot involved 3,038 residences and
directly resulted in a $1 million savings in fuel consumption in
the winter of 1979.

CEP had two principal activities in FY 1980: I) direct
support of communities in _developing and implementing
energy conservation projects based on the Fitchburg,
Mastachusetts prototypes; and 2) broad dissemination of the
lessons derived by the CEP pilot projects through written
materials, handbooks, on-site technical assistance, training,
and telephone calls.

During FY 1980, CEP selected 20 communities for energy
conservation projects. The communities varied according to
Population size, geographical location, leadership and
available resources. Examples include Ellsworth,'.Hancock,
Maine; Fort Collins,,Colorado; Dallas, Texas and Chemung
County, ew York. Of the 20 communities, the majority
launched their energy conservation campaigns during the fall
and winter months of 1979, while some conducted pilot tests
in a few neighborhoods to prepare for full-scale campaigns in
the fall and winter of 1980.

CE? awarded Mini-Grants of up to $5,000 to most of the
,CEP communities. These grants cover staff time, printing,
workshop materials and other activities necessary to mobilize
citizen volunteers and local resources for the energy conserva-
tion campaigns. Support Service Assistance grants, ranging
from $8,000 to $25,000, have been awarded to support techni-
cal assistance and training activities involving volunteers in
certain communities. These volunteers will disseminate the
lessons learned from their communities to other local groups
in their state or region.

One of the most effective training events was held in
Denver, Colorado, in August 1980, and involved' elderly
volunteers and project directors from the RSVP program in
14 states. This training will assist these groups to undertake
energy conservation and alternative energy, appropriate
technology projects in their 'Communities.

In June 1980, the John A. Hartford Foundation gave a
grant of $230,000 to the United Way of America, to support
second phases of a selected number of CEP communities. 1

TESvolunteer counseling employee do the Job, Santo Fe. NM
-
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YES volunteer stops to check on employee at office, Santa Fe,. NM
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Giveng weatherjzation advice. Community Energy Project, Rochester, NY
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Each CEP community is eligible for a grant from the local
United Way of up to $25,000 to fund local energy programs
that address a particular energy need.

Since February 1980, CEP. has sent packets of informa-
tion to over 400 .communities and Ittcal organizations. In
addition, CEP staff have attended`' over 30 national and -
regional energy-related conference's, where they have present-
ed the CEP approach and experiences in panels, workshops
and pr entations.

Refugee ttlement Project (RRP)
- _

Through an FY 1980 interagency agreement with the
Department of Health and Human Services (HITS }, oycp is
conducting a national demonstration effort in five states' to
assist Indochinese refugees. The goals of the project are: to
demonstrate the effectiveness of advocating and supporting
refugee resettlement efforts at the local,level; to stimulate self-
help and self-reliance of Indochinese mutual assistance
associations through volunteer efforts and to identify and
meet needs- in training, technical-assistance and coordination
in the targeted states.

The demonstration is attempting to meet these goals by
establishing coordinators of refugee efforts in the state Offices
of Voluntary Citizen Participation in Hawaii, Florida,
California, Texas, and Virginia. Each state project is slightly
different, but all are developed to address the overall project
goals. For example, in Texas, citizen groups have been created

*"'" /"tires
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Performing energy apellt, Fitchburg, MA

Seminar, for valtinteirs, Fitchburg, MA
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Showinthow to insulate heater, Fitchburg, MA
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in nearly 10 communities to, involve volunteers, citizens,
public officials and kfugees themselves in .the resettlement
effort. Businesses have assisted in stimulating employment
'opportunities for this new group of immigrants. In California,
regional forums and a citizens' advisory committee link
federal and state efforts with local_ communities and
resettlemept menCies.

OVCP is also providing training and technical'assistance
through a grant with the Center for Community anti Citizen
Participation in Santa Barbara, California. This assistance is

a

_eulk44'

-Jab training for refugee youth, San Francisco, CA

t
designed to initiate and strengthen volunteer compdnents and .
capabilities and to disseminati resources to Indochinese
mutual assistance associations.

In addition, through a joint ACTION/ H HS agreement,
H HS provided more than $103,078 for Mini-Grants to mutual
assistance associations and for refugee-related projects in 27
states, to supplement ACTION's alp efforts in this area.

International Year of Disabled,Persons (IYDP)

During FY 1980, OVCP was designatad the lead office itr
coordinating agency-wide activities ,honoring _the M.N.
proclaimed International Year of Disabled Persons in 1981.

The ACTION effort for IYDP has four overall goals and
objectives:
1. To increase by five to ten percent, ttie'numbers ofdisabled
people who volunteer in Peace CorpS,nd VISTAT
2. To increase awareness within public and private agencies,.
and particularly within the volunteer community, of the needs,
potential, and problemS of the disabled.,
3. To exchange' information arid- materials' within the
volunteer cdmmunity relating 'to tile disabled and to IYDP.
4. To initiate and support. projects and programs that will s
have long-term benefits to the disable.

An intra-agency commigpe for ACTION/ Peace Corps
was created and became involVtil with the follow,ing activities:

a survey of ACTION and Peace Corps field programs
related to disability, issues, and the initiation of measures to

English gasses for refugee families, Dallas, 7X

4
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designate an IYDP/ ACTION contact person in each state and
region.

expansion of libfar`y materials on disability issues.
purchase of a telephone communicationisystem for the

deal for OVCP and recruiting operations.
examination ,of -the architectural. accessibility of the main

ACTION headquarters building. A report was submitted to
the ACTION director outlining the fundamental needs of the
building, and suggesting steps to be taken to make iv
building more accessible to the disabled.

presentation of "Kids on the Block," a well-known puppet
show composed of able-bodied and disabled puppets, for
agency review and .disseTination.

installation of braille labels in two non-attended elevators in
the main headquarters building.

In addition, the staff has prepared issue papers for agency
discussion of the following topics: "IYDP ACTION/PC
Goals and Objectives," "Recruitment, Training and Volun-
teers with Disabilities," "Independent Living:- Explanation of
the Issue," and "504 Complaints." IYDP staff have also
contributed papers to Topic magazine,and "Voice of Ameri-
cas"

OVCP is a member of the Federal Interagency Commit-
tee (FIC) for IYDP, and is participating in the Interagency
Independent Living. Demonstration Initiative. The Office also
repretents ACTION on the newly organized Disabled Women
in Government Task Force. To assure a connection with the
private voluntary sector, OVCP. helped to establish and is
working closely with the U.S. Council on IYDP and other

A chsabled volunteer encourages panel: cuannual health care check-up,Denver.00 organizations involving or supporting the disabled.

Shoppingwdh.VISTA'in.independeulivingproJect,Dinver. CO

.
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RSVP volunteer uses special telephone to talk with deaf Washington, DC
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OVPCISTATISTICS-FY 1980

Vermont

IMG
CEP

I I I I-1-5/OVCP (State Supported)
S/OVCP (Cothinuing ACTION Funds)

=_S/OVCP (New Grants in FY 1980)
SSA Support. Service Assistance Grant
MG Mini-Grants

* Former' Volunteer Group (old)
f Former Volunteer Group (new) ,

PCPPeace Corps Partners
YES Youth Emplq,yment Support Project

4CEP Community Energy Project
RRPRefugee Resettlement Project

39 47

R.I.

New Jersey Conn.
2 PCP 2PCP
3MG 4MG

CEP

Maryland
D.C. 2PCP2 PCP IMG
IMG
4SSA

Virginia

2PCP
2MG
RR P
CEP

Mass

ISSA
3PCP
4MG
YES
CEP
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IDIRECTAR'-S
INTRQ1YUCTION he purpose of the Peace Corps.

is 04promote world peace and
'friendship by making American volunteers available to:

help the people of interestecllountrics and areas in meeting
their needs for trained Personpower, particularly the basic
needs of those living in the poorest areas,

help promote a better understanding of 'Americans on the
part of the peoples served and,

help promote a bettetkunderstanding of other peoples on the
part of the American people.

This Oast year, nearly 6,000 Americans partiCipated directly in
the development efforts of 62 Third World nations as Peace
corps'volunteers. They worked on a wide ,variety of projects
developed jointly between Peace Corps overseas "staff and host
country agencies, responding both to the expressed needs and

interests of the host government and to the basic human needs
of The poor in each country. -

Significant progregs was made in designing and imple-
menting new projects in the fields of forestry, fisheries;
renewable energy, health, water, food production, nutrition
and education. Ongoing projects in these areas were
strengthened by- focusing volunteer assignments on_building
local capabilities; leveraging locally available resources; using
caNtal-saving; appropriate technologies; and, furthering
efforts to fully incorporate Women in development process._

This year, as parr T an effort to assure that all volunteers
not only possess the appropriate,service motivation, but also
the technical skills requisite to volunteer assignments, Peace
Corps expanded both the use of preinvitational "CASTs"
(Center foTAiiessmoiat and Training), and specially designed
competency-based technical skill training programs held piior
to7yolunteer departure for The in-countrx phase of training.
This occurred despite the fiscal limitations of a full year of
funding under a continuing resolution, which constrained the
full range of planned expansion- in these activities. Host
countries contintted/cnttake nearly five million dollars in cash
and in-kind contributions to Peace Corps projects, demon-
strating their commitment to the program. Overseas inflation
and dollar devaluation, however, forced a number of very
difficult choices regarding new country entries-and program
cutbacks.

Peace Corps Projects

During FY 1980, -Peace Corps- volunteers served 411 a wide
variety of individual assignments and projects, each tailored to .

address specific local needs. While summary statistics cannot
adequately reflect' the range and diversity of volunteer
activities, they do provide an 'overview of the types, of
development programs in which volunteers are involved this

"year:
25 percent of volunteers worked'in health-related projects:

nutrition and public health education, sanitation, potable
water supplies, immunization, and maternal child care.
Health has been a priority sector for Peace Corp, with a
number of new projects developed over the past few years.
Good examples of the- impact that volunteers are having in
this area include the, 500 local water resource development
projects in which volunteers work to bring safe water to
thousands of host country people, and the hundlelTri vi rage
health'clinics established by volunteers.

20 percent of volunteers worked in food production
projects: animal husbandry, crop production. marine miff-

Volu r sists in development of community gardens, Sierra Leone



fresh-water fisheries, irrigation and horticulture. This is also a
,pfiority sector for Peace Corp, and Peace Corps volunteers

."-continue to provide the largest single force working in fresh
water fish culture in the world. In many Third World countries
Peace Corps fisheries projects he successfully introduced

Jpwsl t protein sources that are invaluable in' combatting
espre

40 percent of volunteers worked in education projects.
vocational and teacher training, .classroom teaching, literacy
and non-formal education. Peace Corps involvement in
formal education has declined somewhat as emphasis,has
shifted in some countries from traditional classroom teaching

iprojects to a range of non-formaL'education projects.
Nevertheless current estimates are that Peace Corps education
volunteers teach approximately half-a-million Third World
people during thp fiscal year.

10 percent of volunteers worked in economic develop -
ment1 income generation rojects: credit union, cooperative,
and small usines development, marketing and cottage

Peace Corps Budget
N.

Using 1972 dollars as a base, the buying powerof appropriat-.
ed dollars has gone fr6m a high of $148,645,000 in FY 1.966 to
a low of $55,268,000 in FY 1980.

Fiscal
Year

Appropriated
Whirs
($000)

Constant
Dollars
($000) .

Number of
Volunteers

and
Trainees*

1962 $ 303100 $ 42,523'. 2,816
1963 59,000 84t14
1964

-1965
-95,964 132,896

140070, . :;';'11°s:°247881-:

1966 114,000 . 148,645 15;556. I ;.
1967 110,000 -139,205 ,14,968
1968 107,500 13%193 13,823.
1969 102,000 117,620 14131
1970 98,450 ,. 107;760 9,513 Geo

1971. 9oz000 93,730 8,398 .T.?A

1972 72,500 72,500 6,894
1973- 81,000 76,473 . 7,354
1974 77,000 66,276 8,044. ,

1975 77,687 -. 63,584 .6,895
1976 81,266 60,755 5,958
1,977 80,000 . It6,493 6,916
1978 86,234 . , ,714r 7,07
1979 99,179 59,927 6,328
1980 99,924 55,268 5,994

*Volunteers and trainees on -board at the end of the fiscalyear
(1962-1976: June 30, 1977-198Q: September 30)
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industries. As significant' percentage of these 'volunteers
worked in projects that assist women in their efforts to
participate in the economic developmen,t)of their families"and
communities. ,

ir5 percent of volunteers worked in energy and conservation
projects. forestry and other renewable resource development
(such as the-use of paddle an solar power and more efficient
cooking and heating technologiesr,), soil and wildlife conserva-
tion and other areas of environmental protection, and in A

`variety of other projects including integrated rural develop
ment, hottg, youth work and community services.

In additioto the volunteers supported directly, through
bilateral prOgrams, Peace Corps supporteil the service of
early 100 U.S. and Third World nationals in multilateral
lunteer programs, principally the United Nations Volunteer

iogram. In response to the growing crisis of refugees, Peace
Corps-began a new rhultilateral program to assist in refugee
relief in South East Asia and Spmalia.

PC Budget (Appropriated $ vs Constant $)
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Major FY 1980 Development

Core CurriCulum
Peace Corps began the development core set of training
goals' and materials aimed at enhan vol nteer develop-
mental effectiveness throughcatt the service .eriod. This Core
Curriculum is intended to integrate skills relating to all phases
of the volunteer experience.

Development Education .

Plans were developed during FY 1980 to use tohiPeace Corps
twentieth anniversary as an occasion not ly for raising
public awareness of the Peace Corps, but also for building a
foundation for activities intended to reinvolve former
volunteers and staff in the:agenc& mission to promoting a
-better understanding of the peoplec whom Peace Corps seeks
to serve on the part of the people of the United States: The
basis for this work is intended to be collaborafion with private
voluntaty organizations, educational institutions and other

Ci

tleS. government' agencies with shared mandates to increase
citizqn understandini of global issues. ,

Refugee alstselice
41*N,New relationships-' were established during IR80 which

permitted the atsignMenl of Peace Corps-sponsored Uniteci
States volunteers to assist in refugees work of the United
Nations High Commission on RefUgees and the Intergovern-
mental Committee for European Migration.,

Peace Corps AID Collaboration
Cooperation between the Peace Corps and the Agency for
International Development (AID) continued to increase, not,,
only at the country level;but also with the implementation of
significant interagency agreements, in the Energy and Forestry
sectors. Thdse -agreements are aimed at developing a set of
locafrlevel approaches to these critical problems, which will be
able to be replicated far beyond the- scope of the Peace
CorpsAID agreements.

Peace Corps Budget (Appropriated S vs.,Voluttteer Levels)
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Advising craftsman on marketing cloth products, Ghana.
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Peace CorpsACTION Relationship
This was the first full year of implementation of the Executive
Order establishing Peace Corps as an autonomous agency
within ACTION. In addition to transferring resources from
ACTION to create budget, planning, personnel, legal counsel
and othersupport .offices within Peace Corps, the Office of
Development Education was established to mobilize returned
volunteers and others in the development field.

Peace Corps General Statistics
....------

Percentage of Peace Corps Volunteers by Human Need Areas
Health/Nutrition/water supply: 25%

"Food Production: . 18%
Knowledge/ Skills : 40%
Economic Development/Income Generation: 7%
Energy/ Conservation : 4 4%
Community Services/ Housing 6%

Nuthber of Peace Corps Volunteers and Trainees attend of FY
1980

.Africa Region 2464
NANEAP -Region 1802
Latin AmerTha Region 1728

Total.# Volunteers 5994

Sex Ratio of Peace Corps Volunteers (Percentage)
Female 44%

Aare 56%

Age of Peace Corps Volunteers (Percentage)
22 or younger 1%.
23-25 *, 53%
26-28 24%
29-35 14%
36 or older . 8%

*52

O



AFRICA REGION .

This year, many African nations geere severely affected by
inflation, rising oil prices, burgeoning urban populations,
increased costs of living and other problems not, unique to
Africa, but whict seemed intensified there. Student turmoil,

'changes in government, lack of rain, and growing numbers of
war . and political refugees had serious consequences for
several African countries-and Peace Corps operations as well.

Student unrest in Mali and the Central African Republic
.(CAR), for example, left some volunteers without classroom
assignments. The changes in -governnients in CAR, Liberia
and Ghana also caused uncertainty for Peace Corps. Whereas
all of these programs continued to function dthing the fiscal
year, there were long-teitm setbacks that will be felt for some'
time.

The net effect of these and other factors on Peace Corps
has ,ee'n considerable: it has become more expeitsive to
manage the programs; countries are finding it more (MO to
meet their pledges of financial and other contributiolik to
Peace corps operations; and some volunteer projects have
had to be re-programmed in view of the immediate constraints
and needs.

FY 1980 programming efforts in the Africa Region were
primarily focused on rural development, with' particular

. skiits'''. io;kinik.hoiis with $.4egaiese family

45"

a

emphasis on appropriateechnology, forestry, food crops and
health.- This year there were nine African countries with new

, appropriate technology projects and two with new forestry
projects. Substantial increases in fisheries, agriculture and ,
healthinulritiqn projects were also effected. 'The region
estimates that this year, 65 percent of its projects were.131-IN.

Fr .19E0 marked a number of training accomplishments.
Most of these were the result of the Regional Training
Resource Office (RTR'O) in Lome, Togo. This office
developed a "Training of Trainers" model, whenjaired four
workshops with aPproki atelf 20 participants in each,
including both African , nd American trainers. Other
accomplishments by RTRO .1' eluded two language coordina-
tor workshops for languagetrainers around the African
continent. Twenty participants attended each workshop.
Another training support activity developed in FY 1980 was
the Peace Corps Medical Officers workshop,.

The Legion also undertook Measures to improve its local
language training. Local language materials were developed in
Mauritanian Arabic, Setswana, several? Togolese languages,
Wolof and Mandingo. Effgxis ere made to update and revise
other local language mat nals.

The. number of hours of in-sery raining was increased
this year and the quality of the training was enhanced. Peace
Corps in African countries also undertook a wider range of in-.,

53
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. . . ;.,v. '
' service training activities irpreas suckas5ilanguage, approb-

s nate technology and Women in Develi5pirient.
/..,.-Also'of significance this year: 0-

The region initia.t;ed lanai changes in order to enhance its
Ability to support the fi ci operations. The Most notable result

I

ofahe reorganization was the creation of theProgramming
and Training Unit; which is designed to

i

coordinate and
further the region's programming and tralling interests and
initiativis (including liaison with U.S.A.I.D. and tother
collaborative orgailizations). -The-' changes ils* iresulted in
priority being given to staff training for :members:members of*the

. region.
, .

. .,.. .
Peace Corps sent a team to Equatorial Guinea to ascertain.

the interest of the new goveinment in having Peace Corps
volunteers and to investigate the feasibility of initiating a

I-.:program there. , . ,
Avenues were explored to= assist with die' Soriiilidn refuge;

problem. The initiative subsequently resulted intheiprogram-
ming of United Nations vol'unteeri in Somali. '

A discussion paper was produced to %help programme%
focus on the development problems facing.the urban sector of

Region: Africa

kiAzgato

ConsicuctiOn of rural rocid,ba erra Leont

tf

."--,.1
. Kaowledge/ Economic I Energy. Community; Total #

. , . ., .

Country Health Nutrition Food Water Skills Rev. , Housing Cans'er. .-Services PCVs
- -4 .

Benin 4)' 0 . 0 - 0 0 6 . -. , 0~ , 0 0 ' p. 6
Botswaria 18

0:
7 0 0 68 21' .. .. ,0 , 0 8 - 1 2 2

. AI
Cameroon j 1 0 22 0 35;,.. .:, - 7 - 0 0 '. .-15T-

Central African , Ar
fil4

,

..1
..

Republic 7 0/ 12 0 . -30 i a; '6. ; . 2 3 60 .",.1'
4,

O

Gabon 2 : 0 6 0.4.- 25 ft A 0 1 19 5'3 '''

..t 51"..
The Ganibia 25 . ., 0 7 0 ., 17 .

....
2 :0 0 0rGhana ( -.. 11 0 ,J14 0 51 .:2 0 2' 5, 85

. Ivory Coast - 15 3 4 0 32 : 4 1 r. - ..i.- .. 62
. .o

. .

Kenya 37 7 , 47 15 125 4 0'. ,;c-ii 0, . 0 235.- .
Lesotho d'`2 3' 22 '- 0 65 5 0 , 9 A 4 .1 HO

, ...

Liberia ' '56 a .24, li -._ 67 0- . 0 ' 0 0 '. 160

-Malawi 6 0 14 '; 0 , ' 0 ., 0 ,-. 4.0 '' , 0 2.
Mali 6 5 10,, 0 13 0 ,

.:-..,

t 5 ' 10 ;.... .49 '.-
' 4 sss,L

.. .)

C2- Nlatuitaiva 8 0 , 10., 0 0 >0 / 0 .- 0 ''',. - 18
..=

Niger / 14 15 .9 1 . 27 5 .1 '''.0 2 . '-''.83
r

l itumliA 0 0 1 0 4 0/ - 0 .0; 0
AtSenega/l 32 15 13 36 31 - '.1 0 m; 0.

. /
Seychelles 2 , 0' 4 Q . 3 0 4 0 0, 13

/ ,. - ... .... = .
Si,rra Leone 15 0 .8 5 100 0 '' .0 0 . '' 2 170

S aziland 3 O. . 7 / 0 93 '. 0' ' 0 1 . 0 104. , , - -.
anzania ,o. - 0 A 0 tO 0 . 0 -, 8 ;. 0,* , 16 ''''

Togo it 0 .. -... 37' 0
.

59'.' . 0 4-1.,11. r2 0 .- 44 '14.4 . 121 ' 1

0

Upper Volta 0 0 . 9. t
,7 .. 32 0 21 '' 0 ''. 75 ..:

4
Zaire 35 0 37 i.: 3 141 4 .. 0 ' - 0 0 ..216 --

101 ,
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Africa. Asa result of this paper, contracts were Made with a
number of development "organizations, some 'of which may

. result in.future collaborative programming efforts.

-During the following year, the region hopes to follow up on
ry. new count -initiatives- nin a. nur ber ,of 'countries including:

Peoples Republic. of the Congd, Equatorial Guinea, Somalia,
Sudan, Zambia'and Zimbabwe. New projects planned for
implementation inFY 1981 are in.the areas of agriculture
forage production, animal trdction and barrage dam fisheries.

r

9
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Africa Highlight Country: Upper Volta

P opulation: 6 million
Number of volunteers in FY 1980: 75

Problem Areas
The World Bank lists Upper Volta among the countries with a
per capita income of less than $200. The causes of poverty are
numerous and interlinked: the nearest seaport is more than
750 kilometers away; a rapidly, growing population further
threatens an already beleaguered natural resource base; the
number of trained personnel is very small and The country's

rastructure is limited. Upper Volta is predominately
a 'cultural with 91 percent of the population living in rural
areas. Soils are at best mediocre and yields are not high, even
in good years.

Another serious cads. of Upper Volta's problems is the
gradual disappearance of forests. The growing demand for
firewood threatens to denude the more densely populated
areas of the country in only twenty years. Water is also a very

\zscarce resource; rural water consumption is estimated at 'five
liters per person daily, In many parts of Upper Volta, more
than 60 percent of,the population have no permanent water
within a distance of five kilometers.

Lack of food and water., as causes of poverty, are
exacerbated by a severe shortage of health services, especially
in rural areas. There is one Voltaic doctor for every 142,000
inhabitants and one nurse for every 16,000 inhabitants. These
resources tend to be concentrated in larger towns and cities.
MosqUitos are abundant in the rainy season and malaria is
therefore yery prevalent. A combination of endemic malnutri-

. tion, high incidence of infectious disease and an extremely
weak health infrastructure contribute to Making the life
expectancy in Upper Volta 38 years and the intant mortality
rate 182 per 1,000.

A better farm output is impeded by the level of
technology. There is a general lack of fertilizers, equipment,
appropriate technology and extension agents. The absence of
infrastructure keeps the agriculture and livestock base small.
Also the road system cannot support the growth of markets.
As a result, costs of transport are very high and many areas
are cut off from trading, centers.

'Finally, concerning the huMairresource base, formal
education literacy might also be termed a scarce commodity in
Upper' Volta. Literacy was estimated at five percent of the
adult population, in 1975 the lowest reported' figure in the
world. Current levels of school attendence are lower than any
country except Bhutan. Seventy perbent of urban children are
in primary schools compared to nine percent of rural children.
While feinale enrollment in primary schools has grown
relatively faster, than male enrollment, primary education 'is
received by.less than fifteen percent of the relevant age group.
At this time, there are fewer than '4,000 university-level
students:

The Working Environment
The political and social environments of upper olta provide
an ideal place for Peace Corps volunteers to 'li and work.
There are probably no other countries in frica and few
elsewhere in the Third World, where democ-atic political
freedoms are as consistently and widely respected as they are.
in Uppef Volta. There fare no known political prisoners,
freedom, of speech and, the press are complete and the judicial
process works well. In short, human rights are respected. /

Socially, the climate pf acceptance and appreciation in

Check-up a: child care-clinic, Niger
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which the Peace ,Corpt works is probably unequalled
anywhere in the world. At allievels, the Peace Corps is known

and liked for its human concerns and modest lifestyle. Leaders
at all levels have expressed their great respect and admiration
for the Peace Corps. The Minister of Foreign Affairs has

' stated at great length and with feeling' his conviction- that
Peace Corps volunteers were the only people who were really
in contact with and understand the needs and concerns of
rural villagers, since they -lived with them and spoke their
languages.

The development Priorities of the government of Upper
Volta also provide an excellen climate for Peace Corps

s,

programs, focusing, as they do, on food, water, reforestation;
_health and education. For the past several years, Peace Corps
in Upper Volta has concentrated its efforts in these areas.

Peace Corps Program Objectives
Peace Corps' Main .program thrustsfood, water, reforesta-
tion and educational Feform have been defined by several
factors. These include the needs and priorities of Upper
Vo a slcgovernment, the needs of the Voltaics themselves, and

-the pacity for material and technical support by the
government and outside funding sources. In order to better
meet Upper Volta's needs and to more effectively link Peace

1* . .
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!freaking ground for a self-help poultry production center, Upper Volta.
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Forestry volunteer showing how to Intik Pa clay stove, Upper Volta.
4--

Z.>

Meat:ding a well, Upper Volta:

Corps ptograms to the government's priorities. Peace Corps
has applied three programming principles.

First, it is engaging in more assertive planning. This
means that Peace Corps is seeking new placement possibilities,
increasing programs where Peace Corps volunteers have been
proven effective and reducing programs that have not been
successful.

Second, Peace 'Corps is making efforts to engage' in
development in a multileveled way. the Peace Corps in Upper
Volta has long had successful rural volunteers. This is Peace
Corps' strength and will continue to lie the workplace of most
Peace Corps volunteers. However, Peace Corps is also sepking
to place volunteers in mid-level technical positions in
ministries or in teacher training positions, in order to influence
the next rung on the laddef of development.

Peace_Corps in Upper Volta is consciously moving
to support the goyeinment's primary concern for rural
development. The number of volunteers in large cities,
especially Ouagadougou, will be reduced and the number of
rural volunteers increased. Even in the case of English
language teachers, Peace Corps' emphasis will be on Voltaic
educational reform.

Peace corps in Upper Volta has been heading in these
directions for the past several years, so massive restructuring
of the prograM has not been necessary. By streamlining Sits.
programs,and concentrating its efforts,as above, Peace Corps
is finding new ways to better meet the countty's development
goals.

Peace Corte. Accomplishments
Peace Corps in Upper VOlta as been particularly successful in
using skill-trained generalists or non-scarce-skill volunteers in
agricultural and rural development projects. Volunteers in
forestry, fisheries, rural agricultural schools and wells have
been recruited from the non -scarce -skill ranks. These Peace
Corps volunteers have been highly effective in rural-based
work, and Peace Corps expects to continue to request
volunteers with a minimum of formal training.

Peace Corps kvas also been very successful inIts efforts to
collaborate with USAID and otlyr funding organizations for
Upper Volta projects. In FY 1980, USAID funded a Peace
Corps fisheries project and a joint Peace Corps/ USAID
health/water sanitation project-, VITA funded a $7,000 Peace
Corps Woodstoves project, and Peace Corps and USAID are
currently working on a USAID proposal that would. give
USAID local sign-off power over $2.3 million to be used for
funding small development projects in Upper Volta.

Ong oing Cpncerns .

Peace Corps' major innovation in Upper Volta is the training
of all secondary school English language teachers in vegetable
gardening and small animal projects for.participation in the
Voltaic educatiqn reform. Other specific mddifications include
Peace Corps' entrance, at the request of the Ministry of
Environment and Tourism, into a barrage dam fisheries
project. The same ministry has also sought Peace Corps help
in establishing a new forestry office in Tenkodogo.

Geographically, Peace Corps will increase the number of
, volunteers in the north, Upper Volta's poorest area. Wells and

health volunteers will be sent to the west, which although
bead off agriculturally and economically, is.being strained by-
increased population. Peace Corps Will continue to actively
pursue developmental collaborative projects with USAID and
other funding organizations. .
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Picking eggplants at agriculture training center in Makali. Sierra Leone.
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Madi=teacher with ittidents /n Bo; Slerra Lei ne.

Africa Highlight .Country: Sierra Leone

Population: 3.2 million
Number of Volunteers in -FY 80: 170

Problem Areas
The principal problems of Sierra Leone are poor health and
nutrition, shortages of appropriate skills, urbinization and
unemployment.

In the area 'ol'health- arid nutrition, Sierra Leone has a
high incidence of preventable diseases,.a high infant mortality
rate (estimated at 131 per thousand live births), and a low
average life span (43 years). The causes of these health
problems are poorsartitation, contaminated water, inadequate
diet and insufficient education.

The skills problem arises from two factors. First, the
educational system has traditionally stressed the humanities,
giving little attention' to practical training. Second, there are
the rapidly changing demands due to urban development, the
limited role of women, and the illiteracy rate among older
workers.

Urbanization has brough a significant nurrtItr4 of
difficUlties: rural youth continue to migrate to cities
depressing wages, overcrowding the service sector, adding
pressure on the inadequate housing and community services
capabilities, and increasing crime. At the same time, this
migration to the cities reduces the rural population and
adversely affects agricultural production.

Most of these problems are related to Sierra Leone's
overall economic situation. The country's economy is
generally lagued by the rising cost of fuel, budget deficits,
balance of payments deficits, inflation and low productivity.

The W rking Environment
The social and political environments of Sierra Leone.provide
very favorable opportunities for Peace Corps activities. The
government of Sierra Leone is committed to development
goals in the economic, health and education areas, with
particular emphasis on agricultural and rural developoment.
The people of Sierra Leone have Africanized their institutions

,Swamp development, Sierra Leone.
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and are developing from a completely indigenous social
structure. These two factors make it possible for Peace Corps
volunteers to work with the whole-hearted support of the
governrhent of Sierra Leone, and to enjoy a relationship of
equal partnership with the population they are assisting.

Pearce Corps Program Objectives
Peace Corps directs its resources to meeting the government's
priorities in the areas of agriculture, health, and education.
Peace Corps programs are chiefly targeted to the rural areas
*here the greatest development needs exist.

'In the agriculture program, Peace Corps volunteers,All of
'whom are skill-trained, are performing agricultural extension
' work and develOping a fisheries project. The agricultural

extension work, which involves about a third of all volunteers,
7 is largely concerned with swamp rice cultivation, but includes

other crops as well. The volunteers are also assisting in the
formation of farmer's associations and women 'volunteers
have brought a new orientation to the work in this area.

Health programs primarily involve rural preventive
\ health care. There has been a substantial increase in the

number of volunteers working in this program, which is
concerted the development of better sanitation, safe water
supplies, and disease prevention.

Education is also a principal program of Peace Corps in
Sierra Leone. Volunteers are assigned to primary in-service q"'
teacher training projects to secondary schools throughout the
country, and to projects dealing with health education, non-
formal adult literacy education, and agricultural science. The
Peace Corps educational program is much appreciated in
Sierra Leone, since the country has traditionally had high
regard for education.

Peace-Corps Accomplishments
Peace 'Corps in Sierra Leone has been highly successful in
operating programs in the areas of education, food produc-
tion, health, and water supply. In,education, Peace, orps has
had long experience withlihe Ministry of Education, and the
rapport is excellent. Peace Corps teachers show their Sierra
Leonean counterparts better teaching methods, in the

- Volunreeiitiorks Imgorden plot, Sleria Leone.
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classroom or in demonstration workshops. 'Peace Corps will
continue its efforts in this area, particularly in non-traditional
subject matter.

In food production, volunteers have been doing extension
work in swamp rice production. This project has developed a
great deal of momentum in the last few years, so that it is a
model of generalist programming; Peace Corps has diversified
in this area to include other crops and skills. Another project
in the area of production is freshwater fisheries. This project
was initiated by the Fisheries Division of the Ministry of,
Natural Resources, and begun with the technical assistance of
the Peace Corps in august 1978. Volunteers on the fisheries
project assist villages to construct and stock fish ponds, so as
to improve the amount of pwtein in their diet while at the
same time providing an additional cash crop.

In the health sector, volunteers have woriCed to
strengthen the capacity of the rural villages to meet their own
public health needs, to enhance awareness of the need for
improved sanitation, to organize village health committees,
and to conduct classes on nutrition, maternal and child health,
and first aid.

Water supply,projects have helped many rural villages to
secure safe sources of potable water. These projects have also
raised awareness of the importance of sanitation measures
designed to eliminate water pollution.

In all these ,programs, a conscious effort is made to
include a training component. This is accomplished through
the establishment of Village associations, and by working with
counterparts.

Ongoing Concerns
Peace Corps will continue to assist the governmeht of Sierra
Leone in the areas of food-production, health, education and
water supply. In all these areas, volunteers are assigned to a
Community in whith they live and work with the village
people, and animate a greater spirit of community involve-
ment that encompasses both the volunteer and the villager. As
a result, Peace Corps programs in Sierra Ledne have been
successful and can be carried on with the active participation
and tfacking.of the country's governnient.

^S
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LATIN' AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN (LAC)
REGION

In many respects, FY 1980 was a difficult year for Peace
Corps operations in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Increasingly 'expressive nationalistic tendencies prompted
stole Latin American governMents to adopt the position that

'`dependence on U.S. government assistance was no longer in
their best interests. Political violence and instability interrupt-
ed, programming in pl Salvador, Nicaragua, Jamaica, and

, Colombia. The Region was also forced to limit programming
growth in Chile'and to prepare forithRse-out in Brazil.

This year, the major programming emphasis of the Latin
American and Caribbean Region were agriculture, health,
forestry and fisheries. The Region progressed from 84 percent
Basic Human Needs (BHN) programming in FY 1979 to
appleximately 94 percent in FY 1980. Latin American and
Caribbean countries have been ,extremely responsive in
phasing-out non-BHN projects and maintaining only those
special consideration projects that are vital to good relations
with host governments, or that provide good potential for
BHN conversion through reprogramming.

FY, 1980 marked the implementation of the LAC
Region's core curriculum, which is designed to upgrade the
style_ and content of training. This entailed a- wore learner-
oriented form of training that emphasized hands-on, practical
skill development in communication and cross-cultural
adaptation. The Curriculum also involves upgraded training in
topic areas such as the role of Peace Corps volunteers
development, community analysis and involvement and
perscinal support concerns.

The Region also undeftook measures this year that will
enhance the effectiveness of WID projects. This effort involved
the development of training materials that build on positive
'W1D educational and programming experiences. While the
materials are designed for extensive use throughout the .

Region, during FY 1980, they were primarily tested in
Guatemala, Costa Rica; and Honduras.

N. Given the political climates of many Latin American and
Caribbean countries, country re-entries and new country
entries are the most realistic possibilities for substantial
growth inithe Region. The Region is looking for possible re-
entry into Nicaragua and El Salvador, where security
co4iderations led to a suspension of operations and
evacuation of Peace Corps volunteers. Also anticipated are
potential entries into countries such as Haiti, Suriname, Peru
and Panama.
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Working on 'small l-animal project, Chile.
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Training home construction crew. Guatemala.

Region: Latin America and Caribbean
;0.1 .

1 Knowledge/
Country Health,Nutrition Food Water Skills

Economic
Dev. Housing

Energy
Conser.

..

Community
Services

Total #
PCVs

Belize 9 0 8 0 27 7 * 0 0 7 58

Brazil 5 0 0 0 17 , ' 0 , 0 2 0 24

Chile 13 3 14 0 38 21 0' , ..... 4 0 93

Colombia , 21 11 7 18 13 10 0 0 0 80
' Costa' Rica 5 13 43 0 15 14 0 6 2-, 98.

.Dominican
Republic 1 0_ 22 43 0 Cr 23 0 b 3 0 190

Eastern Caribbean 27 0 34 0 44 12 0 '1 0 118

Equador 21 0 63 0 42 N 2 0 0 54 182

Guatemala 18 8- 26 2 20 24 0 42 0 140-
Honduras \ 37- 30 18 1 60 1 0 31 34 212

Jamaica 3 0 31 0 64
.,,,

10 0 5 4 117 -

Paraguay 37. 19. 0 0 34 28 0
.

12. 0 130

Totals -196 106 287 21 152 0 106, 101 1342
.
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Latin American Highlight Country: Dominican
Republic

Population : 5 million
Number of Volunteers in FY 1980: 90

Problem, Areas
The Dominican Republic, like many Third World countries,, is
troubled by widespread poverty, malnutrition, lack of health

,services, unemployment and poor educational facilities. Other
problems in the Dominican Republic include lack of
infrastructure, low levels of technical skills, trade imbalances
and sluggish national economic growth.

Studies have shown that 50 percent of the families receive
lessalhan $600 per year, and that on the average, indiN iduals in
the Dominican Republic consumed less than 62 percent of the
minimum daily recommended caloric intake. Most of the
children (66,percent) in the country suffer from some degree of.
malnutrition. About 60 percent of the rural population live in
small villages where health services are scarce and only 46
percent of the rural school-aged population is enrolled in
school. Of the existing rural schools, 60 percent offer only
three grades or less.

The Working Environmeht
The government of the Dominican Republic has committed
itself and its resources to many programs benefiting the
country's poor, and especially to the development' of the
agricultural sector. The Peace Corps has recently been Nery
successful in receiving the, cooperation of and_ material
assistance from the respective government agencies. While
volunteers receive relatively good support from the govern-

JA
ment agencies, there,is also a fairly high level of anti-American
sentiment, with which the volunteerS must learn to cope. ,

-

Peace CorProgram Objectives
A major development problem in the Dominican Republic is
the lack of sufficienLqualified human resources at the local
levels, despite dramatic increases in such personnel over the
past decade. People are needed at the community level to help
implement national development goals in the areas of
agriculture, education, health, agro-industry, , rural 'credit,
appropriate technology and natural resource management.
Since the Pea,ce Corps began serNing in the Dominican
Republic in 1962, volunteers have engaged in a wide range of
activities in the fields of agriculture, urban and rural
community development, nursing, teacher training, communi-
ty health, university education, conserNation and forestry.

In FY 1980, Volunteers were inN olved in three main areas.
agricultural and rural development, nutrition and health
development, and cooperatives and small business deNelop-
ment. ppeifiic activities include. technical assistance in
vegetable" gardening, small animal hisbandry, , and plant
protection; nutrition promotional activities with mothers'
clubs and in rural nutritional recuperation centers; and
training and technical assistance in financial management,
marketing and administration of agricultural cooperatives,
with a Niew to transferring skills to Dominicans. Community
development through these primary actiNities and Various
additional secondary actiN ities of the N oltrnteers contribute to
the development of technical expertise and self-reliance.

Peace Corps' Accomplishments
The Peace Corps in the Dominican Republic has been
particularly successful in three program areas: rural develop-

' ment, nutritional, and cooperatives.
In rural development projects, Peace Corps volunteers

have assisted in the cultivation of school gardens, small animal
husbandry, and crop extension. Volunteers in these projects,
which have been ongoing during the past decade, have also
promoted soil and natural resource conservation and have
helped villagers secure seeds and equipment'

Volunteers in the nutrition sector have taught basic
nutrition and sanitation ,practices to hundreds of women's
groups and cooperatives, and have given scores of demonstra-
tions on food preparation, introducing recipes using locally'
available vegetables. Other volunteers have. worked
nutrition recuperation centers where they have assisted in the
care of malnourished children. The Peace Corps efforts have
also involved the coordination of vaccination programs and
the teaching of first aid' courses.

The Peace Corps cooperative projects have promoted the
formation of 'cooperatives and small businesses related to
agricultural products, handicrafts, and cottage. industries.
Volunteers' -haVe trained, personnel in credit, marketing,
inventor control, product flow- and movement, storage,
loading, shipping, auditing and planning. During FY 1980
alone, Peace Corps volunteers established new district
brandies of six cooperatives, introduced administrative
systems and newsletters in four cooperatives, and provided
adminisfra we assistance in 13 others....

Ongoing Concerns
The Peace orps'in the Dominican Republic- will be growl
slightly this next year. At the same time that' mprovements in.
the preseni program areas are being made, additional program
opportunities air being sought in the energy and water sectors.
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'Latin American, Highlight Country: Costa Rica

Population: 2.2 million
Number of Volunteers in FY 1980:

Problem Areas
Despite the relative level of develop nt in Costa Rica, it has
been established that 20 percent of th population is below the
poverty level as established by US ID.. Still, the level of
development in Costa Rica must be viewed in relative terms.
While the country is doing well when compared to other
countries in Latin America in particular, or the Third WOrld
in general, nevertheless the economy and political situation
are fragile. Also, Costa Rica is dependent on the export of
coffee and bananas, and the latter crop is threatened by an
outbreak of sigatokis.

Three- quarters of the poor familiei live in rural areas and
55-60 percent of these families are landless. Of the 25 percent
of poor families living in urban areas, some 40 percept are
concentrated in the San Jose area. The illiteracy rate is 66
percent greater among the .poor than the non-poor. The urban
poor have the lowest labor force participation, but are
nevertheless employed more one than the rural people:

All these factors result often subhuman living
conditions, with-limited, if any, access to public services.

The Working +Environment
The 'Peace Corps program has been very well received in Costa
Rica since its inception in 1963. Volunteers have always
enjoyed .a good reception from the people of Costa Rica and

from official agencies. The Peace Corps has easy access to all
levels of the government.

When Peace Corps was asked to leave Bolivia and Peru
during the 70's, former President Jose Figueres let it be known
that Costa Rica would take many 6.f the displaced. volunteers
who were available. This climate owelcome has prevailed and
been maintained and reinforced by the current Carazo
Administration. Shortly after, the arrival of ,the current
Country Director Guido Del Prado, one of President Carazo's
special assistants was designated to serve on a continuing basii
to review Peace Corps programming-proposals and to assist in
any matter that would enhance the productivity of the
v9lunteers. Also, the current government has invited; Peace,
qfort to participate directly in the planning and development
of a new Integrated Rural Development Program just created
by President Carazo's office.

Peace Corps Program Objectives
The top priority for the current administration is 'conservation
of natural resources, and Peace Carps is committed to
assisting the gdvernment in this area. Dile to the degradation
of forests, poor land management, and poor planning, a total
denuding of the country. may occur by the year 2000. This can
be halted and possibly reversed with proper forest manage-
ment, land-use planning, soil conservation and improved
agricultural and, grazing practices.

The goal of Peace_Corps' rural health programs is to meet
the health needs of the most marginal populations in Costa
Rica. This is being done fhrough community health education,
and projects that tom) upon areas beyond the reach of
national health services. `

444.,

4.ssistinglmall farm co-op. Costa Rica.
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Another program, now in the early stages of develop-
ment, will address the need for agricultural diversification.
The goal is to improve systems of conserving and commercial-, izing food products, so as to provide marketing possibilities.
for crops other than coffee and bananas.

Peace Corps'`-Costa Rican programs have, and will
continue to have, omen as beneficiaries and participants.
Projects such as nutrition education and women's business
development deal almoSt exclusively with women. Both men
and women benefit directly from other, health projects, 4-S
development, and community gardens. Even in programs
whore men are the primary bentficiaries, such as grain storage
and agricultural technical assistance, care is taken that there
will be no negative impact on women. Female volunteers are
often assigned to non-traditional roles in these. projects.

Peace Corps Accomplishments
Peace Corps in Costa Rica can point to a long series of
successful projects in forestry, health, agriculture, and other
areas of need.

Peace Corps has made considerable progress in designing
plans for management of watersheds and reforested areas, in
studies to determine soil erosion and recommendations for its
control, in studies of traditional agro-forestry practices and
research on controlled forest fires in Santa Rosa National
Park.

Nearly 4000 children have attendecf *health and nutrition
classes run and organized by Peace Corps volunteers, and
ome 200 teacAters in ten rural areas have participated in Peace

s-sponsoiW, health and nutrition activities. Also, more
Shan '80 school cooks have been technically supervised by the
volunteers. *Other Peace Corps nutrition efforts that have
actively involved villagers include school garden projects,

.poultry projects and bookeeping protects.
Peace Coips agriculture programs have provided

hundreds,of Costa Rican farmers with direct technical
assistanceVra large variety of crop raising and animal
husbandry enterprises: During the last two years, continuous
technical assistance has been given to some 300 farmers in
'various areas of the country. Demonstration plots established
by the volunteers have been visited by hundreds of agricultur-
alists. During FY-1980, volunteers working in cooperation
with CARE and the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock
were involved with the introduction ?f soybeansin the Quepos
and Puerto Jimenez areas. Results were excellent, and farmers
in the area hope to expand soybean planting from 55 to 500
hectares. Other volunteers have had significant success in
raising milk and beef production.

Through Peace Corps' efforts, thousands of school; age
children have received instruction in cheating and caring for
their own school gardens. Since the majority of production is
consumed in the school kitchens, nutrition has been greatly
improved. In addition, the education staff of the schools is
trained - for future *maintenance and use ,of the -gardens:
Perhaps the most important contribution of the program is
the diversification and increase of vegetable production in the
communities, which will have a lasting effect on both nutrition
and income.

Ongoing Concerns
Peace Corps' major efforts in Costa Rica will continue to
focus bn*inaking the .greatest possible impacrai food
production, in terms of both quantity and quality. Other
human need 'areas will address nutrition, health, economic
development,' and 'energy conseryation.

4
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Checking on family health on home visit. Costa Rica.
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Teaching children with cerebral palsy. Cosa-Rica.



NORTH AFRICA, NEAR EAST, ASIA AND
PACIFIC (NANEAP). REGION

Despite conspicubus political agitation in the Philippines and
Korea during the past year; the countries in the NANEAP
region generally enjoyed climates that did not threaten Peace
Corps' programs, )---,

In the Pacific, negotiations continued between the U.S.
and its trubt territory, Micronesia, resulting iikbroad agree-
ment on four distinct political entities: the Marshall Islands,
Palua, the Federated States of Micronesia (Yap, Ponape,
Truk and Kosrae) which have chosen independence, and he
Northern Malianas, which have elected commonwealth status
with the U.S. Because of its commonwealth decision, the
Northern Marianas had no Peace Corps vimoleers this past
year, but viill be eligible for a VISTA prOgram. Plans were
also madelo move the Peace Corps office from Saipan as soon
as it is practical.

In the Middle East, the hostage crisis in Iran and the
Iran/ Iraq confrontation had an indirect impact on the Peace =
Corps programs in Oman, Yemen, Morocco, and Tunisia, by
negatively affecting recruitment'of volunteers wanting to serve
in that part of the-world. The result of Nepal's 1980 n tonal
referendum on multi-party vs. partyless regresentation, hile
preserving representation outside a political party syst m,
disrupted Peace Corps education projects and greatly
increased the active politicalization of university campuses. As
a result, Peace Corps decided to phase out volunteer
assignments on university campuses. .

The single most .important long-range factor affecting
countries in the NANEAP Region during FY, 1980 may well

* have been worldwide inflation, which exacerbated the gulf be-
tween the rising expectations of urban and even rural popula-
tions, as well as the ability of governments to produce
responsively.

NANEAP couhtry programs 'cohtinued efforts to
diversify projects with greater emphasis on duction,
agriculture, health, energy, special education, an. vocational
education. For example :

Korea completed its 14th year in TEFL (Teaching English
,as-,a Foreign Language), and will shift its resources to TB and
,leProsy control, maternal/child health, special education and
Domestic Volunteer Services.

Morocco, Oman, and the south Pacific countries are
moving from programs in formal mash/ SCIENCE-/ English
education to those having a greater basic human need
orientation. For example, Oman initiated an immunization
project with assistance from experienced Yemen volunteers,
Morocc6 undertook a vocational education project that used
skill-trained volunteers. Tonga doubled the number of
volunteers in agricultural education; and Fiji continued its
community-based agriculture program.

Nepal re-entered the field of agriculture through. projects in
agricultural/ horticultural extension, seed production and
integrated cereal grains development.

South Pacific countries, Papua New Guinea and the
Philippines began exploring the potential for marine fisheries'
progrims: The Papua New Guinea program, which began in
FY 1980, will emphasize programs having a WID focus.

The Tuvalu program was expanded to five married couples
living on outer islands and working in basic rural island
development projects.

-Thailand's TEFL crossover program, which emphasias
secondary projects in agriculture and health, was expanded
from four to eleven volunteers.'

There were two thrusts in the Region's training:this year. The
first was to integrate 'more continuously throughout v olunteer
service, beginning with selectionoand pre-departure activities.
in which volunteers are introduced to'concepts of develop-

iL

Teacher giving fridividu attention, Korea.
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ment, appropriate volunteer roles and reasonable expectation
!evils. Subsequent in-Services workshops include skill training
in areas such as vegetable gardening and health education.

' Close-of-service conferences assist volunteers with program
evaluation and future career planning.

The second thrust was increased skill training for AB
seneralists. Through this training which was often done at
U.S.' institutions, volunteers with minimal backgrounds are
prgared to assume assignments requiring a modest level of
tepnical information and experience.

/
/
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Making charcoal from coconut p in ilimber utilizatiori project, Fiji.

This past year, the, Region also began developing a- core
curriculum for use in all pre-service training, dncLfield-tested a
training module addressing women's roles in development.
,New local language materials for Yemen and Tuvalu were also
produced:.

A number of NANEAP countries began devising new
ways to place volunteers in rural, rather than urban areas. In
the Phillipines, Tunisia, and Yemen, this effort was accomp-
lished by a shift of training sites from the cities to rural sectors.
In Korea, Peace Corps volunteers began living with rural
families during their training. Both Fiji and Tonga implement-
ed new village-based training models.

FY 1980 marked an increase_ih AID/ Peace Corps
collaboration. This was particularly apparent in Morocco
(vocational education), Ygnen (rural development), Thailand
(ihtegrate4 rural developrfient) and Nepal (seed production).
In the South Pacific, additional community projects were
funded through AID's Accelerated Impact Program..

The Peace Corps in NANEAP countries is stable, but
moderately declining as the program in Korea is phased out,'
programs are redesigned with feweryolunteers in education,ir
and, the impact of inflated dollarI is more keenly felt. In
addition' to successfully coping with the fiscal issues, the
Region must expand to some of the many NANEAP countries
where a Peace Corps program would be appropriate. Ground- '
work for this expansion was laid this past year. For example,
FY 1980 marked the signing of an agreement with the govern-
ment of Papua, New Guinea, and programming for volunteers
will begin in FY 1981. Agreement on a Peace Corps program
was alio reached with the Cook Islands; however, signature
has been postpeed my appropriated resources are available
to support a pram there. Similarly, until resources are
procured, constructive discussions with the government of Sri
Lanka have beeniuspended. The Region hopes to be able to
pursue these oprortunities during the next fiscal year.

Regioh: NANEAP
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NANEAP Highlight Country: Nepal

Population: 14 million
Number of Volunteers in FY 19)30: 83

Plobltm Areas eim

The most pressing problems of Nepal lie in the areas of health,
ecology and _education: Malnutrition is extremely wide-
spread : 40 percent of the children are severely undErnour-
ished; 50 percent of the deaths in the Country are children,
under five years of agg6,*50 percent of the populatiOn suffer
from iodine deficiency, and 100,000 people go blind every year
due to vitamin A deficiency. Public health services are
extremely limited, with one physician for every 3§,000 people,
and one ho(pital bed for every 6,630 people. In, addition,,
40 percent' of the population is within a half day's walk to
milk health facilities. These problems, compounded by the
fact that,only nine percent of the population has access to safe
water, contribute to a life expectancy of only 45 years, and a
high infant mortality rate (172 per 1,00rpewborns die within
the first year of life.)

Ecological deterioration and poor use of natural
resources continue to put severe pressure con Nepal's fragile
mountain 'system. Most of Nepal's energy is derived from
Wood fuel, and if current cutting patterns persist, accessible
forests in the Himalayan Hills will disappear b'1990. Nepal's
demographic situation is also among the worst in the world,
with a population density, arable and ratio far exceeding those
of Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh. A growth rate of 2.6
percent per year is projected, and the country's current total
fertility rate of 6.5 is the highest reported in the recent World ,

Fertilization Suryey.
Education also remains a serC;us problem, as only 60

percent of the children eligible for primary school enrollment
are actually in school, and only 25 percent of :the females
eligible for. primary school are enrolled. Nearly half of all
students enrolled in primary school fail to go beyond the first
grade. Twelve percent of the c dren eligible for secondary

7: .
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Volunteer teaches vocational education class in, Ponape, Micronesia.
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schOol are enrolled, and of those, only 30 to 40 npercent thepercent
10th grade ilazs the. Senior Exathination. During thi year,
some 800 teaching positions will go unfilled in the mid e and
secondary schbeis.

The WorkinisEnvyonmento .
PeaceCcorps has Men in Nepal"since 1962, and is respected by
the government of Nepal as one of the first expressions, of
concern for Nepal's development by the outside world. The
benefits to Nepal that are a result of Peace ,Corps volunteers'
efforts are equal perhaps to the practical development
experience, personal challenge and growth that Nepalioffers
volunteers. They Must take on personal challepges exacerbat-
ed by illness, isolation, tests of physical adurance and
difficulties in communication and transportation. But if the
Volunteers undertake the challenges, satisfaction can be
tremendous and their efforts will be valued and appreciated.
In general, the Nepalese are warm, friendly, and supportive of
the volunteers.

Peace CCorps Program Objectives
Peace. Corps' strategy in Nepal is4iirected toward assisting -the
government to carry out its objectives in needy rural and
remote areas, by placing more than 75 percent of the
volunteers outside the urban centers and townships. Current-
ly, PeaceiCorps in Nepal is focusing its activities on improving
the general living conditions among the populate, With special
attention to the needs of children and women. In order to
address the four major goals of the government of Nepal's
Sixth Plangradual elimination of absolute poverty, fulfil-
lment of basic human" needs, social restructuring, and
conservation of natural resources, Peace Corps'tniphasis for
achievement are given to primary, skill-oriented education;
rural construction, basic health case, agricultitre and conser-
vation.

All volunteds in these programs are alsetcouitged and
helped' to develop projects that contribute to improying
knowledge about low level ,technology possibilities in their

.
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particular 4ectot. As part of the overall program, volunteers
are expected to develop. secondaty projects in conjunction
with their primary assignment. Secondary projects are mainly
directed toward agriculture, health, conservation -and literacy.

'Peace Corps' Accomplishments
Peace Corps volunteers ate posted throughout Nepal, many in
small villages where they are the onlyfOreigners within several
days walk. These volunteers halve been instrumental in
improving the quality of life in these remote areas.

A Peace Corps community water supply project has
brought safe and abundrant water to more than 100,000 people
sinte its inception in 1971. During FY 1980 alone, volunteers
constructed 24 water systems, Which serve nearly 8000 people.
Many volunteers working on the water supply project have
also "beconle involved in efforts to improve area sanitation.

Volunteers working on a health lab services project have
been highly successful in establishing new district health labs,
improving or renovating existing labs, and training Nepalese
lab technicians. During FY '1980, volunteers regularly
supervised 43 labs, and trained 62 lab technicians. In addition,
they wrote a manual for lab use and conducted an
epidemiological survey during in' encephalitis outbreak early
in the fiscal year.

, A rural suspension bridge .project has led to the
construe ion ;of IVSTfucturaTly sound-fo-dt-beidges. These
bridges greatly facilitate travel in remote areas, so that
villagers can save from two days to a week's walk to the
nearest road, health facility or market. Volunteers on this
project hive alsa taught Nepalese engineers and villagers the
construction' and maintenance techniques necessary for
building and maintaining bridges. Eleven mote bridges in

; rural areas-are currently .being built.
Each year, Pace Corps volunteers in Nepal reach

thouiands of students. Some of the volunteers are involved in
math/science teaching, others are involved in teaching English
and adult literacy programs. The volunteers in the knawl-'
edge/skilli areas- also conduct training workshops for
teachers, wtich will lead to increased numbers of qualified
teachers in Fa note areas.

Peace C6rps volunteers in Nepal have also participated in
successfulprojects in agriculture, fisheries development, and
child care, as well as community efforts in 'kitchen gardens,
literacy, poultry, beekeeping, health and conservation.

_Teaching technitluesto protect cropf
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.
7 Gardening project at agricultural school. tyePal I
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Ongoing Concerns
Peace Corps' program strategy in Nepal is directed towards
five primary 'areas of need : food production,- health,
conservation, rural public works and education. Volunteer
assignments.are most heayily concentrated in the middle hills,
and itlis.assumed that the government of Nepal will sustain a
comthitment these underdeveloped areas.

Agriculture volunteers will be Working from an extension
base in cereal and seed production, and in promotion of
vegetable and horticulture production. A small scale irrigation
program, which will increase food production, is planned
under the aegis of thed,,o,cal Development Department as an ',a--
activity for rural ;onstrifetion volunteers. This project will be
labor intensive, providing jobs to unemployed hill people.
New efforts in resource conservation and community forestry,
which began in the summer of1980, .will continue.

Peace Corps plans to maintain working relationships
with three other volunteer service-agencies:This may lead to
eveOual joint training, coordination of assignments, and
sharing of information.
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NANEAP Highlight Country; Philippines

Population: 48 million
/*lumber of Volunteers in FY 1980: 3O9

'Problem Areas
Despite .recent downward trends in the,Philippines popula-
tion, the birth rate.still stands at 2.4 percent, and population
growth continuo to exert seuious pressure on the country's
already limited basic resources: domestic Oil prOduction can
account for only 10 to 15 percent of the country's needs, prime
agricultural land is virtually exhausted, and forests are being
denuded at an alarming pace. Forty-three percent of the
populatidn is under 15 years of age, which means that 700,000
jobs per year must be generated just to absorb population
increasesan impossible target at present. Forty percent of all
rural families and 26 percent of all urban families have
incomes below that required to provide adequate nutrition
and other essentials of life. These difficulties lead to
widespread poverty and its attendant problems, especially in
rural' areas.

Fifty percent of the population has no acce s to
professional health care; only 3 percent of the country's
physicians are in diral health delivery systems: Approxi-
mately 70 percent of the pre-school age population suffers
from, some degree of malnutrition and 30 percent are severely
undernourished. Water supplier and sanitation also pose
health problems as potable water is available to only 40
percent,of the population, and only 32 percent have sanitary
toilets Life expectancy is 56 for males, and 59 for females.

44A
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Volunteer teaches apiculture student., to rope a caff, Philippines.

The Working Environment
The social and political environments in the Philippirtes,
appear more volatile in description than .they actually are for
volunteers in the field. Nevertheless, assignments avoid
insecure areas. Peace Corps volunteers continue to experience
a high degree of personal and social acceptance from
Filipinos.

Though, far from a universal experience, volunteers
generally find, strong support at the top of host agencies, and
work strongly at developing support at the local levels. Local
major officials serve at the President's discretion. This has
brought stability to local government and acquiescence to key
government development policies, .which has helped volun-
teer project goals. Even in the face of human rights concerns
the Philippines, Peace Corps Volunteers have been able to
maintain apolitical positions.

With few exceptions, volunteers in the Philippines are
able to function openly. While not directly allied with
government agencies in the minds of the people; Pe*e Corps
volunteers do benefit from a range of positive,support,

Peace Corps Program Objectives
Peace Corps program in the Philippines strives to seek mutual
objectives, respond to .local needs, and collaborate 111 a
partnership mode with the government. There' are agreed
plans for project implementation, resouice identification and
allocation, and feedback to evaluate and monitor results.

Historically, Peace Corps bas chahged its priorities in the
Philippines to meet the country's needs. Initially, program-
ming concentrated on educations, with volunteers assisting in
co-teaching and curriculum development. Once this need was

Philippine agencies asked for assistance in food
production and health. These major shifts meant volunteers
worked in agriculture, fisheries, nutrition and health exten-
sion.

. Peace Corps' current program efforts are centered on
joint activities with Filipinos in 'rural developmentThe '
projects focus on family health, food production, education,
ivome generation, and environment. Within these' project
groupings, volunteers work to promote partnership with
Filipinos using local resources to aid in the development of
self-reliant communities..

Peace Corp s' Accomplishments
Peace Cbrps has demonstrated a strong commitment, to
meeting the expressed needs of Filipino citizens by working at
the grass roots rural level in social and economic development.

In the health sector, volunteer have been successful at
establishing pre-school Izaing centers that will help offset the
effects of severe malnutrition. They have also succeeded .in
organizing or impeoving a number of village organizations
with nutrition committees. In addition, Peace Corps volun-
teers have been instrumental in getting local schools to use
new, high school curriculum that includes nutrition. The
volunteers work in a goiter prevention and treatment project
in isolated mountain villages whickhas led to a dramatic
reduction .of goiter incidence.

Food production in the Philippines has been enhanced
through Peace Corps' efforts in, fisheries development and

' . agriculture. Voluniteers on fisheries projects have developed
. . demonstration fish ponds, conducted hundreds of seminars in

fish 'pond .development, established hatcheries, surveyed
offshore reefs to deterinine resources, and developed various

,4 seafaring sites. Agricultural volunteers have provided assisk
ante in vegetable gardening, developed agro-forestry demon
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Taking a water, sample for fishpond fertilizer research project, Philippines...

Farm nimal project, Philippines.'

11

strations, improved the linkage between agricultural net-
works and conducted thousands of' hours:Lof seminars for
producing farmers and field staff of extension services.

Peace Corps volunteers working on incomcdevelopment
have assisted farmers in preparing loan applications, and have
conducted credit and technical skill seminars for farmers who
have been participating inloan programs. Volunteers on these
projects have also designed tnonitoring systems for rural bank,
portfolios.

Ongoing Concerns
While recognizing that there are serious political and
economic issues facing the Philippines with potential
disruptive events over which Peace ,Corps has no control,
Peace Corps staff and volunteers anticipate a continuing
favorable working climate and receptiVity for the program.
The Philippines _program- remains Peace Corps' largest, in
terms' of volunteers. Peace Corps recognizes tJe serious
management challenge it has in the Philippines, given the
diversity of the program and the numbers of volunteers
scattered at rural sites throughout the country.

Among new programming areas in the Phillippines,
Peace Corps is developing a community deNelopment, deaf
education project. Volunteers, both hearing and hearing-
impaired, will be working in rural, areas. They will establish
means of identifying the ticLer needs of the deaf community,
-so, as to respond- to--a. pre-viouslyneglected port-km of the
community.

4.4
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PEACE CORPS PROGRAMMING AND
TRAINING

Peace Corps' approach to assisting the Third World is firmly
rooted in the belief that grassroots development Will only be
viable when carefully adapted to cultures, community
conditions, and human concerns. Peace Corps Headquarters
continually evaluates and refines the agency's ability to
develop projects that meet basic human needs, reach the most
needy, build long-lerm self- reliance'through skill transfer and
full participation of communities, encourage the fullest role
for women in development, and use local resources and
appropriate technologies in solving problems. Headquarters
contributes to these efforts through a number of activities,
which include:

translating broad goals and policies into programming and
training guidelines/ processes.

providing technical support to overseas posts.
explorinLand developing potential Peace Corps participa-

tion in world-wide programming and training initiatives.
serving as a central source of program-related information

collection and dissemination.

Peace Corps programming and training is rooted in the belief
that while prgram ideas and suggestions may be offered to
the field by Peace Corps,' Washington, effective projects must
be- deeelopeiedfitt-the-field-

i
Prqgramming

'AOC

Peace Corps sectoral units focus on preparation of generic
programming guides, innovative technical training models,
and-project designs to be adapted and modified so as to fit in-

,country needs and requests. Specialists explore common
interests and facilitate joint programming, and p6tential
resource pooling with other development agencies, often in the.
form of interagency agreements. Sectoral' units provide
technical support to overseas Operations in the form of on-site
visits by staff and consultants, informational materials,
correspondence, and in-service programming workshops for
staff And Peace Corps volunteers.

Health

Basic Need: Millions of people in the World suffer from poor
health, and few of them have access to even basic primary
health care. Malaria, tuberculosis, dysentery and nutritional
deficiency take a toll measured not only in deaths, but also in
impaired mental and phSsical devetopnient. Women of child-
bearing age and children under the age of five are especially
vulnerable.. It is estimated that as many as 25 million children
die in the developing world each year. What is striking is that
most of these children die not from "exotic" tropical diseases,
but front common diarrheal-and respiratory infections.

The lack of trained health professionals and auxiliaries
prevent primary health care networks fromreaching the _rural
',bor. To address this problem, Peace Corps has placed more,
than 600 Health Volunteers in.55 developing countries. These
volunteers work in rural communities at the grassroots leVel,
in programs dealing with maternal and child health, nutrition
education, community health, environmentql sanitation,
disease control, and fieahh manpower development.

Volunteers in these health programOperform activities
such as providing pre-and post-natal care, teachinehreast-
feeding and oral rehydration techniques, organizing commun-.

ity health committees, teaching appropriate water purification
methods, organizing immunization projects and training host
country nurses in community outreach techniques. For/
example:

Peace Corps volunteers in Cameroon are assisting the
country's efforts to develop and implement a Comprehensive
health education program for its rural ,poor, and to help
Cameroonian' rural p%br to attain better health co.nditiOns
through education and the practical application of nutrition,
hygiene, sanitation, preventive medicine and maternal, child
care. The volunteers on this project are health educators
assigned to a local health team under the Cameioon Ministry
of Health. Their job activities include:

improving knowledge on how to identify, prevent, and treat
common illnesses such as dysentery; malaria and malnutri-
tion;

improving knowledge in nutrition and childbearing practi-
ces, especially for pregnant and lactating women;

imprfor
rural families,through better management of
the, quality, quantity, and availability of water

supplies
springs, wells and other sources;,

organizing village committees and campaigns to improve
sanitation and eradicate the breeding grounds of disease
carriers;

developing teaching materials for health presentations to
various-village-groups,communities- and -schoolsi-and

improving the.design:,,,quality, implementation and scope of
health education for Cameroon's rural poor.

Nursing instruction, S. Vincent, Eastern Caribbean.
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Volunteer Training: This year, the .Health Sector began efforts
to develop two ,basic health training models. One- is a core
personal health training model.for Peace Corps volunteers,
and the other is a technical training model for community and
clinical health volunteers, usable for both generalists and
health professionals. The technical areas include a core
curriculum in following subjects: epidemiology, tropical
medicines, todimUnicable Ael'se control; maternal/child-
/family health; nutrition sand, nutrition education; health
education; water sanitation; parasitology/ laboratory proce-
dures; and pediatric/midwifery nursing.

Water/Sanitation

Basic Need: In preparing for the UN Water Decade beginning
on November 10, 1980; theVorld Health Organization
(WHO) found that 60 percent of the people living in the
developing world lack reasonable access to safe and adequate
water supplies,--and 75 percent lack adequate 'sanitation:, In
addition, water- related diseases may claim as many as 25
Million lives a year (60 percent of them children under 5 years
old), and 80 percent of all sickness and disease can be

o attribuled to inadequate water and sanitation.
This year, the Peace COrps placed more than 200 water

volunteers in 25 countries. The volunteers serve as water
engineers, technicians, drillers, health educators and commun-
ity organizers. They have designed and built water facilities,
and trained counterparts to build water systems, wells,
protected springs, distribution networks,.storage tanks and a

t

Civing nutritional advice to mother at childcare clinic. Niger

`wide variety of appropriate technology water devices. For
example:

In Nepal, 12 Peace Corps volunteers are assigned to a
community water supply project that surveys, designs and
implements drinking water schemes in remote areas. The
volunteers collect survey data, produce design profiles,
supervise the construction of water systems and organize
village, water committees. As a result of their efforts. 156
village drinking water projects, which affect 220,000 people,
have already been completed. Another 79 projects, are under
construction.

Peace Corps alst has more than 300 volunteers working in 30
countries as sanitarians, community health workers, educators
and community organizers for sanitation projects. Volunteers
in this sector organize village health committees, coordinate
community sanitation improvement projects, edycate villagers
and strengthen public health extension netwoiks. For exam-
ple:

Fifteen volunteer sanitation inspectors and health educators
have been working oh an environmental. sanitation project in
Paraguay. The goal of this project is to reduce infant and child
morbidity and mortality in rural areas. The volunteers in this
project assist in the promotion of sanitation projects in rural
villages, and teach water and sanitation courses to local
teachers and community groups.

a

Volunteer Training: The water and sanitation sector has been
.developing a five week pre-service skill training model for. all
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Setting UP a.,#,itch drainage pump, Fiji:

Construction of a water system in Orange Walk Town, Belize.
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Discussing plans for completion of drinking water project. Cameroon.
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water and sanitation volunteers. Trainees are given practical
instruction,, exercises, and field projects in basic building
skills, surveykpi., simple water system designs, and spring box,

' wells and latrine construction. Throughout this training, there
is a constant integration of health education and community
participation approaches.

It is anticipated that some host country ministries will
take advantage of this training, by sending some of their
personnel through the course along with Peace Corps trainees.
It is further hoped that this model will be replicated during the
Water Decade by host governments interested in training
village and district level water and sanitation workers.

Energy

Basic Need: Traditionally, rural dwellers in most developing
countries use firewood, charCoal, plant residue and animal
matter for cooking and heating. To a much lesser extent, wind
and water power have been used to mechanize agricultural
activities and operate potable water sources.

The past fifty years have marked a growing acceptance of
petroleum-based technologies in rural areas of the Third
World In some rural sectors, kerosene is now a major fuel
source used for lighting. At the sable time, such energy sources
are now becoming scarce, expensive and, in some cases,
unfeasible.

The process of economic growth is traceable in large part
o the substitution Off "energy for muscle" in the performance

domestic, agricultural and industrial tasks. Identifying and
eveloping suitable energy sources for these tasks are the

primary objectives of volunteers working in the energy sector._
Peace Corps' energy program has three basid-ObjeatiVes.

1111. to develop alternative energy sources .that meet village/
family' needs, so as to reduce reliance on non-renewable and/
or non-locally available fuels:
2. to increase efficiency and reduce the human energy required
for household and agricultural -activities, such as grinding
grains, heating, obtaining water, preserving/storing foods,
preparing/working land; and

to integrate technology into an approach that involves
community assessment of needs and resources, followed b
selection of the most appropriate systems.

Each country aZiapti and refines these themes to their needs
and circumstances. In some cases, volunteers focus solely on
energy, while in others they use their energy skills in broader
'developmental programs, such as agricultural extension,
health, and nutrition. So far, Peace Corps energy projects -
have concentrated in three basic areas: domestic appropriate
technologies, water; energy technologies and biogas digesters.

/ Domestic appropriate technologies are designed to have
an impact on various household activities. Projects in this area
focus orr: simple solar devices, particularly for grain drying
and water he ting; pedal power devices for grinding an other
mechanical applications; and mud stove construction for
conservation of firewood.

Peace Corps lvoluntjrs work. on mud stove projects in
Senegal, The Gambia, Swaziland, Costa Rica, Honduras, and
the Solomon Islands.

The goal of these pro4ects is to reduce the need for fuels used
- by rural villages for cooking through a simple, affordable and

understandable technological device. Volunteers waling on
mud stove projects: .

identify the population in need of and Interested in a
method of saving on cooking fuel.

organize and conduct workshops about the mud stove
technology.

serve as technical resources for villagers.
document the effectiveness of the stove and the villagers'

acceptance of it.
disseminate information about the stove and other related

technologies such as improved cooking utensils. '

Water/ energy projects take advantage of water power to
perform a number of tasks such as: moving. water from a
source to a place -uphill, where it is needed for irrigation or
drinking; producing mechanical power founoving a grist mill
or lumbep mill; or producing electrical power for the opera-
tion of motors, lights and small appliances. These projects
might include anything from hydraulic rams and water wheels
to microhydro turbines. For example:

Oman, Nepal, Kenya, Paraguay and Gabon are some of the
countries where there are ongoing hydraulic ram projects.
(HydrAulic rams are devices that utilize the power of falling
water to pump a small portion of that water uphill. They
require no fuel, electricity, or other energy sources.) The
common goal of these Peace Corps hydro ram projects is to
develop an alternative method for providing irrigatiod and
potable water supplies for rural areas using an affordable
technology and renewable energy sources. Volunteers on
hydraulic ram projects participate in activities such as :

identifying the water needs in rural areas.
_ conducting_project_design -and-site-layout.-

providing technical and administrative skills in implement-
ing the project.

Charcoal productiotr& appropriate technology applied to forestry in Senegal.
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-Constructing and installing the hydro ram systems.
conducting training sessions to develop_the local ability to

operate and maintain the water systems.

Biogas projects offer rural areas a means for cooking, lighting,
or running machinery, with a fuel that is made from
indigenous materials and yields a high quality fertilizer. These
projects were designed to demonstrate and teach the
principles, design, construction, operation and maintenance of
biogas digestion systems) ,

Peace Corps has started biogas projects in Morocco, Ecuador,
and the Philippines. Peace Corps volunteers working on these
projects: ,

identify fuel needs in heir areas.
assist in project desig and administration.

, construct and install lops systems.
train villagers to run the biogas systems.
help relate biogas technologies to the broader implications

of food production and energy conservation.

Volunteer Training: Volunteers ii the energy .program must
be technologically competent in the devices that their projects
use In addition to having skills in designing,-constructing,

--adicTtilig and maintaining appropriate technology devices,
trainees must learn certain development and organizing skills.
These include: assessing needs and approaching the transfer-
ence of Skills and knowledge in a, sensitive, appropriate man-
ner; communicating the essence of technologies and the prin-

_
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ciples behind them; understanding the process of development
in cross - cultural contexts and the differential impact on
women; and assisting others in building for self-reliance.

Fisheries

Basic Need: The world's aquatic environments are becoming
An increasingly important source of food, especially high
protein. In many of the developing countries of Asia, Africa,
and Latin America, fish are highly valued protein sources;
however, the supply of fish is not nearly sufficient to satisfy the
demand. In a number of countries, natural fisheriesboth
freshwater and marineare poorly exploited and improve-
ments are needed in fishing techniques, fish preservation,.and
marketing.

This sector basically concentrates on the development of
.jwo types of fisheries projects: fish culture and marine
fisheries. Fish culture projects are largely concentrated on the
development of small -scale rural fish ponds which can be used
by small farmers foi both protein and income. During- FY
1980, 300 Peace Corps volunteers worked in fish culture
projects in 40 countries. For example :

In Zaite,_50_P_eace-Corps-veliinteers work on a fish culture
project designed to assist farmers in the construction, stocking
and management of fish ponds. The goal of the project is
increase available protein sources and cask income in rural
areas of the .country. Each Peace Corps volunteer on the
project works with approximately 20 farmers, on all aspects of
technical fish culture. As a result of the volunteers' efforts, fish

...
Learning to construct & operate a lorena,stove at training center in Cosia
Rica.
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Casting nets to reseatTh lake fish life, Niger.
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Harvesting fish for Yelease to private ponds. Central African Republic.

production has increased threefold among those farmers
involved in the program.

Marine fisheries projects are concerned with assisting
fishefmen in improving fish:i/ig and marketing techniques, and
maintaining fishing development. This year, some 20 Peace
Corps volunteers are involved in marine fisheries projects in
five Peace Corps countries. For example:

Three Peace Corps volunteers are assigned to a, marine
fisheries 'project in Tonga. These volunteers are rurally-based,
and work at points where fishermen drop off their fish prior to
freezing them. The Peace Corps volunteers meet the fishermen

-and provide assistance in upgrading their techniques for
preserving daily catches add maintaining fishing equipment.
Since the beginning of this project, Peace Corps volunteers
have enhanced the skills of 200 rural fishermen.

Volunteer Training: Most fish culture Peace Corps volunteers
undergo nine weeks of intensive technical training in all
aspects of-fish pond culture prior to their departure 'overseas.
In addition to the technical fisheries curriculum, the training
concentrates on agriculture extension techniques, community
analysis and involvement, and health and nutrition. Marine
fisheries Peace Corps volunteers usually undergo all their
training in the host country.

Agriculture

Basic Need: As populations throughout the world increase,
and the cost of fossil fuels soar, a number of developing
countries are having less agricultural production per capita.
Rising energy costs have had a twofold effect on uriculture.
First, domestic agricluture products have becme more
expensive aspt he cost of transportation, storage and processing
have increased. Secondly, a proportionately larger percentage
of foreign exchange has been diverted fo expenditures of fossil
fuels, thereby reducing the amount available for imported
agricultifklAroducts. But at the same time, the population in

. many Third-World countries is increasing at a faster tate than.
agriculture production, which requires these countries to
impb rl. more agricultural products.

e 1980' World Bank Report esiimates that "more than
750 million people have barely enough income to keep
themselves alive from-week to week." Peace Corps focuses its
agriculture program on the most needy of the Third World
population; with the objective of increasing yields for given
units, and building self-reliance in farmers so that they will be
able to manage increasing preduc,tion demands.

The agriculture sector provides technical support-4o
Peace Corps projecti ranging from vegetable gardening and.
grain production/storage, to animal husbandry and multipur-
pose rural development projects. Appropriate technology
concerns are reflected in the sector's emphasis on organic
cultivation methods, and in drawing from the small-farm
homesteading experience of the United States..Peace Corps
agriculture projects are designed to serve the many rural
people who find themselves outside the reach of technical
assistancefrom domestic and international institutions. .For
example:

Twenty volunteers began working on an agricultural exten- .
sion project t-lit Paraguay during the beginning of FY 1980. The
five-year goal of the project is to increase crap production
yields, by 30 percent for some 1500 low:income farmers who
are normally not assisted by the National Agricultural
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ExtenVon Service. .The volunteers bn this project live in
isolate a villages and work directly with at least 50 farmers.
Their activities include:

-instructin4the farmers in proper soil preparation and
improved planting, harvesting, and storing techniques;

providing ta!rketing information so that farmers can better
use local distribution systems; and

instructing farmers in bookkeeping and farm management
techniques, such as reinvestment of cash crop earnings.

As a result of the efforts of these volunteers; the people in the
communities they serve are realizirig increased income from
cash crops, and are able to purchase improved seeds, plant
and harvest crops,in a mere timely fashion, and make various
home and farm improvement

In early FY 1980, 16 volunteers Were assigned to a vegetable
gardening project in Mauritania: The goal of the project is to
increase the aglicultural productivity or rural dwellers along
the Senegal Rive piso asto improve their health and nutrition.
Th volunteers workwithconterparts_in promoting the use of
imprOved gardening techniques in communal, school, and
home gardens. e efforts of the volunteers have led to the
introduction of new vegetables and gardening techniques in
the area, and the use of record keeping and other organiza-
tional Skills.

.41° )
Volunteer' Training: Technical skill training jn agriculture uses
a Three-level, integrated approach. Level one provides the
foundalion for the volunteer's role identity and rationale for
becoming a development worker. Level two focuses on
development work skills, such as how to extend knowledge
and techniques to others, how to consult on projects and how
to manage projects. The third level provides the cross-cultural
skills necessaiy for Working effectively in another culture.
These skills includes listening and observing others, discover-
ing the beliefs of otters, filtering information, asking and
framing questions, gathering and validating i4ofmation and
pacing oneself appropriately. During 1980,/technical skill
training programs using this integrated approach were
instituted in the areas of vegetable ,productioii and small
animal husbandry.

Forestry

Basic Need: Tropical forest loss, estimated conservatively to
be six to eight million hectares annually, presents one of the
most urgent environmental problemt confronting the interna-
tional community. Grazing, logging, and slash-and-burn agri-
culture contribute to the problem, but domestic use of fuel
wood accounts for the greatest losses; about 80 percent of the
people in fast-growing Third World nations must cook and
heat with wood, Even though their daily per capita use,..of
energy is slight by Western standards, use of wood fuel by so
many is estimated to exceed one billion cubic meters annually.
By the year 2000, this tropical forest loss is expeCted to reach Checking egg count in uala, Nerang, Malaysia.
global crisis proportions. 5,4

Peace Corps' forestry and conservation projects have 0..0.110-
been an important aid to poor people in developing ciuntries,
because they are designed to meet the basic human reds for
food, energy, water and shelter. To establish lalier and more
effectiveforestry/natufal resource conservation projects, at
the end of FY 1980, Peace Corps entered a joint initiative with
AID, which will increase Pence Corps' capacity to work, with
host countries ow community-level forestry projects, anti-

Ink

Usrni a millet breeder to gather pollen for crossbreeding, Niger.
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desertification and erosion efforts, and other ways of
integrating natural resource conservation with human devel-
opment.

The sector works actively to build networks with forestry
and environmental organizations in the United States and
overseas, thtis tapping into resources for recruitment of

- volunteers, training, and technical information exchange. The
organization of the sector also permits Peace Corps to draw
heavily on the technical and itiforniational resources of the
U.S. Departments of the Interior (Park Service) and
Agricultural, (Forest Service). Examples of ongoing Peace
Corps forestry and conservation projects include :

The CARE Acacia Albida program in Chad, to which five
Peace Corps volunteers are assigned, is designed te prothote
reforestation and 'to increase soil fertility and agricultural
production by encouraging farmers to plant "gao" (the
common name for Acacia Albida) in their fields. The
volunteers on this project have operated nurseries to produce..
gao seedlings, and have been working to obtain long-term
commitments from farmers to continue planting trees. So far,
nine gao nurseries have been established. These nurseries
produce 300,000 teedlings per year, planted by 2000 farmers.

The Resources Management and Conservation Program in
Guatemala involves 21 volunteers. The goals of the project are
to combat soil erosion, correct drainage, and overflow
problems, maintain soil productivity, and conserve water. The
Peace Corps volunteers have established nurseries, local
forestry committees and demonstration areas within villages.
They have also trained counterparts and carried on extension
works `

Volunteer Training:' For the past two years,' Peace Corps has
collaborated with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (Office
of International Cooperation and Development) in forestry
training. General training areas include: assessment of land

uk

.

productivity, ,small-Fale tree nursery management; establish-
ment of small plantations, use of agroforestry:\ plantation
protection; elementary land surveying and use hf forestry
extension techniques.

A Sahel Reforestation Workshop held at Ouagadougou,
Upper Volta during February1980, will serve as a.model for
future training efforts. It was attended by personnel from
Peace Corps and other donor agencies working on-common
forestry problems in six ,Sahelian countries. Discussions
centered On: difficulties in finding technically viable solutions;
the lack of personnel trained to handle both the technical and
social aspects of village-level reforestation; the lack of
adequate and appropriate° financing and potential collabora-
tive efforts to deal with the preceding problemg.

G

Inspecting seedlings at reforestation project, Arige
.

Instrument check at jungle research substation, Malaysia.,
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Women in Development (WID)

Following. the precedent of the Percy Amendment to the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1973, the Peace Corps Act was
amended in 1978 to include-women in developoment as an
integral part of agency policy. The amendmente'stipulated that
Peace Corps' must "give particular attention to those
programs, projects and activities that tend to integrate women
into the national economies of .developing countries, thtts
improving their status and assisting the total development
effort."

This women in development mandate was a response to
the findings of a 1078 Volunteer Activity survey, which
shbwed that women were under-represented in those pro-
grams most likely to involve the transfer of marketable skills
and resources. Projects in health, nutrition, and community
services often had women as beneficiaries, but did little to
improve the balance of economic power for women.

To redress these concerns, in early 1979 the Peace Corps
Director requested that field and headquarters staff incorpo-
rate a conscious concern for women in all.. Peace Corps
programming, includingconcept, design, implementation,
review and final evaluation. Since that time, Peace Corps'
ommitment to women in development has been monitored by
at WID Oversight Committee.

Current emphasis includes the development of training
materials for both staff and 1, olunteers and the identification
of programming opportunities in the field. WID working
groups operate in each region to provide support and to
encourage accountability for WID programming.

.Peace corps'programsaaimed at helping women become
equal partner's in development usually take one of two
formsthose which focus specifically on women's needs and
promote equal opportunities for women, and those which
address women and men equally, thereby enhancing women's
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Community wqmen worlung together to harvest rice, Senegal

positions as well as men's. There are certain basic assumptions
underlying Peace Corps programming with, Third World
women

Peace Corps can learn a great deal- from women's
contributi s to development in'other countries.

Third VV rld women are authorities about' their own
problems ind needs. Women's organizations in many
deelqping countries have initiated strong programs at the
regional, nationaL and local levels. Peace Corps, stries to
enlist the help of these groups in planning and implementing
WID. Projects.

Peace Corps should, if requestedcontribute to the training
of local women's groups. .

Peace Corps staff and.% olunteers, male and female, should
be trained in Women in Development issues.

Peace Corps should seek opportunities for coppy4tilt
efforts with other deelopmentai organizations

Peace Corps is now directiits attention to.the role of poor
rural women and their daughters in the deNeldpment process,
within the context of family, community, culture,and

couiit y.
A Peace Corps project that effectively inoles Thir5

World women is characterized by the following crittvia.
Women are involved in problem identification, needs

assessment, and the setting of priorities. -

Women participate in planning and conducting the projects.
Women assume important, permanent roles in the project.

s Women benefit directly through augmentation of income-
earning ability, increase in productiity nd the deelopmertt
of skills that will sustain their acces o these opportunities'

Peace' Corps is engaged in an earnest effort to increase the
participation of women in current programs, as well as to
design more equitable opportunities for women in future
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-efforts. The following project examples demohstiatelihat the
.

woilien ill development process is well underway:
lit Guatemala, 11 Peace Corps volunteers are working on a

project designed to help the member's of local artisans and
farmers cooperatives to increase their incomes. The volunteers

'provide the co-ops with the, technical assistance needed to
raise productivity and improve the members' access to credit
sources .and markers. The co-op memberships include
Guatemala's poorest people; and a disproportionately large
number of women ince the co-op project was started in
1976, women member aye. begun to perform activities that
were previdusly done solely or primarily by men. For
example, women co -dpi members are now playing a major role
in almost all phases of cloth production, from raising sheeKto
making cloth. Women are also beginning to take an active role
in going to the cities to sell the final product.

Sixty-one volunteers in Senegal haye been working with the
.Ministry of Human Resources to improve the quality of life
for villagers. A special emphasis of the project is to increase
the economic 4i-dependence of 'village women, by stressing

'skill acquisition in the following areas. household mana e-
ment, asic. recor eeping, u geting, pre-natal and child
care, kitchen gardens, wise .and conservation of basic foods,
cloth dyeing, sewing and setting up cooperatives for market-

° ing and-other economic gains. The volunteers serve as corn-
, munity -development workers, helping women to identify

needs, and pointing them to the means by which these needs
can be met. As a result of the volunteers' efforts, local women
have increased their ability to organize their awn projects, and
have become more self-reliant in preventive health care
methods.

In the Solomon Islands, Peace Corps volunteer couples.
have been working.with local women to identify needs and
develop projects that will improve the quality of village I e on
the istadd of Guadacanal. The volunteers work prima ly in
two areas, adult eduCation and income generation. dull
education entails teaching women sewing skills, handier ftst
baking and techniques for extracting coconut palm oil~ In-
come generation activities focus on introducing women to
marketing concepts, so that they can sell their handicrafts and
baked goods. To date, this project bas had a number of signi-
ficant accomplishments, including tbJe construction of a
"Women's Interest House," and a bakery run by local women.
Through these and other efforts, Solomon Island women have
begun to learn how .4c, set up cooperative activities that
address the needs of their village.

a
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Sharing successful marketing techniques with women's farm cooperative. The
Gambia
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Wyk* wit 'craft, sewing.caap erative, St. Vincent. Eastern Caribbean



Ecuador cattle extensionist training, Costa Rica.
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Core Curriculum. Peace *Corps training mandate js to develop
and implement a coherent set of staff and volunteer training '.'
activities that will strengthen Peace Corps' overall prograin.
This year, the training specialists have been involved in the' t

evaluation of present Peace Corps training, and the develop-
ment of a core curriculum. The core curriculum set es to
ensure the projection of a coherent Peace Corps ssage
overseas, to integrate training syslems from pi-e-invi tion 4b
close-of-service, and to articulate the service-learning nature .

of theeeace Corps experience. It is designed to provide basic
competencies that all volunteers need to become development,
workers, at the grassroots level in today's Third World ,
countries. The curriculum has six major goal areas: .

the role of the volunteer in development work
cross-cultural training
'language and communications training
health and personal well-being.
Peace`Corps orientation
technical and work training . .

_....-1
,

..The core curriculum brings with it not only,,a coherent set of
training goals for Peace corps vpluhteers, but also an
approach to learning that is designed to serve the volunteers
after they complete pre - service' training. The training
_methodologeemphasizes active, "htands on" learning and
problem solving which, as well as meeting specific program,
goals, will enhance volunteers' capacitiy- to "learn how to
learn" throughout)heir service. Increasing volunteers' active
learning skills should make them more self-reliant, and this
will be congruent Wilift,:the development philosophy of Peace
Corps. The goals, are not meant to imply an' particular time
sequence, as it is assumed certain goals will be ad essed' at
various time before and during volunteer service`

, . In FY 1980, a number of step's were, taken to develop the
curriculum: s. , .,.

The goal areas that constitute the core curriculum were
developed; critiqued' and revised.

- Training ,materials were clevelOpgld and pilot tested under
the goal area of "Volunteer Support and Well 'Being"
"(c4seling support, minority volunfeers,'Wonlen's support).
pilotlesting was conducted iti'six countries.

Training materials were deviloped apd pilot tested for a
completion of service model. Pilot testing was conducted in

;six countries.
,,

. Training materials were,developed an&pilot tested in basic
health and' hygiene. Pilot testing was' conducted for two
training *grams. , S.

A pre-service training module was developed for communi-
ty-analysis and goal setting-under the "gole of Volunteer in
D "evelopment" goal area.

The core eurriculuin ,is currently in the beginning stages, and
will be fully developed, during the next ,two ,years. The-
curriculum, which will be integratedfinto all training efforts iti
FY 1981 - 19.82, serves as* an umbrella for the following
seqUenfialtraining processes:

, \
1) The 'Caiter for Assessment,and Training (CAST)
CAST is a .new pre-iiivitati&il process designed to 'assess
candidates for Peipe Cotps suitability to make available
sufficient data so-tTat candidates can make a sound decision
about PeaCe corps service, and to begin certain core elements
of trainingior NOlunteer.sorvice. Indigtions ftoin Count

°
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Directors are that a dramaticallymore highly motivated,
higher quality, and ad, anced trainee is producecby the CAST
-systeiti.

The CAST proce, consists of one week of training and
asseptnent conducted by 'professional ;joiners and trained
assessors ins retreat' setting. The. irairg 'consists of east
studies, readings, simul oas, probl m-solving sessions,. small

..group training, large o addinformation- giving sessions a
indiyidiral interviews. The 'CAST everyC akes place one moeith
Prior to the start of training. At th conclusion of the CAST
event. selected applicgfils are issued an invitation to Peace
Corps training.

.

The assessment goals of the CAST-aim to provide a process
that assesses candidate's suitability for Peace Corps service,
while allowing particifiatts maximum opportunity IO decide
wheiher or not to accept an invitation. The assessment process
also seeks to provide information for trainee development that
will be addrested sulmequently in Peace t cico training. The
trainees are assessed in the following basic, skill droas.

Producti Competerice: ability td carry ont work, solve
probleins, leatn: die skills necessary for the primary
fissignment. -1'

, 6 Social Sensitivity. ability to relate and communicate with
Others within the context (if aipther culture and Peace Corps
work. p

sA

EAtotional Naturiti ability to handle self NN it 11 enough
,

.and to
clinficlencectg maturity alb a representative '$f U.S: culture

:-ent development work "under cross-cultural
-stresses.

Motivation ability to. demonstrate, A hll.thy motivation
'eonsistent, with the overall goals of the Pea. e Corps.

.

2) Pre-service Training
This training prepares volunteers to enter their assignments
with appropriate levels of skills and knowledge- in grassroots
dev-elopment, technical subject matter, language, and cross-
cultural adaptation. Unit.actis ifies involve the development of
the core curriculum, advisingsectorti units and regional staffr
on training methods, and maintaining quality control over
training in general.

. 3) In-Service Training
The training unit seeks to help assure that good in-service
training is being developed. so as to improve the overall
.quality of volunteer service and to help lower volunteer
attrition rates. During FY 1980, an in-service training model

,.. for four-month -and mid-service training of volunteers, was
developed in systematic project review and development work
skills. This effort provides follow-up to the CAST, and
constitutes a part of the core curriculum effort. The five day
model was pilot 'tested in Kiribati (formerly thie Gilbert
islands), then revised and disseminated..

4) Close of Service Models
'These,5units are being designed tt encourage career and life
*planning, skills, and to provide volunteers with perspectives
that will help them share their experiences hen they return
home.

In addition to the core curriculum, three special training
initiatives were developed in FY 1980. These include.

1
Staff Training. A new staff training approach, airried at
developing stafrski4 and knowledge consistent with. the'Vre
curriculum training approach, was initiated in FY 80. The new

A'
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approach stresses skill development in management, program- si
ming,, training, volunteer support, cross cultural skills,
development work, administrative system5 and development
education.

& `

WID Training Models. A standardized Women in Develop-
ment (W115) curriculum 'has Nen developed for use in all
volunteer training. This includedIthe development pf a manual

/that was field tested in six countries.
, .

Health Traiding Model. Thee volunteer personal' health
training curriculuin, a new guide developed, by the Office of
Programming and Training Coordination was );geld tested and
revised. The purpose of the health curriculum is to assurethat
all volunteers'possess the kiiowledge and skills required to
maintain their gwn health and well-being, and to role model
preventive healai techniques for their communities..

Information Collection and Exchange
`4:

The Information Collection and Exchange (ICE) is Peace
-Corps' central resource for-511arjng apardpriate technologies
and community level problem- solving techniques generated by
Peace Corps during its years of grassroots development
experience;. ICE was established to communicate strategies
and-technojogiesdeveloped by Peace Corps Volunteers in their
field work' to the wide range of development workers who
might find them useful. ICE collects, reviews, _and catalogs
training guides, curricula, lesson plans, manuals and Other
Peace Corps-generated materials developed in the field. Sont
of these materials are reprinted, others provide an importafill
source of field-based information, for production of manuals,
or for research it particular program areas.
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A major fitcus of ICE, from its- beginnings, has been the

dey. elopment of technical publica_tifiils,',-fos., Pace Corps
"Appropriate Technologies for, Development: manual series."
In FY 1980, ICE published seven new manuals, including titles
such as

Water Purification, Distribution, and Sewage Disposal and
Bamboo as a building material.

"Growing demand fbr ICE services is _clearly seen by the
volume of requestsalmost 209 a monthfrom volunteers,
staff, and others in the development community. ICE uses
information from its Resources Center, interlibrary loans
(through the ACTION library), VITA's technical assistance'
service, and a growing network, of professionals in the U.S. to
provide the references, resources and materials requested.

In FY 1980 the ICE Almanac became an extremely
popular source of technical and development information.
The Almanac an 8-page insert in the Peace Corps Times (the
bi-monthly volunteer newspaper), prov ides a forum for
irinovatiyeand practical Peace Corps volunteer approaches to
development work. It also provides ordering- information on
resources available t,hroUgh ICE and other sources, as well as
news of programmatic relevance, sucb as UN Water Decade
activities.

During the past five years, ICE has grown from a specialj project to a central unit within the Peace Corps' programming
and training maitream, A major focus of FY 1980 has been
to analyze ,roles, re'sponsibilities;and relationships of various
Peace Corps offices-in terms of the agency's overall needs forI
program and project documentation, technical support,
institutional memory and outreach. Based on'this analysis,
ICE has begun to streamline systems of collection, storage, -4
and sharing.e \

1n-service health conference, Central African Republic. "
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SJPPORT OFFICES
THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE (A&F)

THE OFFICE OF POLICY AND PLANNING (OPP)
THE OFFICE OF RECRUITMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS (ORC)

THE OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS (LGA)
THE OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL (GC)

THE OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE (OC)
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION AND
t FINANCE (A&,F)

Automation Changes -
..

With new leadership and direction in FY 1980, A&F initiated
several management imprdvements to streamline the delivery
of administrative services to the program and support offices
?vithin ACTION,' Peace Corps. For example, this year the
Office made, the following changes through automation :

Installation of remote terminals in domestic field offices, so
that transactions can be keyed directly from source documents
into the automated accounting system. This eliminated the
needto prepare 'coding sheets,, thereby substantially lowering
costs and reducing the use of outside keypunch services. In
addition, the terminals have editing features that identify and
reject certain types- of errors- which facilitates immediate
correction. Consequently, more timely information is availa-
ble for all accounting reports.

Conversion of the agency's biwiget system to the Sycor 445
equipment, which has substantially reduced the time needed
for preparing the A&F budget and quarterly reviews,lry
intgsatingpbudgetary and accounting data on the staturof
fdEs report.

Elimination of unnecessary magnetic tape storage at the
Remote Computer Services site This is an ongoing effort that
has so far resulted in a 21 percent savings for this service. In
addition, the amount of disk storage required by the Remote
Computer Services has been reduced, which has led to sayings
of more than $1,400 per month. "..

Upgrading Existin& Systems

icsIn addition to the above automated procedures, a num r of
existing systems were also improved during FY 1980 to fu her
increase efficiency and effectiveness. Specifically, the Office:

'Completed a major effort to reconcile the accounting
records with grant award documents, ,enabling the agency to
have more accurate and reliable financial &ports for the
Treasury and Congtdss, and to improve internal agency
management. .

Initiated procedures to facilitate the medical processing of
applicants and volunteers. The medical clearance procedures
were modified to reduce the number of Peace Corps applicants
on medical hold by 10 to 15 percent. Dental rev iew procedures
were strengthened to reduce program disruptions, dental

. evaluations And expenditures. Procedures for medically
es'acuating Peace Corps via Military Airlift Command flights
were clarified in order to ensure that appropriate services are
available ip life-threatening circumstances. *

Tested and implemented the Sycor Computer Security
Package at Flaidquatters. These security measures are
required to protect information in accordance with recent
F.OIA.and Privacy Act provisions. The security package i5 in

2` place on existing applications where needed, and' 'will be
implemented on new sensitive_ applicatibrit as they. are

0
. developed.

i

rf. ,
.t.t..-

Developed and initiated in coordination With OPP/13, an
improved system to equitably allocate aency-wide costs
between' Peace Corps and ACTION. Developed new cost
category definitions, and a cookbook methodologyo'for
allocating costs ana descriptions onf services rendered by
agency-wide support offiies. In addition, an analySis of Peace

,,.._ Corps/ACTION budgeLdatawasmade-in terms of inflation,
ary and long range workload trends to help identify areas

.6

where increased agency support should be sought through
OMB and 'Congress. .

Administrative and Management Changes

79
. .

FY 1980 alsolasiarked a number of .administrative and
management changes that improved.A&Ps'responsiveness to
ACTION, Peace Corps, and enhanced ACTION's career
development potentials as reflected by the following. For
example, A&F

Conducted studies to assess the workload of its divisions, to
ascertain the proper staffing and funding needs of each
respective division. The studies resulted in a number of
management improvement actions that involve. streamlining
procedures, plans to automate the processing of. information
involved in the grants management and volunteer payroll
systems, establishing formal career ladders and bridge
positions, and a new career counseling program.

Completed an agericy,Wide Task Force on Equal Opportun-
ity and Career Development in coordination with the Office of
Compliance and subrpitte the report and recommendatpns
to he' Director of ACT N. The report proposes sweeping
changes in policies and rograms to enhance career develop-
ment opportunities.for ACTION employees.

An annual plan will reused to establish goals for the active
recruitment or promotion of wornsband minorities. It may
Also reguire that as certain positionPrecome vacant, they will
be replaced. with career development positions. The annual
plan will be monitored by quarterly progress repdrts and
budget reviews. Managers and supervisors will be -evaluated .
on progress towcar.d meeting these goals as part of their annual
performance evaluation.

-

Using data processing to improve efficient-J.
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A new four-point career development piogram has been
developed, -Consisting 'of the following:
1. A revitalized._ Upward Mobility program td provide
training in career-enhancing skills for lower-graded clelical
and technJal employees.
2. Position restructuring to create opportunitiesfor qualified'
clerical and technical employees to enter occupational fields
with better career potential.
3, Career development plans and career ladders for employees
to mainstream into professional and administrative fields.
4. Tailored career devflopment programs for small offices and
occupational fields.

Other FY,I980 Developments

In addition, a number of changes that A&F initiated will
directlx benefit ACTION / Pace Corps% a number of ways:

Collections from Washington to Domestic Regional Offices
andj. Service Centers were streamlined, Consequently, the
resources freed by this measure have been devoted to
identifying pioblem collections in the suspense account. The
suspense account was redtfced from approximately $500,000
to 5,000 by year-end. This substantial reduction is in
accordance with pod cash management practices and
procedures as advocated by the Office of Management and
Budget:,

Preliminary coordination, study and procedures develop-
ment were undertaken in anticipation of tle establishment of a
Central Receiving Activity which. when operational will
provijiie im oved property inventory control for ACTION,
prolpt paym t for supplies and equipment, and increased
use of prompt payment discounts.

Weekly counseling sessions for medica. evacuated
volunteers were introduCed. This will assist them in dealing
with their problems', and give management the opportunity to
obtain objective-evaluations of services so that the health
delivery'systems can be improved.

More than 120 ACTION staff members were trained in
Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) techniques. The
American Heart Association has given the agency highest
recognition for having the most comprehensive program. The
program has been used as a model for other government
agencies.

part of a broader emphasis on strengthening the agency's
planning and budget processes. Quarterly planning and
budget reviews increasingly *used on comparing perfor-
mance against plan. In addition, OPP provided an accounta-
bility-based reviewtsessiog 'between the, director and senior,
managers.

Also during FY 1980, OPP's Budget Division worked
with Peace Corps to deyelop a process for sharing the costs of
jointly funded offices that support both Peace Corps and
ACTION domestic programs. Other 'collaborative efforts
between OPP and Peace Corps led to an)novatille Intern
Program for students` -who -a-re from predominantly minority
colleges. These students Will spend their junior year summer as
Peace Corps interns, working in offices .Within Peace Corps
while spending each morning in specially designed seminars
on Third World development.

S
THE OFFICE OF POLICY AND PLANNING
(OPP) ,

The Office of Policy and Planning is responsible for
ACTION's planning, budget and evaluation functions, and for
administering volunteer demonstreion grants. It provides
suppoit to the Director and executive staff in conceptualizing
and analyzing piolicy goals of the agency.

During FY 980, the Office of Policy and Planning played
a. key role in developing ACTION's 'domestic program
strategy for the '1980s, In May 1980, OPP organized 'a
program policy retreat that involved senior agency staff,
including regional directors. The purpose of the gathering was
.to assess ACTION's field experience, examine the agency's
institutional and programmatic strengths and weaknesses, and
to determine which issues would be relevant to the 1980s. The
,staff's analysis led to a decision to focus the agency's resources
on three major areas energy conservation, independent living
and service learning. °

The establishmeni of long-range program priorities was

Planning Division

Thee Planning Division is responsible for ACTION's planning
processes, including the Zero Based Budgeting (ZBB) System.
ZZB is the means by which the major objectives and
alternative ways of operating each program are ranked. The
ZZB process was the prifnary means for identifying energy
needs, independent living and service learning as the major
areas to vyhich-ACTION'S programs could he directed.

In response to the new Executive Order on Paperwork
Control (E.O. 12174), the Office of Policy and Planning
prepared the agency's first Information Collection Budget
(ICB) request for FY 198.1. The creation of such a budget is
intended to control paperwork burdens imposed on the
public. As this will be an annual process, similar to that of the
fiscal budget submission, the function will remain-in OPP,
with the Planning and Budget Divisicins sharing the
responsibility for this task.

Budget Division

The Budget bivisio'n is responsible for formulating, justifying,
. presenting and monitpring the execution of ACTION's
domestic program and support office budgets. Working
closely with program and office directors, the division
prepares and revises they budget submissions to QMB and
Congress, and actively participates in the prepalation of
Congressional testimony. In addition, the budget staff
coordinates and conducts periodic bpdget reviews, both in the
field and at headquarters, and develops and revises agency
policies sand directives dealing with fiscal matters. The Budget
Division also serves as the _agency's primary contact with
OMB on budgetary and regulatory matters, and as liaison
with, Peace Corps in matters dealing with the administrative
services that ACTION provides to Peace. Corps.

Zvaluation Division

FY 1980 marked the first coVerted 'effort to direct the
activities of the Evaluation Division towards impact and
process evaluations of all domestic programs. The year also
represented an effort to develop longitudinal designs for
qiialltative and quantitative studies, aimed at major research
areas clearly affecting .agency policy.

Some of the evaluations that began in PY 1980 will
continue over three or four,years in connected phases,Rep6rts
Off findings from some of the FY 1980 phases are either
completed or in the analysis and writing stage. Information

80 ,t
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and data collection are still in process for some studies, and
reports are anticipated by the second quarter of FY 1981.

The 25 studies managed by the Evaluation Division in FY
1980 focused on a variety of areas including: measurement of
VISTA outcomes; assessment of the state-of-the-art for
VISTA training; evaluation, through a purely experimental
design, of juvenile offenders in service; learning programs;
measurement of UYA demonstration project effects; assess-
ment of the effects of transportation on OAVP volunteers,
activities and project costs; description of RSVP demonstra-
tion picu'ects.;_analysis of mess-- variables of, allRSVP
projects; measurement of the impact of tite Foster'Grandpar-
ent Program on Foster Grandpaitnts; evaluation of attitudi-
nal changes of .YES volunteers and 'youth; and in-depth
examination of the effects. of SCP on the CoMpanions and
Clients.

Some of the significant findings for work completed were.
The offenders,'sttidents in the juvenile Offender Service,'

Learning Project can contribute positively to the effective
operation of tominunity agencies.

One-third of the RSVP demonstration projects chose
advocacy'independent living as their project emphasis.

The elderly_ and economically disadvantaged were the
primary client grOups for., more than 50 percent of the

aS

1

reporting projec f the RSVP demonstration projects.
The most prevale limitations of children seried by FGP

were mental retardation, physical handicaps and emotional
disturbances. -

Most SCP clients served were women who were 75 years, of
age or older.

The SCP program has proven to be effective in accomplish-
ing deferred institutionalization, early release from an
institutionand deinstitutionalization.

It is estimated that more thatuen_percent-of-elderly persons
served by SCP obtained a timely release from institutions,
rather than remaining in aihospital or being placed in an
interiediate facility. ,

-- SCP plays an important role in improving, various
dimensions of a client's impairment and fills gaps in .,

impairment by providing services. Further, it seems.that the
quintessentially human part of the Senior Companion
Programbeing with another person who aytively tares if you
live or diemakes the difference for volunteers and means the
most for clients.

In addition to the studies initiated in FY 1980, the Evaluation
Division led ain effort to establish descriptive information
systems for program management.. The division also deve-

YES recycling project. Syracuse, NY
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... loped a self-evaluation guide, which will assist local projects in
conducting goal achievement evaluations.

licy Development Division

The goal of the volunteer deinonsttation programs is to test
models which, if validated, will be integrated within
ACTION's operating programs or transferred to other
agencies. During FY 1980, 35 demonstration projects were
filiidajunder the authority of Title I, Part C of the Domestic
Volunteer Act of 1973, as amended (P. L. 93-113). Demonstra-
tion areas included. energy, independent living, fixed income
consumer counseling, "helping hand" technical assistance for
small, non profit organizations national serfice and lama}
violence.

Energy Conservation And Alternafix_Anergy
Sources /

*

.As energy continues to be a pressing national priority,
ACTION addresses the problem by,denionstrating ney, ways

. in which soluincers can contribute to energy consefsation
programs and.to efforts that harness energy from renewable
sources.

The Center for Rural Affairs, in Walthill, iSebraska,
previously sponsored'the.Small Farm Energy Project (funded
by CA for 39 months). Twenty-four family farms in

t northeast Nebraska adopted a number of energy - saving
measures, such as. weathenzation, active solar space heaths,
passive solar window heaters, crop dryers and grain dryers.

. This year, ACTION contributed th these energy conservation
efforts by awarding al122,568 grant to demonstrate how full-

, time; local volunteers can be used to disseminate information
, on -tIte application of low-cost techbologies that can save

$ energy on small farms. The goals of this demonstration project
are. (I) to use volunteers to transfer alternative energy
technologies to other farms in Nebraska, South Dakota,
Minnesota and Iowa, and (2) to'hold faiCheatings with the
Farmer's Home Administration regarding lOarA to ?purchase

/solar and otheraternative energy applications. So far, local
communities and volunteers have been selected in Nebraska,

.4

South Dakota and Minnesota. Also, training materials on
alternative energy applications and Farmers Home Adminis-
tration procedures iiave been developed.

The East Tennessee Community Design enter was
awarded $46,410 to demonstrate the value f part-time
volunteers in building and operating greenhous attached to
existing community facilities. The Community esign Center
has been very effective in using VISTA volunteers over the
years. In 1978, the VISTAs attached a solar grpenhouse onto
the Design Center, which is an old fran3e'house in Knomille.
Based on this experience, it was "thought that . similar
applications could be trade throughout eastern. Tennessee.
The goals' of this pioject are. to construct four greenhouses in
east Tennessee, to monitor the greenhouse attached to the
Design. center and to begin assisting local organizations in
greenhouse operation. The sites selected were the Cooke
County Senior Citizen's tenter in Newport, the White Oak
Day Care Center in Clairfield, the 4th and Gill Neighborhood
Center in IKnoxville and the Laurel Grove Community
Canner} ..Two retired carpenters supervised the building oTthe
greenhouse attached to the Cooke Cunt} Senior Citizen's
Center, with the aid of eight other volunteers. A crew of
carpenter apprentices, all women, u der the supervision of a
local volunteer carpenter, constructed the greenhouse aux
ached to the White Oak Day Care CA*. Ten to twelve
volunteers assisted in the construction of the greenhouse
which' is attached to the 4thend Gill Neighborhood Center in
Knoxville. The Lake} Grose Community Cannery Green-
house has not been started }et, and an alternati site for the
fourth greenhouse has been selected in a nearb} mountain
community.

Independent Living
Presenting inappropriate institutionalization and assisting
those in transition from an institution to the community were
agency-wide goals during FY 1980. Demonstration projects
focusing on independent lisingAsere also supported to further
ACTION's understanding of the deinstitutionaliation pro-

cess.

The South Central Montana Regional Mental Health Center
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rings, Montana, received a gr'ant of $46,000. The
,urposes of this demonstration are tv.ofOld. The first is 'to

assess the potential and capacity of volunteer resources for
leSlening the human and economic cost of institutional and
community care for handicapped and vulnerable older
persons. The second purpose is to deterthine the extent tb
which volunteers can be effectively and efficiently integrated
into a comprehensive and coordinated system of community
services.These are the goals of this project :

To decrease the number of disabled people who are liming in
institutions or are totally dependent on institutional services
for life and social support, and to assist thoie v.ho'have been
deinstitutionalized to remain in the community;

To increase 'the number of disabled who develop and use
independent living skills, who receive vocational training and
are placed in a job and who develop the ability to advocate for
themselves;

To develop a capacity-building model whereby s olunteers
are trained as case managers, supplementing the efforts of

"profesgional health workers- in meeting service demands that
exceed deliver)/ capacity;

To increase the number of volunteers working with the
disabled in institutional and community settings and

To decrepe the number of disabled people receiving public
assistance.

The volunteers work directly with the mentally ill and elderly
to help them develop and, or maintain the skills, and self-
esteem needed to live as independently as possible in the
community. TJtey "provide help in the following areas.
budgeting,. bill paying, banking, housekeeping, cooking,
grooming, personal hygiene; shopping, social services,
socialization, transportation and accessing social sere ices. The
volunteers also fulfill a ctrucial role in that they become friends
with the disabled and elderly clients, who usually have either
lost contact with family and, friends, or have poor family
relationships.

The 22 v olunteers serving on the project spenclanyw here from
seven to 15 hours a week with their clients. In the face of
recent staff reductions, the volunteers are providing invaluable
assistance td the professionals.

Fixed Income Consumer Counseling and Helpigg Hand
Towo years of the Policy Development Division's involvement
in "Urban Programs" resulted in a supplementa, appropria-
tion for the Fixed Income Consumer Counseling (FICC) and
Helping Hand programs.

FICC uses skilled and non-skilled community people to
PrOvick knowledge and skills about economic survival to low-
income people who live on fixed incomes. With the addition of
$360,000 and the help and cooperation of ACTION's Office of

4_:Domestie 9pefations, ten new projects were developed and
funded. These projects; which are sponsored by various
organizations such as Luniversities,,' CAP gencies and
physical, mental disability advocates, will pr ide training in
,areas such as nutrition, consumer shopping, e rgy consena-

and shared housing to about 150,000 people. Training
wilt be. done with workshops, seminars, one-to-oneassistance
and bilingual printed materials. FICC was transferred to
Domestic Operations at the end of FY 1980 for implementa-
tion as a. new national program.

Helping Hand is a demonstration program.designed,to
use_yotmg and old heoiile working together to improve the
,process of &institutionalization, 4nd to assist individuals in

- :
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their transition from institutions to independent living
situations. A $120;000 supplemental appr.opriation allowed
ACTION to fund six Helping Handprojects, which focus on
activities such as academic training, patient advocacy, and

f4 patients as volunteers.
. .

Training and Technical Assistance
Small, cpinmunity*-based nonprofit organizations c4rinot
afford expert accounting/management training aid tednical
assistance. As mesult, they might encount any number of
basic .,accounting, manager ent. problems i their inception
and operation ranging fr filing with the IR for tax-eN,empt
status to establishing ystems of financ monitoring,
reporting and control. Failure to receive the necessary
assistance often leads to the demise of the organization and, as
a consequence, termination of the community services that it
provides. Similarly, low- income elderly and poor people are
generally unable to afford or obtain general financial
consultive services. ACTION addresses these problems by
supporting demonstration projects that offer training and
technical assistance to small, nonprofit organizations (SNOs)
and individuals in need.

ACTION awarded Accountants for the Public Interest in New
York City -a grant Of $77,000. This demonstration' will
determine the potential and capacity of volunteer profession-
als (accountants, attorneys, social workers, architect
engineers, health workers, etc") to introduce and transfer their
skills, methodologies and techniques to voluntary community
service efforts and organizations. The goals of the project are
to identify, recruit and mobilize retired and active professional
accountants (CPAs) and_studeetaccountants who crn provide
their special skills to small nonprofit organizationd, groups
of elderly and poor people.

The volunteers provide training and the following kinds df
technical assistance to SNOs . installation and maintenance of
bookkeeping payroll systems; assistance with he
preparation and filing of applications for ,tax-,exempt atus;
training in blidgetingprocedures, assistance with establishing
systems 6Tfinancial monitoring, reporting and control,
training staff to main books and meet local, state and
federal reporting requirements. ,

The volunteers provide seminars for elderly and spoor
people with a focus on fixed income counseling, housing
problems and other financial. issues that ditectly affect them.

Volunteers, organized in teams, provide financial analyses
of community problems in fields such as health care, energy,
employment and housing.

In addition to mobilizing retired accountants who provide
thousands of volunteer service hours to their communities, the
project has facilitated -capacity building efforts with the private
sector through the involvement of accounting firms in
grassroots problem-solving efforts.

National Service
Since 1978, ACTION has awarded grants to the National
Youth Community:Service (YCS) demonstration project in
Syracuse, Onondaga and Oswego Counties, New York. The
demonstration grants testa national youth service model,by
providing needed and 'meaningful comrlTunity services while
simultaneously offering young people (16 to 21 years of age) a
transition to the adUlt_labar market or to further education.
ys determines The responsiveness acrd capabilities of the
community _and its organizations to participate. in the
development and managemerft of projects' using y oulig people
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in.the provision of services. It also determines the appeal of
community service volunteerism to young people across the
ethnic, age and income spectrum.

YCS is disigned to offer yOuttg individuals the opPortuni-
ty to .gain marketable 'experience, increased personal worth,
greater responsibility and commitment to the community,
increased maturity about the world of work and less social
alienation. In FY 1980, YCS volunteers performed 1,250
volunteer service years in a variety of community service
projects, many of which were non-traditional in design. These
include: day care, senior citizen assistance, tutorial and
remedial aid, weatherization and conservation, recreation,
skateboard safety, ,recycling, community beautification,
historical research and consumer advocacy. The Basic Human
Need breakdown f4x the project is as follows : Health/Nutri-
tion, 9 percwit; Food/Water, 1 percent; Knowledge/Skills, 24
percent; Economic Development/ Inctime, 4 percent; Hous;
Ong, 4 ercent; Energy Conservation, 5 percent; Community
Servic 52 percent and Justice/ Le,gal Rights, 1 percent.

Q he more than 5,000 applicants, 2,50Q, actually served
as yolun rs in 2.Projects offering 3',000 opportuhities for
service. A rmination, 39 percent took jobs, entered
schoo) fa-time or entered the military (3 percent). Some 43
percent of thevolunteers used their educational allowances for
college, cultural, trade, high school:.eareer `or taslcirelated

courses'. ;,1 .
. ..

Family Violence A
.

Family-violence has 'become a,nationwide concern. ACTIQN
is responding to the problem through demonstration projects
that validate the role of volunteers in helping the 'victims of
family violence and preventing further incidents. For exarti-
Pk: c

The V4;t1unteor /Counseling Services of Rockland County, in
New York City, received a 559,974 grant to develop a model
that uses volunteers to work withabusive spouses. Volunteers

working on the project have designed and developed a six-
session workshop for persons who adthitted to or have been
accusectof colnmitting acts of family violence. Five workshops
were collpleted this year, with a total of 35 participants. The
volunteers also .collected and analyied police data on the .

incidence of family violence dnd developed a presentation on
family violence issues for the schoiifs.

The Domestic Violence Project, inc., located in'Ann Arbor,
Michigan, and ten regional centers hasttbeen in operation
sire 1978. This year, ACTION awarded $59,00t, to the
national center of, the project and S75,000 to the regional
centers. These demonstration .grants provide technical 416
assistance and information in the area of family violence and
create networks of volunteers and professional progr ms that
can provide assistance to victims. This pioject is pa iculaily
important because..it.is'ohe of ,the few nAlonwid technical
assistance organizations dealing specifically with spduse
abuse. The goals of the project aft: to monitor and manage
the ten regional centers for the purpose of promoting technical
assistance and netviniking at the state and )41 level;.to
publish a neWsletter that will inform Trograms around the
country about developments in the field'of family violence; to
develop technical assistance materials; to ,break 'down barriers
to networking and coordination; and to develop a network of
resource cconsultants. VOlunteerS. working on this'project this
year have developed 17 technical assistance___manuals, a slide
Show, and video and audio tapes dealing with family violence
and how it can be eliminated: In addition, they have
condtcted ten regional conforencp throughout the U.S. with

over 2,500 people in attendance. During FY 1980, the Office of
Policy and Planning completed providing technical assistance
to the. White House Conference on Library and Information
Services. Thisechnical assistance, which was also provided to
the White House Conferences on . Balanced National Growth
and Economic Development; The Family; The Aged; and
Children and Youth resulted in considerable cooperation with
The Departments of Commerce, Health and Human Services,
Education, and several commissions. As a result, a strieS of
comprehensive and in-depth reports were developed which
contained wide ranging recommendations that were sent to
the White House and Congress for action. The recommpnda-
!ions encompassed such areas as: income distribution policy
and planning; federal/state assistance to depressed areas;
utilization of human and national resource at the state and
local level; family stability .and -chang demographics;
community, action programs; assistance o poverty-level
families; information access by citizens to federali.statei local
databanks and the use of local libraries as, a resource for in-
formation distribution and assistance. . ,-

, . .
. /v .

THE OFFICE OF RECRUITMENT ANII,
COMMUNICATIONS .(01ZCy

I

The primary .function'; of ORC are: to attract potential
recruits to the gency's domestic- and international volunteer
opportunities; to raise public awareness of ACTION and its
programs;, to screen applications for VISTA and Peace Corps;
to recruit and place volunteers, and to provide comthunica-

ion support for the entire agency. This past year, a major goal
ot the office was to let more ;American's know about the
VISTA and Pace Corps 'programs. Other high priorities
during the fiscal year included respondihg to program needs
for technically-skilled volunteersjulfilling the agency's com-
mitment to making the voltinteer force more representative of
the /American _population and streamlining the basic support
functions that ORC is° mandated to perform. Success in
meeting these goals( was evident in a number of areas:

National Awareness
4

A significant accothplishment this year was the develop ent
of an integrated, unified message on behalf of the vari us
progiams. For etarnple:

the .messdge of the VISTA 15t1 Annidersary campaign was
"making a good place better." This theme was interwoven into -

public seCrvice announcements, press-kits, and general litera-
ture created for the event, including a commemorative,
brochure detailing VISTA's unique contribution to Amenca's
anti-poverty efforts.

The VISTA campaign was designed with a dual purpose in
mind : First, to recruit volunteers and to increase national
public awareness of the contributions VISTA volunteers were
making in local communities., The ORC staff, along with
Domestic Operations staff and many /current and former
volunteers, desigend and implementedj the six-month cam-
paign which began with a ceremony at the White House and

ded with a national conference on volunteer and self-help
sues. The campaign involved a 33 city tour, which .was

foordinaiedbylocalstaff inconjunctionwithACTION
headquarters. The anniversary celebration generated a

.........geiptendous amount of local and national coverage in both
print and electronic media. Specially designed Public Service
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Announcements, appearanc by entertainment and sport
celebrities and media -,eve is designed to highlight. loCal
VISTA projects, all contributed to the coverage. As a result,.
VISTA nationarrecognition rose from 69 to 79 percent during
the course of the campaign.

.Extensile planning was also conducted this year for the
Peace Corps 20thAnniversaq campaign, which will revolve
around the idea ormaking a world of differeike."' As in the
VISTA Anniversary campaign, this one Message will be used
'to unify all efforts to recruit volunteers and to increase public
recognition.

The Peace Corps Annivers4ry celebia' tion Was launched on
October 14,,1980 at the University of Michigan, where several
thousands of people attended including several hundred
Returned PCV's. The majority of the anniversary events will
be conducted during FY' 1981. They will focus on 'Peace
Corps' response to the changing,iieeds of the° Third World,
and the challenge of instilling an understanding ..and
appreciation of developing countries. The campaign is then
designed to unfold into a 15 city tour of the United Slates that
will involve events to rkse public awareness of Peace Corps,

1

V 1'
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Recruiter tells prospectiye apphcageabout volutueer opportunities, Washington, DC
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and interest potential volunteers in Peace Corps opt unities
abroad.

In conjunction with the special VISTA and Peace Corps
Anniversary eampaigns,.ORC sponsored a number of VISTA
and Peace Corps fairs. These events involved former
volunteers as a means to inform the public about, ACTION's
programs. . .

ORCs efforts to raise public awareness of Peace Corps
and VISTA also included improved demogrwhic research
and -targeting,, and expanded participation in national
conferences and conventions

The4demographic research avas conducted in conjunction
witli'a consulting firm, which belgan a study to assess direct
mail techniques to prospective ,Peace _Corp% and VISTA
volunteers, and offer recommendations for improved target-
ing. The initial test mailings were sent to specific populations,
to determine interest in the programs. The results of the test
mailing will be analyzed in the next fiscal year.

The Office participated in 30 national conferences a nd
conventions, whore ACTION exhibits there presented on
topics ranging from aging and energy to youth issueV.

3
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Another technique used by ORC for enhancing optional
awareness of ACTION's programs'was the develophient of
special mailing lists and the Better targeting of news items. For
example, stories on energy projects.were specifically sent to
editors interested in energy- related issues and to organizations
that are actually involved with energy. programs.

The Office also compiled a youth list and began working
with a scholastic niagallue socvice to give grammar school,
junior high school, and senior high school student's the
opportunity- to learn about Peace Corps and development
education issues. Lists were also developed for scarce skill
areas, such as health and math/science.

In the area of electronic media. the ORC was successful
this year in reaching larger/irkers through the major
networks VISTA, for exainpt , received substantial network
news coverage during the azniversiry 'campaign. Other
electronic media events included major talk show interviews.
With ACTION and Peace Corps program directors.

:

An indication of the Office's success at raising awareness
wa'slthe continued high level of WATS line inquiries,, with the
4th quarter total (14,122) falling just short of the all-time high
set in FY 1973. The cumulative for FY 198,0 was 44,179. While
this number was slightly less than the FY 1979 Rita!, in general
the callers /ended to be more "qualified" than those in the past.

Scarce Skill Recruitment .,
This year, OR@ made 'a major effort to identify potential

volunteers with hart to loCate skills in prdef to .fill VISTA's
need for architects and lawyers, and" Peace Corps' need for
volunteers with training in forestry, agriculture,, health and
math/science teacl3ing. Direct mail campaigns were better
targeted towards -arce skill audiences; the volume of tear
`card mailing, was doubled from 35,000 in FY.1979 to 70,000
in FY 1980. The number o. f senior graduate mailings was also

4 increased; and the quality, of the packaging Was improved. for

At.:

example, the mailings included persotialized responses and
computer coding.

Planning sessions with professionals from the private
sector were held to advise the, .Office about scarce' OA:
recruitment approaches. These strategy planning teams helped
ORC to define problems in specific skill areas,-and to devise
appropriate solutions.' The results of the strategy analysis
sessions led to regional conferetices during which _concrete
plans for scarce -skill recruineiit were' developed.

To support the Office's 0_?forts in thii area, skill-specific
slide shows were produced to assist recruiters in filling
requests in categories such as health, math /science, forekry,
agriculture and fisheries.

In addition, the Office implemented plans' or an agency,.
project called Peace Corps Associates. The goal of this-_project
is to forrita network of individuals with an active interest in
Peace Corps, such as university professors, whomight t in-
direoting people with scarce skills to proper cruitment
channels. .

t0

Minority, Recruitment

Boosting minority participation in ACTION's programs has
been a long-standing goal of the Office. One, example of
ACT1ON's.comrnitment to this gOal can be seen in the efforts
of strategy contracts:Strategy contracts are agreements made
with universities' and various professional 'organizations,
through which irfarmcr volunteer-is hired to identify potential
volunteers' with scarce skills. 111 universities, -the strategy
contradt usually involves or a graduate student who has served.
in Peace Corps, and whose payment is in the form of an
assistantship or stipend. This past year, AC MN let 98
strategy contracts, of these, 40 were with minority_educational
institutions. ORC also arranged for ACTION staff to visit 20 ,

of the schools and assist with recruitment effort.
In support of the Office's, efforts to enhance ,mirtority

1 : ;',, a

'.ACTION Director Sametiown gat Over testidtony with LcA and eonipliance:dfiei)ors. ,,
,
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recruitment, 4nuiither of print arid eiectrOnie media matprials
were also developed this; yeat which included sr 'shows,:
Peace Corps printed materials and, a television .cafripaigi.

/filmed in Africa and the Philippines.
ORC also played an active ecile with OPP ci Pc in the

design,and execution of the recruitment and norrfination proe-1
ess-, of the eleit-week Peace Co ps,Summer Intern Prograirr,
Which enabled 15 minority col ego students to observe Peace
-Corps' Washington operati s and to' learh about;develop-

1- ment assistance..Additiona ly, the Office assisted in producing
a brochure and final report for the'program, and provided

7nevis stales-to nation/al and minority press, 5
In k ofeeping ,with the 'agency-wide goal enhAnded

minority partleiNtion, the -Office of RecruItment' and
'Comrognicatidits substantially increased minority contracts.
Ric' the firsflimein the history of theagency's photO-service,
deparlmerit," black ph'Slographer covered Peace Corps
cohntyies., Alsci more minority reporters were 41qused to
cover domestic project's, and more blick-an dHispan c writers
produced stories, for the news..bureati ,".

Mduagenietit Refinements 'of
-

This year,, a number of tile'. Office's ;processes that we!.
_PrevioySly done manual)), were strearrigned through camPu-
terization. Volunteer-applicants, fOr example,u:sed to requite..
22 people fat processing and tracking. With the automated
system, two staff members were-able la tirocess_all FY 1980
application materials,, which amouited to' -some 84,00
transactions. In addition, the systeM;:enables ORC,staff to
instantly track alit application tlitouglhe various proceising\stages.

_ The major function Of the Office of Legislative and

coverage for FWP events, as\well'as commu
for Women's Awareness Week.

Internal Communications and Publications

Within ORC, a number of changes were made in FY 198Q to
maximize the effect of recruitment and communications
activities. i

Tfie Office of Public Affairs initiated a concerted effort to
peovide highly targeted coverage of policy issues that affect th
operation of the agency. Particular attention was 'given t
energy initiatives, minority procurement and equal employ-,
ment opportUnity ,policies. This new issue orientation was
especially evident in. ACTION's various publications.

ACTION Update informed staff of initiatives that
-41irectIy, effect them; VISTA Currents supplied technical

'assistance information, Reconnection, ACTION's publication
for former volunteers, added a .valuable resource section,
Peace Corps Times focused on the hard issues confronting
volunteers; and Prime Times examined a`wide range of issues-

-affecting FGP, RSVP and SCP.
. Another FY 1980 trend of the Office was an increased

coopejative effort with other development agencies.-ORC staff
were encouraged to work-in collaboration with the staffs of the
International Communications Agency (ICA), the Agency for
International Development (AID), the International Develop.
mew Cooperation Agency (IDCA) and other agencies on
projects of mutual interest.

ications support

THE OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AND
'GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS (LGA)

.

,,f--Follow-up recruitment functions have also 'Keen ini- Governmental Affairs (LGA) is to represent ACTION and its'. pro* through/ainomatiort.,the systern saVes.,three to (our - programs on Capitol Hill and to inform members'ofCongressweeks in responding to, WATS line, tear.card and ditat.#1 and committee staffs of the agency's-activities, LGA monitors
inquiries by-eliminating manual s&ting ancrbatching 'steps: all legislation affecting ACTION, and maintains close ties withThe system should _proye. to ix an extremely useful the many:committees and subcommittees that have jurisdic-management information tool, as it- will enable the Office to tion over and oversightof the agency. .track all inquiries, and to, monitor whether vialunteer DUring FY 1p0, LGA, alOng with other offices, workedPlacements are keeping-41,step with program re:quests! toward obtaining an appropriation for ACTI01, which

---, .
.

. -included the passage. of a.cobtinuing resolution and a :$4Special 'Program and Initiative Support 1 . .
million supplemental. In addition, VISTA anc15,the Service

. ° . s,.. Learning Programs were re-authorized.for both FY 1980 and-ORC was' integrally i volved in, provtding com unication FY 1981. The Older American Volunteer Programs were
_ support for a number events and .speciakagency initiatives.

.," previously authorized through FY 1981 4--- These include, ' _ . _,-,
. . . ',, This year, the Offisce of legislative and Governmental .The rosteNcrandpare Program muversary, w lc Affairs continued to assist the director of Peace Corpswith itswas laitnehed September 4, r980.-ORc wasiesponsiblefora congressionaj relations., In :addjtiori, LGA. coordinated all' **coOrdination offilational.and4ocal 'pi-ass covelfige. TheA"ffico. . -,;.-agency Cprilficts with COngress regarding tll implementation ,alp,producecil commemdrative brochure for theiyeni, anti a. .

. . - of Executivt Order 1211/. which enooffrages more widespread '' .'film ernitled7A Touch of ebv.e.r . ° '... i° '0 .voluntary acitbn, tr.Specially in'sthe ruse, of volunteers in luch
s Fitchburg4CtiorNo Conservo Energy (FACE). The 0 "e. 4.ffic-. 6 'was ..is 'refugee assistance, energy conservatiem and crime *played.akey-role.in publicizing, this cOrnmunitftwick ener6

conservation-. project. This dovolvIckithe,.. development
`print materials describing 'the proje4, and arranging f
covefikby the mior.tilloyi'siort 410/arks find wire services.
. _

"`Cptinunity E gy 'kr:Jed (C0?). ORC was primarily
concerned : ith IOW . coverage for. the' 18 communities
involved ill CEP. The Office workkd closely with field staff and
the service tenter,directors tirenstire 'adequate press attention:

.a
preventio'n.;: : . i

-",
,.

.
..; 40 .i

OFFICF 9F GENERAL 'COUN$EI; (GC) 4 .,
, 4 .

e V4 t 'ItoinePY 1980; Vie Office of General Counsel deyotqd.V..' 'i .,,.'

major effort... to the development 'of new agency 4gulations, .!" .
Which are required as a result of the faksate of th1Dotpestit, t :4;
Volunteer ServiceAct.Amendments ",,o414.1979 (P. . 96-143J. .',. . 4.A

Particular emptisis was plated on ne0 regulations in thf area ?

J 6

'International Year of Disabled Persdns(IYDP). During FRY* of, prohibited polific4 activity andtfohpying-b'Y klunteer§a, ...,a

' 1980 a news bureau staff' person was designated as the mddi ;nd in developing new standai'ds tolprotect lilt _lights of..,...._
liaison hoween>the IYDP.Office and the, press. " . ' volunteers and employees against diseriminaTion on the basis

Federal Women's PrOgrark(FWP). ORC provided ongoing of race, sex, religion ,. age or handicap. 4r
' 1.

t
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f
The office alsOplaYed a_substantialtole in negotiations

with the ACTION Employees Union for a new contract, and
in defining the relationsTp between ACTION and the Peace
Corps. This relatioaiip continues liievolce. as .a result of
Eicocutive Order, 12137. g,

This year, the General Counsel participated in a h ighly''- successful - area studies ':training 'program for' Peace Corps
volunteers serying=in Lesotho, Botswana And ,Swaziland. In
these countries, volunteers areeoften confronted. with problems
arising out 'ofproximity to theUnion of South Afric4.

As the agencycs'ethics advisor, the office continad to'
oversee and monitor compliance- with ACTION's Offical
Standards of Conduct and the Ethics in ,GoVerhment Am./
Se$eral new interagency agreements'were negotiated, enabling
ACTION to cooperate more fully With other governmental
units Such vital areas as energy conservation' and refugee
assistance. " °

. , a
st,

,

OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE (0/C)
.The Office of Compliance, is comprised of. three major

divisions the Office of the Director, which formulates policy,
the Inspector General's Division, and the Equal Opportunities
Division.

In FY 1980; the Office of Compliance,' Equal Ocpportunity
Division, continued its support of the agency's upward
mobility prOgrani as well as seeing that ACTION and Peace
Corps continue to increase their -contracts with minority
businesses. .Inspections and Atidits v....

. s
The Inspector General's DiVisiosn conducts all 'investigations
and audits for ACTION and Peace Coins. During FY_1980, a
total` of 28 investigations were conducted, including 11 in
ACTION HeadquartIrs10 in Domestic ,Operations and 7 in
Peace' Cntis..The dil)ision also performed 41*aUdits.

Eighte Peace Corps posts were audited to determine the
integrity f fival and administrative management. One audit
included *comprehensive. review:of the effectiveness' of

.

Peace Corps program in- thatsCountry.
Three operational mid compliance Audits of domestic

regional qffices were conducted to 'determine. tte integrity
die fiscal and administrative manngemen andile-effiCanaP

`of operations* . ',b. Pr
e

Three ,contract audits were terfor5agd :to determine t,Tle.
"1' adequacyy, of the contracto'r's,accountitig sy.§teni.

Fourteen cost cligibilitr and compliance audits -of agency
o !grants trig non profit organizations Were completed. -,

-.41 Two spfcial infernal wefts of agency payroll and regional
office ton/1 of Governmek _Travel ,Request,s were conduct,

'ed. e
, .

,4*
sd-1:* Equal Opporttinity.

A
.pivision is responsible for developing,

le 0

Women'sFederal Program managers, and Hispanic Employ:
ment Prograimanagers. ..

Conducted introductorx and noilrancal training for all
regional and headquarters .employment opportunity
counselors. w

6 ,
Developed hew. regulations regarding a Nolunteer complaint

system... a - '
Developed agencx policy on sexual harassment in the

. .

workplace.. ,, " . -
.....

.

Participated An a personnel management evaluation of
*Region Xs Seattle, Washington ce.
11 Sponsored a Federal Women Awareness Month and '
Hispanic Heritage, Week. . , .

onducted a one (lac training session for headquarters
nagers regarding equal opportunity ptglicies and goals.

During TY 1980, ACTION continu ed its strong emphasis in
support.' of lipward .Mobility (UpM0).,Fourteen of the 15
ACTION UPMO candidates graduated, 13 of whom are

. women.;In EY 1'980, ACTION's re i nal and statesoffices also° t-L1
`participated in the .Minority Ban Deposit Program, The
Tiogram is designed tosuppo' e development of minority.
enterprise through the utilization of minority and.vvomen's
financtrinstitutions. .

Qn February 7, 1979, ACTION, jn response to a class
action complaint filed by its employees, entered into a
Stipulation of Settlement which was approved by Order of the
U.S. District Court, District of Columbia. The agency
voluntarily entered into this Stipulation Order as an Obit to
respond to allegation§ that certain minorities had not been,
treated fairly in ACTION's workforce, and to reaffiim itsf-
policy of employing, using and promotiligithe best qualified
individuals possible regardless of set, race, religion,'
national origin. Of the 27 claims, teh:were conciliated and
awarded back pay or'cash iettlements, three claimants-violet
promoted; two' wire, given, trainin5 or Upward Motility
opportunities, five claims were rejected, two were Wathdrawn,
three were appealed 'to in independent hearingexaminer.and
were .subsequentlx denied and, or discussek 4The, remaining
five cases- are anticipated ro be closed,Thi December 1980:

t

CcintraCt I s.

T hrotigh $ectioit, 8(4,ohetheagmall Buginess Q+ci, small,
minprO-own ell businesses cart bt,helpad through t0e.awar
of nonomPelkive co,ntraqs. Thao OlVee of Compliance
implements tbiMci bothACJOI\I ar;i1 the Peace Corps. e:

In 'less. than thiA yern,,,ACTION(peace ,Corps has s'
increased its contracts with mino4ty'husinesses by 80 percent.
this effort his been ,strongly_ In keeping with, the president:4,
goal: of 'tripling. the amount of fiveral pjocureinent frotz*
minority businesses. The objecttye to Jpavider equil
opportunity for minorities to enterythe,econ,omic mainstream.
This year: -

ACTION awarded 39 80Y-contracts, valuedat $2,70 9,130; '
as compared to Fiscal Year '1979 aWards of 31 con tracts
valued at $1,667,00. Ihis.ryp resents &dollar value intrease of

.
. ,$1,042,330, *. tprdmulgating,, interpretincand. implementing all pOliaies and

, 4. practices with regard_ to, equal opportunity and,affirmativ,e
ac for both ACTION and the Peace Oorps. It also heads.

...:i.c.T ,such special- emphisle suppOrt programs as the Vedeial
4 .S, Women's Program (FWR); the Hispanie Einplo ment_

grogram- (HEPY and AlteSection $(a)Minority Con acts_
Program. In FY 1-980,..the division: : . , -,---

Conducted training for headquarters- managers, region%)

Of Ilk 39 contractsv ACTION'accountedlof 'il# contracts ,
valued at $746,882 peace Corps accounted -for t esemaining
11 contracts, valued at $1,962,448. ' -.. -, . i.

- . 4-1.
. ,

ACTION alsO 0-raided_ 42-non 8(a) co up,i,ets in t am op n t, of_
$11)4:812 to minority prrns. through the competiti or sole
-source peoce: ,... j 4

4
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Dennis DerrYck.
Assistant Director
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-There is no discri' Mination because
"of race, color, national origin, age,
political beliefs, Sex'or religion, All
ACTION servicesafe administered.
on a non-discriminatory basis.
Anyone who feels he /she has been
discriminated against may write to
the Office of Compliance, ACP1011k
'Washington, D.C. 20525.
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Executive Order 1/137 (5/16179) tuablished the Peace Corps as an
autonomous agency within ACTION with authority to direct Its own
program, policy, and budget operations, as welt as support services
essential to carry out the resconsibilmes oldie Execlove Order AMON
is responsible for general direction of all, functions which Jointly ser,
Domestic and Peace Corps programs.
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